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Abstract
This thesis consists of three chapters that fall under the broad banner of contract
theory, applied to topics in behavioral and development economics.
Empirically, labor contracts that financially penalize failure induce higher effort
provision than economically identical contracts presented as paying a bonus for
success. This is puzzling, as penalties are infrequently used in practice. The most
obvious explanation is selection: loss averse agents are unwilling to accept such
contracts. In the first chapter, I formalize and experimentally test this intuition. Sur-
prisingly, I find that workers were 25 percent more likely to accept penalty contracts,
with no evidence of adverse selection. Penalty contracts also increased performance
on the job by 0.2 standard deviations. Finally, I outline extensions to the basic theory
that are consistent with the main results.
The second chapter analyzes the effect of market structure in microfinance on
borrower welfare and the types of contracts used. We find that market power can
have severe implications for borrower welfare, while despite information frictions,
competition delivers similar borrower welfare to non-profit lending. We also find
that for-profit lenders are less likely to use joint liability than non-profits, which
is consistent with some empirical stylized facts suggesting a decline in use of joint
liability. We simulate the model to evaluate quantitatively the importance of market
structure for borrower welfare.
The third chapter contrasts individual liability lending with and without groups
to joint liability lending, motivated by an apparent shift away from joint liability
lending. We show under what conditions individual liability can deliver welfare
improvements over joint liability, conditions that depend on the joint income distri-
bution and social capital. We then show that lower transaction costs that mechani-
cally favor group lending may also encourage the creation of social capital. Finally,
we again simulate the model to quantify our welfare conclusions.
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Preface
This thesis consists of three chapters, each of which addresses a separate issue in ap-
plied contract theory, and which reflect a common interest in how effective contract
design can improve welfare.
In the first chapter I describe the results of a randomized experiment motivated
by the question of why firms seem to prefer to present financial incentives to work-
ers in terms of bonuses rather than penalties. This is somewhat puzzling given
the empirical evidence that penalty contracts (contracts that offer a high base wage
but deduct pay if a performance target is not met) are more effective at motivating
workers than economically equivalent bonus contracts (with a low base wage and
bonuses for meeting the target). This finding is usually attributed to loss aversion
on the part of the worker. The low base pay in the bonus contract sets the worker’s
reference point low, so the bonus payments fall in the gain domain, while the high
base pay of the penalty contract sets a high reference point, such that the penalty
falls in the loss domain. Since losses loom larger than gains, workers exert more
effort to avoid a penalty than to achieve an equivalent bonus.
The most obvious explanation for why firms prefer bonus contracts is selec-
tion: loss averse workers will be unwilling to accept penalty contracts. I formalize
this intuition, then experimentally test it using a two-stage randomized experiment
in which workers are recruited under economically equivalent contracts that are
framed either in terms of penalties or bonuses. Surprisingly I find that workers
were 25 percent more likely to accept the penalty framed contract. Despite this, I
find no evidence of advantageous or adverse selection induced by the framing treat-
ment, indeed the distributions of payoff-relevant characteristics, such as measures of
ability, are essentially identical between those who accepted the bonus framed offer
and those who accepted the penalty framed offer. Third, consistent with the exist-
ing literature, the penalty contract improved on the job performance by 0.2 standard
deviations.
I outline two plausible extensions to the model that bring its predictions more
in line with the data. One explanation is that the high reference point under the
penalty contract also makes the job offer feel more attractive, or the outside option
less attractive. Alternatively, it may be that workers face a self-control problem, and
like penalty contracts because they motivate them to exert higher effort. Finally, I
argue that more research is needed on the long-term effects of incentive framing if
we want to understand why firms prefer not to use penalties.
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The second and third chapters analyze a pair of related problems in the eco-
nomics of microfinance, in particular related to group lending. Group lending refers
to the common practice in microfinance of disbursing loans and collecting repay-
ments at group meetings of several borrowers, rather than individually. It may go
hand in hand with joint liability lending, in which case group members also act as
guarantors for one another’s loans.
In chapter two, my coauthors and I explore the consequences for borrower wel-
fare of different market structures in microfinance. The majority of theoretical work
in microfinance assumes a single, benevolent non-profit lender, and studies how the
lender is able to use innovative contract structures, such as group lending, to over-
come asymmetric information or weak enforcement problems that otherwise lead to
credit rationing. Joint liability lending can harness social capital, encouraging mu-
tual insurance and increasing repayment rates. However, in the hands of a lender
with market power these instruments may actually be harmful to the borrowers.
We show that a lender with market power can leverage the joint liability mechanism
to charge higher interest rates to borrowers with more social capital, making them
worse off.
Next we ask to what extent competition solves this problem, under the real-
istic assumption of weak information sharing between lenders. This information
structure limits lenders’ ability to recover loans, because borrowers can simply de-
fault and move to another lender. As a consequence, the competitive market is
characterized by credit rationing. However, higher social capital relaxes the bor-
rowers’ repayment constraints, enabling entry and moving welfare toward the first
best. Nevertheless, the welfare ranking of competition and monopoly lending is
ambiguous, depending on the relative severity of credit rationing and social capital
exploitation.
Finally, we find that for over reasonable parameter ranges both monopolistic and
competitive for-profit lenders are less likely to offer joint liability loan contracts than
non-profits. This is consistent with empirical stylized facts: a recent decline in joint
liability lending which goes hand-in hand with growth in commercialization of the
microfinance industry.
To assess the empirical relevance of the mechanisms studied, we then simulate
the model for estimated values of the key parameters. We confirm that welfare losses
under monopoly are large, but find that welfare losses due to information frictions
in competition are relatively modest. We also confirm that for the parameters we
estimate, commercial lenders are indeed less likely to use joint liability than a non-
profit lender.
The third chapter is also motivated by the previously mentioned decline in joint
liability lending. Some microfinance lenders are switching from joint liability to in-
dividual liability lending, but retaining the group lending structure. The model is
motivated by recent findings that individual liability lending to groups can achieve
the same high repayment rates as joint liability lending. We show that provided
11
borrowers have sufficient social capital, they are able to sustain what we call “im-
plicit joint liability”, guaranteeing one another’s loans without a stipulation from
the lender that they do so. Furthermore, implicit joint liability has the potential
to improve on traditional joint liability, since it avoids one perverse effect of joint
liability lending, namely that a borrower who cannot afford to guarantee her unsuc-
cessful partner’s loan may default on her own loan as well; this does not happen
under implicit joint liability. However, implicit joint liability is more demanding in
terms of social capital, implying that abandoning explicit joint liability may be more
successful in some contexts than others.
Next, motivated by evidence that social capital can be built through repayment
group meetings, we analyze an extension in which the transaction cost structure of
group lending leads borrowers to invest in social capital creation, increasing welfare.
Finally, once again we simulate the model to evaluate the welfare effects of the
contract types considered.
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Chapter 1
Your Loss Is My Gain: A
Recruitment Experiment With
Framed Incentives1
Consider two otherwise identical job offers, of which the first pays a base wage of
$100, plus a bonus of $100 if a performance target is reached, while the second pays
a base wage of $200, minus a penalty of $100 if the target is not reached. Rational
agents will behave identically under either of these two contracts. However, a large
body of empirical evidence suggests that behavior does respond to framing manip-
ulations such as this. In particular several lab and field studies find that workers ex-
ert higher effort under the penalty framed contract than the bonus framed one. The
leading explanation for these findings is reference dependence and loss aversion
(Kahneman and Tversky (1979)), where the frame influences the reference point.
The low base pay of the bonus frame sets her reference point low, so bonuses are
perceived as gains, while the high base pay of the penalty frame sets her reference
point high, so penalties are perceived as losses. Since losses loom larger than gains,
penalties are more motivational than bonuses.
This finding raises a puzzle. If penalties are more motivational than bonuses,
why are they not more widely used?2 The most obvious explanation is that while
penalties are effective motivators of existing workers, they unlikely to be accepted
at the recruitment stage. I formalize this intuition in a simple model based on
Ko˝szegi and Rabin (2006, 2007), showing that a forward-looking loss averse agent
who is subject to framing effects will be less willing to accept a penalty contract
than an equivalent bonus contract, because penalties increase her reference point,
reducing her utility in all states of the world. Under the bonus contract she feels
elated when successful and not too disappointed when unsuccessful, while under
1I gratefully acknowledge financial support from STICERD for the experiment described in this
chapter.
2See e.g. Baker et al. (1988), Lazear (1995). Although I am not aware of any datasets addressing
this issue, a glance through any job vacancy listing reveals many jobs that specify potential bonuses
and almost no mention of penalties.
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the penalty contract she feels only contented when successful and very disappointed
when unsuccessful, hence the penalty contract is less attractive.3
The main contribution of this paper is a real-effort randomized experiment with
1,450 participants, designed to test this intuition. I use a two-stage design that sep-
arates selection and incentive effects of penalty framing relative to bonus framing.
It consists of a common first stage in which I measure workers’ types, followed by
a second stage a few days later in which workers are offered framed incentive con-
tracts and choose whether or not to accept. In each stage workers perform a data
entry task and are assessed on their accuracy.
In contrast with the theoretical predictions, workers offered a penalty framed
contract were 25 percent more likely to accept than those offered an equivalent bonus
contract. Both the direction and magnitude of this effect are striking. By way of
comparison, doubling the size of the contingent component of pay had a small and
statistically insignificant effect on acceptance rates.
Second, despite the large effect on recruitment, the penalty contract did not lead
to adverse or advantageous selection, indeed the distributions of the main payoff-
relevant observables are essentially identical between those who accepted the bonus
and those who accepted the penalty. Reported reservation wages are slightly higher
on average among participants who accepted the penalty contract, consistent with
the penalty frame relaxing participation constraints.
Third, consistent with the existing literature, performance on the incentivized
task was significantly higher under the penalty treatment, around 6 percent higher
accuracy on the data entry task (0.2 standard deviations). The coefficient estimate is
unchanged when including controls, consistent with the absence of selection on ob-
servables. The improvement in performance is observed across the whole distribu-
tion, so is not driven by a small number of strongly affected individuals. Participants
exerted more effort, measured as time spent, under the penalty frame, although this
measure is very noisy so the coefficient estimates are not always statistically signifi-
cant. Once again, it is striking that doubling the contingent component of pay had
a smaller and statistically insignificant effect on performance.
While I cannot of course rule out selection on unobservables, the broad range
of controls gives confidence that the observed effect is an incentive effect and not
driven by selection. Further confidence is gained from the fact that I do observe
significant selection on ability into the incentivized second stage of the experiment
(low ability participants are less likely to accept the job offer under both frames),
and that increasing the non-contingent component of pay in the second stage led to
adverse selection, suggesting that the experimental design is able to detect selection
effects where they are present.
In addition to controlling for selection, the experiment is designed to rule out
two key confounds, that workers might infer something about the task from the
3More generally, in almost any model where she chooses her effort provision optimally, a manip-
ulation that leads her to exert more effort without changing the economic terms of the contract must
make her worse off.
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contract they are offered, and that inattention when reading the job offer might
make the penalty contract seem relatively attractive. I also check for inference by
testing whether workers perceived the task to be more or less difficult under the
penalty frame, finding no difference.
Since the basic theory cannot explain the relative popularity of the penalty con-
tract I outline two extensions that bring the model in line with the data. One possi-
bility is that the high reference point under the penalty contract simply makes the
job appear more lucrative, or makes the outside option appear less lucrative. Alter-
natively, it could be that workers like penalty contracts because they enable them to
overcome a self-control problem: the worker would like to exert more effort and the
penalty motivates her to do so. The first extension suggests that workers are making
a mistake, and may ultimately come to regret their choice, while in the second the
penalty contract takes the form of a commitment device that can increase welfare.4
There are two possible responses to the results. It may indeed be that firms
can gain by increasing their use of penalties, including pre-announcing them at
the recruitment stage. This is most likely to be the case in contexts similar to the
experimental environment, short-term recruitment of workers to perform routine
tasks with minimal screening. For example, hiring one-off data entry workers, field
officers, tradesmen, event or campaign staff.
The second response is to go back to the original question. The penalty con-
tract recruited more workers, who then exerted greater effort, why then are they
not more widely used? The results suggest that selection is not the answer. Perhaps
the explanation lies in the fact that while most employment relationships are long-
term, the effects of framing manipulations may be short-lived. Over time, workers’
reference points are likely to adjust, eroding the performance advantages and per-
haps leading workers who were recruited under the penalty frame but would not
have accepted the bonus frame to quit.5 It is possible too that actually incurring a
penalty (as opposed to not receiving a bonus) is particularly discouraging, leading
to lower effort and higher attrition in future periods.6 I show that the framing effect
did not wear off over the course of the one incentivized stage of effort provision, but
more theoretical and empirical work on the long-term effects of incentive framing is
needed to understand whether these conjectures are correct.
Turning to related literature, existing work on incentive framing focuses on in-
centive effects, that is, its effect on effort provision among a sample of already-
recruited workers or lab subjects.7 Hossain and List (2012) in the field, and Ar-
4Recent evidence suggests that workers may prefer financially dominated incentive schemes that
incorporate a similar form of commitment, see Kaur et al. (2013).
5Druckman (2001), Hossain and List (2012) and Jayaraman et al. (2014) discuss the issue of short-
lived “behavioral” effects.
6This point relates to the literature on wage cuts, see e.g. Fehr et al. (2009) and also Mas (2006).
7The one exception of which I am aware is Luft (1994). In her study, lab participants indicated a
preference between each of an increasing sequence of fixed payments, and a contingent contract which
was either bonus or penalty framed. The mean valuation of the bonus contract was higher, in contrast
to my results. However, the sample size is only 27 so the difference is not significant. Brooks et al.
(2013) study only penalty framed incentives, varying the size of the target below which penalties are
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mantier and Boly (2012), Hannan et al. (2005) and Church et al. (2008) in the lab
consistently find higher effort provision under penalty incentives than equivalent
bonus incentives.8 However, Fehr and Gächter (2002) find in a buyer-seller experi-
ment that penalty-framed performance incentives led to more shirking among sell-
ers than equivalent bonus-framed offers.
The paper relates to the literature on behavioral contract design. For example,
DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004) explore contract design for time-inconsistent
agents, Von Thadden and Zhao (2012) for unaware agents and de Meza and Webb
(2007) and Herweg et al. (2010) for loss-averse agents, the latter applying the model
of Ko˝szegi and Rabin (2006, 2007). Hilken et al. (2013) theoretically analyze an in-
centive framing problem related to the one outlined in this paper. Empirical papers
studying the effect of loss aversion on effort provision (without framing effects) in-
clude Camerer et al. (1997), Farber (2005, 2008), Crawford and Meng (2011), Pope
and Schweitzer (2011), Abeler et al. (2011) and Gill and Prowse (2012).
Finally, it fits into the smaller empirical literature on selection effects of em-
ployment contracts. Lazear (2000), Eriksson and Villeval (2008) and Dohmen and
Falk (2011) find that performance pay tends to select in high-ability types, a result
that I also observe in my experiment, while Guiteras and Jack (2014) observe ad-
verse selection. Propper and Van Reenen (2010) and Dal Bó et al. (2012) find that
high (relative) wages attract higher quality employees, while I observe suggestive
evidence that increasing the non-contingent component of pay in my experiment
attracted lower ability workers. Deserranno (2014) studies the effect on worker se-
lection of manipulating earning expectations by reporting different moments of the
earning distribution.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 1.1 sets up the basic theoretical
framework and derives three testable predictions. Section 1.2 outlines the experi-
ment design, the experimental platform (Amazon Mechanical Turk), and the data
collected. Section 1.3 describes the main results on acceptance rates, selection and
performance. Section 1.4 presents secondary results including two tests of possi-
ble mechanisms: inference and inattention. Section 1.5 discusses extensions to the
model that bring it closer in line with the data, and areas where further theoretical
and empirical work would be particularly valuable. Finally, Section 1.6 concludes.
Two Appendices contain additional results and experimental details.
1.1 A simple model
Consider a standard moral hazard problem in which a principal (P) wants to hire
an agent (A) to perform a task, the success of which depends on the agent’s effort.
incurred. They show that setting the target extremely high reduces acceptance of the job offer and
performance.
8Fryer et al. (2012) test a closely related but stronger manipulation than pure framing on school
teachers: in the penalty treatment teachers were paid their bonuses upfront, to be clawed back if
student performance fell below target. They find strong positive effects on teacher performance under
the penalty relative to the bonus equivalent.
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Effort is non-contractible so P must write a contract that incentivizes effort. How-
ever, the agent’s utility is reference-dependent and loss-averse, and the principal can
influence the agent’s reference point by altering how the contract is framed. Lastly,
there is limited liability, such that the payment to the agent in any state must exceed
some lower bound w, which I normalize to zero for convenience.
A chooses an effort level e ∈ [0, 1] which equals the probability that the task is
successful. If successful, P earns a payoff v, otherwise he earns 0. In the absence of
any framing effect, this implies that the optimal contract (ruling out contracts that
pay lotteries) consists of a pair, (w, b), such that w is a non-contingent payment, and
b is a bonus paid if the agent is successful. In addition, I assume that P can choose
a frame, F, that influences A’s reference point under the contract. Thus, P offers A
a triple, (w, b, F), A accepts or rejects the contract, then exerts effort if she accepted
and is paid according to the outcome. P’s payoff is simply:
Π = e(v− b)− w.
I follow Ko˝szegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) (henceforth, KR) in assuming that the
agent’s utility function is a sum of a standard component, expected consumption
utility, and a gain-loss component that values payoffs against a stochastic reference
point, less an effort cost that is not reference-dependent for simplicity. In KR, the
reference point is the expected distribution of outcomes. For example, an agent
holding a lottery ticket that pays $50 with 50% probability has a stochastic reference
point that equals $50 with probability one half and $0 with probability one half.
The most natural specification of the reference point in work on moral hazard
under loss aversion applies Ko˝szegi and Rabin (2007)’s concept of choice-acclimating
personal equilibrium (CPE). Under CPE, the agent’s choices influence her reference
point, and she takes account of this effect when making her decision, i.e. her ref-
erence point and choices are simultaneously determined. For instance, under CPE,
an agent knows that buying a lottery ticket will increase her expected winnings,
which will be incorporated into her reference point. This creates the possibility of
experiencing a loss when she does not win, which might ultimately lead her not
to purchase a ticket. In the moral hazard context, higher effort leads to a higher
chance of receiving b, which increases the reference point, and the agent anticipates
this when choosing her effort level.
To focus the analysis, I impose a number of standard simplifying assumptions on
the KR utility function, described in Appendix 1.A. The resulting basic framework
is very similar to that used by Herweg et al. (2010) and Gill and Prowse (2012).9 A’s
utility over consumption c, which is distributed according to G(c|e), and reference
9In particular, I assume that the agent places equal weight on consumption and gain-loss utility,
that utility is linear except for a kink at the reference point, and that the agent does not weight
probabilities.
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point r, distributed according to H(r|e, F), where F represents the frame, is:
U(G|H, e, F) = E(c|e) + αe− e
2
2γ
+ [1+ 1{c ≥ r}(λ− 1)]
∫∫
(c− r)dG(c|e)dH(r|e, F)
(1.1)
The first line, E(c|e) + αe− e22γ is standard expected consumption utility, plus a
term representing intrinsic motivation, αe, less the cost of effort which I assume is
quadratic and decreasing in an ability parameter γ > 0. I assume α ∈ [0, α¯]. The
second line is A’s gain-loss utility, depending on A’s coefficient of loss aversion, λ.
If λ = 1 (no loss aversion), then gain-loss utility is simply the expected difference
between consumption and the reference point. If λ > 1, then losses are weighted
more heavily than gains, i.e. states in which c < r are overweighted relative to states
in which c > r.
In the KR model, H is the true distribution of outcomes, so framing has no effect.
To allow for framing effects, I make a simple modification to the specification of the
reference point. I assume that the reference point takes the form of a weighted sum
of the KR reference point and the “base pay” supplied by P, which depends on the
choice of frame. Formally, the marginal distribution of r becomes:
h(x|e, F) = Pr(r = x|e, F) =
1− e x = φw + (1− φ)(w + Fb)e x = φ(w + b) + (1− φ)(w + Fb) (1.2)
F ∈ [0, 1], φ ∈ [0, 1).
w + Fb is the base pay supplied as a reference point by P, and F corresponds to the
fraction of the bonus b that is presented as part of the base pay. F = 0 is a pure
bonus frame with base pay w; F = 1 is a pure penalty frame with base pay w + b.10
The parameter φ captures how susceptible the agent is to framing effects. φ = 1
coincides with KR’s model, in which framing has no effect on behavior. When φ = 0
the reference point is simply a choice variable for P. For intermediate values of φ
increases, A’s reference point lies in between w and w+ b and she experiences mixed
emotions whether she receives or does not receive the bonus.
Incorporating the above assumptions, A’s gain-loss utility sums over four states
of the world. With probability e2, her consumption is w + b and her reference point
is φ(w+ b) + (1− φ)(w+ Fb) ≤ w+ b, putting her in the gain domain. With proba-
bility e(1− e) her consumption is w+ b and her reference point is φw+ (1− φ)(w+
Fb) ≤ w + b, again putting her in the gain domain. With probability e(1− e) her
10The assumption that F ∈ [0, 1] rules out unrealistic expectations, that she might earn less than w
or more than w + b. F ∈ [0, 1] also allows for intermediate frames. These would be contracts that
incorporate both a bonus and a penalty region, varying the point on the incentive scheme that is
reported to A as “base pay”. I allow for intermediate frames for analytical convenience; in the simple
two-outcome setup they are not particularly intuitively appealing since the contract would be of the
form “base pay of w+ Fb, with a bonus of (1− F)b for success, and penalty of Fb for failure.” However,
in settings with a richer distribution of potential outcomes intermediate frames become more relevant.
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consumption is w and her reference point is φ(w+ b)+ (1−φ)(w+ Fb) ≥ w, putting
her in the loss domain, and with probability (1− e)2 her consumption is w and her
reference point is φw + (1− φ)(w + Fb) ≥ w, again putting her in the loss domain.
Plugging these into (1.1) and simplifying, I can write her utility as:
U(e, w, b, F) = e[α+ b((2− λφ) + (λ− 1)(1− φ)F)]− e2
[
1
2γ
− (λ− 1)φb
]
+ w− λ(1− φ)Fb.
(1.3)
1.1.1 Effort choice
Suppose A accepts the contract. I impose two parameter restrictions that are suffi-
cient for the optimal equilibrium effort choice to be interior (i.e. lie in the interval
(0, 1)) and given by the first-order condition.
Assumption 1 No dominance of gain-loss utility: λ < 2φ ≡ λˆ.
Assumption 2 No top-coding in effort: γ < γ¯ ≡ 1
α¯+v[1+λ−φ] .
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, A’s optimal effort choice is equal to:11
e∗(b, F) =
γ[α+ b((2− λφ) + (λ− 1)(1− φ)F)]
1− 2γ(λ− 1)φb (1.4)
Assumption 1 ensures that A is not so strongly loss averse that she is discour-
aged from exerting any effort at all. This can happen because her reference point
is increasing in her effort choice, as higher effort increases her expected earnings.
Intuitively, if λ is large, the increase in her disappointment when unsuccessful out-
weighs the higher expected earnings, such that she prefers to not to exert any effort.
Assumption 2 simply ensures e∗ < 1.
Inspection of (1.4) immediately reveals the incentive effect of framing. The
penalty frame increases F and thus A’s reference point. This in turn increases the
magnitude of the loss that she experiences when unsuccessful. In response, she in-
creases her effort provision to reduce the probability of experiencing the loss. The
first testable prediction of the model is therefore:
Prediction 1 Suppose λ > 1 and φ < 1, so A is loss averse and susceptible to fram-
ing effects. Then, her effort provision is higher under a penalty framed contract than an
economically equivalent bonus framed contract.
11To see that Assumptions 1 and 2 imply that e∗ is the unique, interior maximizer of (1.3), first note
that the second order condition can be written as 2γ(λ − 1)φb < 1. Assuming this holds, we have
e∗ > 0 for all F, α and b > 0, provided 2− λφ > 0, which is Assumption 1. Second, e∗ < 1 for all F, α
provided γb[(2− λφ) + (λ− 1)(1− φ) + 2(λ− 1)φ] < 1, which can be easily seen to imply the second
order condition when Assumption 1 holds, and therefore sufficiency of the first-order condition. Last,
note that non-negative profits imply b ≤ v, so substituting v for b and simplifying, the expression
reduces to Assumption 2, which is therefore sufficient for e∗ < 1 in equilibrium. Assumption 1 is the
analog of the assumption of the same name in Herweg et al. (2010), whose model corresponds to the
case φ = 1.
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The second prediction relates e∗ to A’s coefficient of loss aversion. Differentiating
e∗ with respect to λ yields:
de∗
dλ
=
γb[(1− φ)F− φ(1− 2γ(α+ b(2− φ)))]
(1− 2γ(λ− 1)φb)2 (1.5)
The sign of this expression is ambiguous. In particular, suppose F = 0. Then de
∗
dλ is
negative if φ > 0 and 1 > 2γ(α+ b(2− φ)). However it is clear that provided A is
susceptible to framing effects (φ < 1), d
2e∗
dλdF > 0.
Two opposing forces drive the ambiguity of the relationship between effort and
loss aversion. On the one hand, more loss averse agents will work harder to avoid
any given loss. On the other hand higher effort increases the probability of success,
and therefore the reference point. This in turn increases the magnitude of the loss
experienced when unsuccessful, discouraging higher effort provision. The net effect
is ambiguous. However the intuition behind the effect of F on this relationship is
clear: since more loss averse agents work harder to avoid any given loss, increasing
the reference point by increasing F elicits a greater effort response the higher is λ.
Prediction 2 The relationship between effort and loss aversion (λ) can be positive or nega-
tive, but is more positive (less negative) under the penalty than the bonus frame.
1.1.2 Participation
Now consider A’s participation decision. Substituting for (1.4) yields A’s utility
when she accepts the contract (w, b, F):
U∗(w, b, F) =
γ[α+ b((2− λφ) + (λ− 1)(1− φ)F)]2
2 [1− 2γ(λ− 1)φb] + w− λ(1− φ)Fb. (1.6)
She accepts the job offer if her participation constraint is satisfied:
U∗(w, b, F)− u¯ ≥ 0 (1.7)
u¯ is a fixed amount given up when taking on the task, reflecting A’s outside option
which may depend upon her type (α, φ,λ,γ). Note that in addition, γ may directly
depend on her outside option if the cost of effort partly consists of foregone effort
on other tasks.
Applying the envelope theorem to (1.3) it is clear that A’s utility is decreasing in
F if φ < 1. This is because now, for any level of effort, her reference point is higher
and therefore her elation when she receives b is reduced, and her disappointment
when she does not receive it is increased. This delivers a third testable prediction of
the model:
Prediction 3 Suppose A is susceptible to framing effects (φ < 1). Then she is less willing
to accept a penalty contract than the equivalent bonus contract.
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The implication of Prediction 3 for optimal contracts is given in the following
Proposition:
Proposition 1 Suppose P wishes to recruit one agent of known type. P prefers bonus
framing to penalty framing whenever A’s participation constraint is binding.
The proof of Proposition 1 simply uses the fact that when the participation con-
straint is binding P is the residual claimant of any surplus generated by the relation-
ship. Since by Prediction 3 A’s utility is decreasing in F, P will prefer bonus frames.
A marginal decrease in F can be offset by a decrease in w. The complement of this
proposition is that P will only use some form of penalty framing (F > 0) when
the participation constraint is not binding, i.e. when the limited liability constraint
(w ≥ 0) is binding.
1.2 Experimental design
In order to identify the effect of incentive framing on selection and effort, the experi-
ment needs to have three key features. First, we need to be able to observe the types
of workers that select into each contract and compare these with the population of
potential workers. Second, we need to observe their effort provision under the con-
tract, controlling for selection. Third, we need as far as possible to shut down any
channel through which the contract offered is interpreted as informative about the
nature of the task or the type of the principal.
To separate selection and incentive effects I use a two-stage design similar to
Dohmen and Falk (2011). In the first stage, workers are surveyed and perform a
practice task under flat incentives, giving me an opportunity to measure their types,
and giving them experience at the task. Flat incentives were used to avoid workers
being exposed to more than one form of incentive pay during the experiment. In the
second stage they are then offered an opportunity to perform the same task under
randomly varied performance-related incentives, which they can accept or reject.
Their outside option is simply determined by their value or leisure or alternative
tasks available. Selection effects can be examined by comparing the types that ac-
cept different offers, while incentive effects are estimated by comparing behavior
conditional on acceptance and type.12
12A prominent alternative approach would be to use Karlan and Zinman (2009)’s methodology.
Offer workers a contract, but upon their acceptance, randomly change the offer for some in a way that
does not make them worse off. By comparing workers who accepted the same contract but ultimately
received different ones, the researcher can test for incentive effects, holding selection constant. By
comparing workers who accepted different contracts but ultimately received the same one, selection
effects can be identified holding incentives constant. However, this approach is not suited to the
current context. First and foremost, a switch from a bonus to penalty frame (or vice versa) is likely
to make transparent the equivalence of the two. Secondly, it is not obvious in which direction one
should make the switch. Moving from a bonus to a penalty frame involves a simultaneous increase in
“base pay” and a swap from a reward for success to a penalty for failure. Depending on how workers
interpret these changes, even a switch that makes them better off in cash terms might not be perceived
as better.
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Turning to confounds, a concern in experiments on incentive pay is that agents
may interpret the contract offered as informative about the task, or about charac-
teristics of the principal that are relevant to their payoff. For example, Bénabou
and Tirole (2003) analyze an asymmetric information context whereby if the prin-
cipal offers a larger bonus for a task (in equilibrium), the agent will believe the
task to be more difficult. Similarly, in my context it seems intuitive to think that
agents might perceive a penalty as designed to punish failure at an easy task (or
where shirking is easy to detect).13 In some contexts, participants might believe that
the choice of bonus or penalty reflects the principal’s transaction costs, whereby a
bonus (penalty) is chosen when bonuses will be paid (penalties deducted) infre-
quently, to minimize the number of transactions conducted. Trust might also play
an important role. It might plausibly be argued that agents could perceive a princi-
pal offering a penalty-framed contract as more or less trustworthy than one offering
a bonus-framed contract.
While it is probably not possible to eliminate these concerns completely, I believe
that they are addressed at least in part by two features of the experiment design.
Firstly, all participants have already interacted with me, the principal, through the
first stage of the experiment. They have agreed to an informed consent form that
states this is a research project from an internationally well-known university, gives
my name and contact details. They were paid promptly after completing the first
stage, and received a personalized email from me after completion. The invitations
to the second stage were received 6 days later, again by personalized email. This
should address the trust concerns.
To address concerns about inference, after the first stage of the experiment, work-
ers were sent an email informing them of the percentage of strings that they typed
correctly in the first stage, to ensure that they have a good sense of the task diffi-
culty. In the second stage they are paid the bonus (avoid the penalty) if they entered
a randomly selected item correctly, so a worker with a 60% accuracy rate knows that
she has a 60% chance of receiving the bonus (avoiding the penalty) in stage 2 if she
performs at the same level. As for transaction costs, workers knew that they would
receive their full payment for the incentivized task in a single transaction. This
should address concerns that bonuses and penalties are perceived as being enacted
infrequently.14
To check whether workers beliefs about the task difficulty is affected by the
frame, I ask them at the beginning of stage 2 to estimate the average accuracy rate
13Note that this argument is difficult to formalize in the context of choice of contract frame. The
reason is that in Bénabou and Tirole (2003), the choice of incentive plays the role of a costly signal from
principal to agent, whereas a frame in my context is pure cheap talk. Therefore although it may be
possible to construct equilibria in which bonuses are taken to signal harder tasks, it is equally possible
to construct the reverse equilibrium, so the model is not predictive.
14An alternative way to address these concerns would be to make it explicit that incentives are
randomized and what the set of possible incentives is. However this reveals the existence of an
equivalent bonus (or penalty) contract to the one they received, which is potentially problematic.
Moreover, I wanted workers to consider their job offer with respect to their outside option, and not
with respect to the offers that other workers received.
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from stage 1. If workers who receive one contract perceive the task to be more
difficult than those who receive a different one, they should estimate a lower mean
performance from the first task.
1.2.1 Experimental Platform: Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
The experiment was run on the online platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk,
for short). MTurk is an online labor market for “micro outsourcing”. For exam-
ple, a “requester” that needs data entered, audio recordings transcribed, images
categorized, proofreading, or many other possible types of tasks can post a Human
Intelligence Task (HIT) on MTurk, and recruit “workers” to carry it out. The HIT
terminology reflects that the purpose is typically to outsource to human workers
tasks that are not currently suited to computerization. Workers are typically paid a
flat fee for a task, with the potential to earn bonuses for good work, or to have their
work rejected unpaid if it is poor quality.
MTurk has many attractive features for research. For example, a short survey
can be prepared, posted and completed by hundreds of workers in a matter of
hours, typically for much smaller incentives than might be used in a laboratory
experiment. Bordalo et al. (2012) test their theory of salience using MTurk surveys.
Barankay (2011) uses MTurk to study the effect on willingness to undertake more
work of telling workers about their rank in an initial task. Horton et al. (2011) and
Amir et al. (2012) replicate some classic experimental results with MTurk subjects. A
good introduction to how to go about using MTurk for research is given by Paolacci
et al. (2010) and Mason and Suri (2012). The demographics of MTurk workers are
analyzed in Ipeirotis (2010).
1.2.2 Effort task
In each stage of the experiment, subjects were asked to transcribe 50 text strings,
gradually increasing in length from 10 characters to 55 characters. The strings were
generated using random combinations of upper and lower case letters, numbers
and punctuation and distorted to give the appearance of having been scanned or
photocopied.
The task was chosen to be implementable online, to be reasonably similar to the
types of tasks that participants are used to doing in the course of their work on
MTurk, and to be sufficiently difficult to generate variation in performance (accu-
racy) without putting the workers under time pressure.15 Time pressure was not
used to maintain similarity with other MTurk tasks which typically allow work-
ers to work in their own time. In each stage there were 10 possible sets of strings
15The task closely resembles the kind of garbled text that individuals must type to solve a
CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) puz-
zle on the web. Such puzzles are used in web forms as an attempt to prevent bots and spammers
from accessing sites; in fact this has led to some spammers recruiting MTurk workers to solve
the CAPTCHAs that are blocking their access. See e.g. New York Times blog, March 13, 2008:
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/03/13/breaking-google-captchas-for-3-a-day/.
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and participants were randomly assigned to one of these.16 An example screen is
reproduced in Figure 1.1.
1.2.3 Design specifics
A flowchart summarizing the design and timings is given in Figure 1.2. Two exper-
imental sessions were conducted, each of which consisted of two stages. The first
stage of the experiment recruited workers on MTurk for a “Typing task and survey”
for a flat pay of $3. Recruitment was restricted to workers located in the US. Par-
ticipants performed the typing task then filled out the survey, which is described
below. Once all participants had been paid, they were sent an email informing them
of their performance in the typing task, example text is given in Appendix 1.C.2.
Six days later, all participants from were sent a second email, inviting them to
perform a new typing task, this time under experimentally varied incentives. Each
contract has three components: a fixed pay component that does not depend on
performance, a variable pay component that does depend on performance, and a
frame that is either “bonus” or “penalty”. Participants were told that the task would
remain open for four days, and that they could only attempt the task once.
Participants were randomized into one of three possible financial incentives, and
either bonus or penalty frame. The treatments are detailed in Table 1.1, and consist
of either low fixed and variable pay, low fixed and high variable pay or high fixed
and low variable pay. The reasoning behind the particular rates of pay used is
discussed in Appendix 1.C.1.
Participants were told that after completion of the task I would select, using a
random number generator, one of the 50 strings that they had been assigned to type,
and that they would receive the bonus (avoid the penalty) conditional on that item
being entered correctly. I avoided using emotive terms like “bonus” and “penalty”.
For example, a penalty framed offer in experimental session 1 was worded as fol-
lows: “The basic pay for the task is $3.50. We will then randomly select one of the 50
items for checking. If you entered it incorrectly, the pay will be reduced by $1.50.”
Examples of the full email text are given in appendix 1.C.3. Experimental sessions
1 and 2 differed in the exact phrasing of the email, in order to check whether the
results from Session 1 were driven by inattention.
1.2.4 Data
This section describes the key variables collected in the survey and effort tasks.
Summary statistics are given in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 and summary distributions of
key variables plotted in Figure 1.3. I describe the main variables below.
The measure of loss aversion I use is similar to that of Abeler et al. (2011), but
unincentivized. Participants are asked to consider a sequence of 12 lotteries of the
form “50% chance of winning $10, 50% chance of losing $X,” where X varies from
16This was done because other experimenters report occasionally participants posting answers to
tasks on the web. I found no evidence of this occurring in this experiment.
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$0 to $11. For each lottery, they are asked whether or not they would be willing to
play this lottery if offered to them by someone “trustworthy”. The main measure of
loss aversion is the number of rejected lotteries.17 I also record whether participants
made inconsistent choices, accepting a lottery that is dominated by one they rejected.
A screenshot of the lottery questions is given in Appendix 1.C.5.18
Two other key variables that I attempt to measure are participants’ reservation
wages and their perceptions of what constitutes a “fair” wage (see e.g. Fehr et al.
(2009)). A measure of reservation wages is useful in considering how the framed
incentives affect willingness to accept a job offer. All else equal (in particular, con-
trolling for ability), if one contract is perceived as less attractive it should particularly
discourage those with a higher reservation wage. To elicit reservation wages I ask
participants what is the minimum hourly wage at which they are willing to work on
MTurk. This is a meaningful concept in the MTurk context because at any point in
time there are typically many HITs that a worker could perform, with varying rates
of pay. Moreover, 93% of participants stated that their main reason for working on
MTurk is to earn money, suggesting that reservation wages should be important.
Fehr and Gächter (2002) find in a buyer-seller experiment that penalty-framed
performance incentives led to more shirking among sellers than equivalent bonus-
framed offers, and argue that this is because the penalty contracts are perceived as
less fair. I ask participants what they think is the minimum fair wage that requesters
“should” pay on MTurk, and use this measure to proxy for fairness concerns. Reser-
vation wages are typically lower than fair wages.
Participants were also asked to report the zipcode of their current location, which
I map in Appendix 1.B.8. The distribution of participant locations closely resembles
the population distribution across the US.
Now I turn to measuring effort and performance on the effort task. The main
performance measure is “Accuracy Task X”, the fraction of text strings that par-
ticipants entered correctly in stage X. I also construct a second accuracy measure,
“Scaled Distance Task X”, which can be thought of as the error rate per character
typed.19 In the regressions I use the natural log of this measure since it is is heav-
17Note that by Rabin (2000) aversion to risk in small stakes lotteries is better explained by loss
aversion than standard concave utility.
18The lottery choices were not incentivized because of concerns that this would interfere with study-
ing selection effects and willingness to accept job offers for the effort task alone. Offering financial
incentives large enough for participants to potentially lose $10 is problematic because it would inter-
fere with the selection effects I am trying to measure: if the incentives were advertised upfront they
might attract high reservation wage participants who would not participate in the stage 2 effort task;
if they were not pre-announced, subsequently revealing them might lead the participants to expect
unannounced rewards in stage 2 and thus be more likely to accept in stage 2. Camerer and Hogarth
(1999) argue that: “In the kinds of tasks economists are most interested in, like trading in markets, bar-
gaining in games and choosing among gambles, the overwhelming finding is that increased incentives
do not change average behavior substantively.”
19For each text string I compute the Levenshtein distance between the participant’s response and the
correct answer, and divide by the length of the correct answer. The Levenshtein distance between two
strings, A and B, is the minimum number of single character insertions, deletions, or swaps needed
to convert string A into string B. This then translates into the probability of error per character for
that string. I then take the average over all text strings for that participant to find their per-character
average error rate
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ily skewed by a small number of participants who performed poorly (per-string
accuracy rates are sensitive to small differences in per-character error rates).
I also attempt to measure how much time participants spent on their responses.
This measure is imperfect as I cannot observe how long participants were actually
working on their responses, only how long the web pages were open for, and par-
ticipants may leave the page open while performing other tasks. As previously
discussed this is a common feature of how workers work on MTurk HITs and I did
not want to introduce artificial time pressure. To deal with this issue, I take the
median time spent on a page of the typing task (there are 10 pages of 5 items each),
multiplied by 10. This measure is still heavily skewed, however.
Finally, participants were asked at the beginning of stage 2 to estimate the mean
accuracy rate (across all participants) from stage 1, which I use to test whether the
frame changed their perceptions of the task, a variable I label “Predicted Accuracy”.
In total 1,465 participants were recruited, of which 693 returned for stage 2. 15
participants are dropped from all of the analysis, six because I have strong reasons
to suspect that the same person is using two MTurk accounts and participated twice
and nine because they scored zero percent accuracy in the stage 1 typing task, sug-
gesting that they did not take the task seriously (of the six of these who returned
for stage 2, five scored zero percent again).
1.2.5 Randomization
To test for selection effects it is important to have good balance on the variables for
which selection might be a concern. In this context, the obvious candidates are the
participants’ performance in stage 1, measured loss aversion and reservation wage,
so I stratify on these variables. I was slightly concerned that some participants
might know one another (for example, a couple who both work on MTurk), so the
treatments were randomized and standard errors clustered at the zipcode-session
level.20 In regressions that drop participants who share a zipcode this is equivalent
to using robust standard errors, since then each cluster is of size one.
As a graphical check of balance, Appendix 1.B.2 plots the CDFs for task 1 ac-
curacy, reservation wage, fair wage and rejected lotteries, separately for the bonus
and penalty treatments, confirming near-perfect balance on these variables. Also,
Appendix 1.B.3 plots the distributions of these variables by experimental session.
Table 1.4 gives the results of the statistical balance tests. I perform two exercises.
The first tests the joint significance of the full set of treatment dummies in explaining
each baseline characteristic. The second performs a t-test for comparison of means
between pairs of treatments, where each pair considered differs only in terms of its
bonus/penalty frame (groups (0,1), (2,3), (4,5) and (6,7) as labeled in Table 1.1). Both
exercises confirm good mean balance on all characteristics with the exception of the
minimum fair wage (F-statistic p-value 0.01), which is driven by differences between
20In the stage 1 data 187 individuals report being located in the same zipcode as another participant
from the same session.
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sessions 1 and 2, and the number of MTurk HITs completed (p-value 0.07), driven
by a small number of participants with very large numbers of HITs completed.
In addition, I run Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Mann-Whitney equality of distributions
tests between bonus and penalty frames for stage 1 performance time spent on
stage 1, loss aversion, reservation wage and fair wage, none of which reject the null
of equal distributions.
1.3 Main Results
In this section I describe the main results of the experiment. The key results of
interest are the effect of the penalty frame on participants’ willingness to accept
the contract, the effect of the frame on the types of participants who select into the
contract, and the effect on performance on the job. I discuss the relation between
the key observable characteristics, and between characteristics and performance, in
Appendix 1.B.1.
1.3.1 Acceptance
First I consider participants’ decision whether or not to accept the stage 2 job offer.
Figure 1.4 graphs acceptance rates by treatment. The striking pattern in these data is
that penalty framed contracts were much more likely to be accepted than equivalent
bonus framed contracts. The relationship is pronounced for the four groups with
fixed pay of $0.50, and weaker for the two groups with fixed pay equal to $2. In ad-
dition, acceptance is substantially higher under higher fixed pay, while the relation
between variable pay and acceptance appears weak at best.
This result is particularly striking because it directly contradicts model Predic-
tion 3. The simple loss aversion model implies that penalty contracts should be
relatively unattractive compared with equivalent bonus contracts. I discuss this
finding in relation to the theory in section 1.5.
Moving on to the regression results, the basic regression specification is a linear
probability model with dependent variable Accepti ∈ {0, 1}, individuals indexed by
i:
Accepti = β0+ β1 ∗ Penaltyi + β2 ∗HighFixedPayi + β3 ∗HighVariablePayi + β4 ∗Xi + ei
(1.8)
Penalty is a dummy equal to 1 if the contract is penalty framed and zero if bonus
framed. HighFixedPay is a dummy indicating fixed pay equal to $2 (alternative:
$0.50). HighVariablePay is a dummy indicating variable pay of $3 (alternative:
$1.50). Since there are only two levels of fixed and variable pay, it is straightfor-
ward to compute the implied linear effects (per dollar), by dividing the coefficient
on HighFixedPay by 1.5 ($2 - $0.50) and the coefficient on HighVariablePay by 1.5
($3 - $1.50).
Xi is a vector of variables measured in stage 1. In particular, I include accuracy
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and time spent on the stage 1 effort task, to jointly proxy for ability and intrinsic
motivation. All results are robust to additionally including the ratio of accuracy to
time spent (not reported). Xi also includes dummies for the set of items assigned
to be typed by that participant (10 possible sets). Note that the main specifications
pool the effects of each component of the contract to increase power. I break down
the treatment effects below.
Table 1.5 presents the main results. I find that a penalty framed contract increases
acceptance rates by approximately 10 percentage points over the equivalent bonus
frame. This implies a 25 percent higher acceptance rate under the penalty frame
than (the mean acceptance rate under the bonus frame was 42 percent), a large effect
for a simple framing manipulation. High fixed pay increases acceptance by around
15-16 percentage points, or around 10 percentage points per dollar. Surprisingly,
the effect of high variable pay is positive but much smaller at around 3 percentage
points greater take-up (around 2 percentage points per dollar), and not statistically
significant. The results are robust to dropping participants who made inconsistent
choices in stage 1, who spent a very long time on the first task, have very high
reservation or fair wages, or are from zipcodes with more than one respondent.
Near-identical average marginal effects are obtained using logistic instead of linear
regression.
Participants who performed better on the unincentivized stage 1 were signif-
icantly more likely to accept the stage 2 job offer, as is clear from Table 1.2 and
Figure 1.10. This is consistent with the common finding that performance pay dif-
ferentially selects more able or motivated workers, and which I discuss further in
Section 1.4.4. Participants with a higher reservation wage were significantly less
likely to accept the offer, suggesting that this measure is informative. Interestingly,
when controlling for this measure, the coefficient on “minimum fair wage” is not
statistically significant, suggesting that fairness concerns (as measured by this vari-
able) were not of primary importance for willingness to accept the contract.
The number of hypothetical lotteries rejected by participants is not predictive
of acceptance, whether or not I drop participants who made inconsistent choices
in the lottery questions. This is surprising as the stage 2 contract is risky, so one
would expect more risk/loss averse participants to be less willing to accept it. Fig-
ure 1.10 shows that the distributions of rejected lotteries are essentially identical for
participants who did and did not accept the stage 2 job offer. This could be because
the measure is poorly capturing loss aversion, although similar unincentivized mea-
sures have been successful in other studies (see e.g. Camerer and Hogarth (1999)).
Next I unpack the effects of the contract terms on acceptance rates. Visual in-
spection of Figure 1.4 suggests that the effect of the penalty frame is larger when
the variable pay component is larger and smaller when the size of the fixed pay
component is larger. Table 1.6 reports the relevant interaction effect estimates. The
point estimates do indeed suggest that the effect of the penalty frame is smaller for
high fixed pay and larger for high variable pay, however neither estimate is statisti-
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cally significant when estimated separately or simultaneously. In addition, the point
estimate on “high variable pay” is essentially zero for participants under the bonus
frame, implying that the potential for a $3 bonus as opposed to a $1.50 bonus did
not make the job offer significantly more attractive.
1.3.2 Selection
Now I turn to the effect of the penalty frame on the types of workers that select
into the contract. Figure 1.5 plots CDFs of stage 1 task performance, time spent on
stage 1 task, rejected lotteries, reservation wage and fair wage, comparing those who
accepted the bonus frame with those who accepted the penalty frame. Surprisingly,
the distributions are essentially overlapping for all variables except for reservation
wages, implying no differential selection on these variables. The lack of selection on
fair wages suggests that fairness concerns do not drive the difference in acceptance
rates between contracts.
I do observe suggestive evidence that the penalty contract attracted workers with
higher reservation wages. This is consistent with either of the mechanisms proposed
in section 1.5. Note that selecting in workers with higher reservation wages is not
inconsistent with no selection on other characteristics, since as shown in Appendix
1.B.1, the correlation between reservation wages and other characteristics is small.
Table 1.7 tests for selection effects of penalty framing by interacting the penalty
frame with the key observables in acceptance regressions. The interaction coef-
ficients estimate the extent to which a given characteristic more or less strongly
predicts acceptance under the penalty frame. In each case the interaction terms are
not statistically significant, whether estimated separately or jointly. A joint test fails
to reject the null that all interaction coefficients are equal to zero (p-value 0.90).
In Appendix 1.B.4 I check if the results are robust to dropping outliers for time
spent on task 1, reservation wage and fair wage, or dropping participants who made
inconsistent lottery choices. The only difference is that now the interaction between
penalty frame and reservation wage is significant at the 10 percent level, consistent
with the penalty screening in participants with higher reservation wages. Overall
there is little evidence of selection on these key observables between contract types.
As for the other covariates, men and women are equally likely to accept the
penalty contract, but men are eleven percentage points less likely to accept the
bonus contract. Participants who reported that their main reason for working on
MTurk is to earn money (93 percent of participants) are significantly relatively more
likely to accept the penalty contract than those who gave another reason, similar ap-
plies to those who report mostly working on research HITs. Participants with more
HITs completed are relatively less likely to accept the bonus contract. Regression ta-
bles showing these results are available on request. Despite the fact that being male
and citing money as the main reason for working are positively associated with
performance on stage 1, none of these results seems to be consequential for perfor-
mance, as illustrated by the lack of selection on stage 1 performance measures and
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the evidence presented in the next section.
It is quite surprising that there seems to be no selection effect of penalty framing.
One possibility is that selection is hard to detect in this context. If workers could
choose between the bonus and penalty framed job, assuming this did not undo the
framing effect, they should select into the job they preferred. However in this ex-
periment, workers cannot choose jobs, only whether to accept the one that they are
offered. As a result there will be many participants in each pool whose participation
constraints would be satisfied under either contract: any selection effect would have
to be driven by the fraction of participants whose participation constraints are sat-
isfied under one but violated under the other. However, given the large difference
in acceptance rates between contracts it seems unlikely that this is what is driving
the lack of detectable selection. In addition, as documented in Section 1.4.4, I am
able to observe the more standard result of differential selection by type into the
incentivized task: workers with high performance in the first stage are more likely
to accept the job in the second stage.
1.3.3 Performance
Now I turn to the incentive effects of contract framing on worker effort and per-
formance. This section directly relates to the existing literature on framed contracts
which considers incentive effects for an already recruited sample of workers or par-
ticipants.
The basic regression equation is:
Yi = δ0 + δ1 ∗ Penaltyi + δ2 ∗ HighFixedPayi + δ3 ∗ HighVariablePayi + δ4 ∗ Xi + ei
(1.9)
Where Yi is a measure of effort or performance. The key measures are summarized
in Table 1.2 and distributions plotted in Figure 1.3. As before, Xi is a vector of
variables measured in stage 1, including accuracy and time spent to jointly proxy
for ability and intrinsic motivation (results are robust to also including the ratio of
these variables).
In general one would expect the estimates of δ1, δ2 and δ3 to be biased by selec-
tion: if the workers that accept one type of contract are different from those that ac-
cept another, then performance differences may simply reflect different types rather
than different effort responses to incentives. However as already documented, I do
not observe differential selection between frames, which would bias the estimate of
the key coefficient of interest, δ1. Moreover, since I have stage 1 measures of per-
formance and characteristics, I can control for selection on observables by including
these. The estimates are very stable with respect to inclusion of controls, giving
confidence that selection effects are not driving the results.
Recall that the incentivized performance measure is accuracy in task 2, which
can be interpreted directly as the probability of receiving the bonus (avoiding the
penalty) since participants were paid if one randomly selected item was entered
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correctly. Figure 1.6 presents the mean performance on the stage 2 task by treat-
ment group. As with acceptance rates, a clear pattern is visible: performance is
always higher in the penalty framed than in the bonus framed treatments. Figure
1.7 plots CDFs of accuracy, the log distance measure (recall that this is interpreted
as the log of the per-character error rate) and time spent on stage 2, each of which
demonstrate a small increase in performance and effort between frames consistent
with performance or effort first-order stochastic dominating that under the bonus
frame. These results are consistent with the existing experimental studies of framed
incentives in both direction and magnitude.
The main regression results are given in Table 1.8. I find that accuracy under
the penalty frame is around 3.6 percentage points (around 0.18 standard deviations
or 6 percent of the mean accuracy of 0.59) higher than under the bonus frame, sta-
tistically significant at 5 percent without/1 percent with controls. The coefficient
estimate is robust to dropping participants who made inconsistent lottery choices,
participants from zipcodes with multiple respondents, and outliers on the reserva-
tion and fair wage questions (although a little smaller and only significant at 10
percent). Crucially, the estimated penalty effect is unaffected by the inclusion or
exclusion of controls, consistent with the contract frame not inducing significant
outcome-relevant selection, at least on observables. For selection to explain the re-
sults, there would have to be a substantial unobserved driver of performance that
differentially selected under the penalty frame and orthogonal to the wide range of
controls included in the regressions.
In addition, high fixed pay increases accuracy by around 2-4 percentage points,
significant at 5 percent when controls are included. The point estimate doubles
when controls are included, suggesting there may be adverse selection induced by
the higher fixed pay. If anything, the fact that a selection effect is observed here
gives comfort that the lack of observed selection between bonus and penalty reflects
a true lack of selection in the data. Lastly, high variable pay increases accuracy by
around 1.4-2.5 percentage points, although this is never significant at conventional
levels.
As for the other key variables, performance in the first stage very strongly pre-
dicts performance in the second stage, while the coefficient on time spent in the
previous task is negative, small in magnitude and not significant. As in stage 1, a
higher reservation wage is associated with poorer performance. Controlling for the
reservation wage, the reported minimum fair wage has no effect on performance,
again consistent with fairness concerns not being of primary import.
Lastly, and interestingly, in this stage the number of rejected lotteries is nega-
tively associated with performance, significant at ten percent when including par-
ticipants who made inconsistent choices and five percent when they are dropped. A
one standard deviation increase in the number of rejected lotteries is associated with
around 1-2 percentage points worse performance. This result relates to Prediction 2
and is expanded upon when I consider heterogeneous effects below.
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In table 1.9 I regress the distance measure of accuracy (log errors per character
typed) and time spent on treatment dummies and covariates. The estimates imply
that the penalty frame led to participants committing 20 percent fewer errors per
character (from a mean of 0.066), and spending around two to three minutes longer
on the task (mean 41 minutes), although the latter is not significant when controls
are included. The point estimates on fixed and variable pay mirror their counter-
parts in the main regressions, and once again there is evidence of adverse selection
induced by the higher fixed pay.
Next I break down the differential effects between bonus and penalty frames
of varying fixed and variable pay, interacting the penalty dummy with the high
fixed/high variable pay dummies. Regressions are reported in Table 1.10. Increasing
the fixed pay seems to have the same effect under both bonus and penalty contracts
(the interaction effect is an imprecisely estimated zero). Increasing the size of the
variable pay is associated with higher effort under both frames, with a smaller effect
under the penalty frame. However neither estimate is statistically significant.
Table 1.11 reports estimates of heterogeneous effects of the penalty treatment
by the main variables. In each case the individually estimated interaction effect is
not statistically significant: there is little evidence of strong heterogeneous effects.
Including all of the interaction effects estimated together gives one unexpected and
difficult to interpret result: a negative interaction effect for reservation wages and a
positive one for minimum fair wages.21
Focusing on the coefficient on rejected lotteries, I note that although neither the
main effect nor interaction coefficient are statistically significant. Nevertheless it
is striking that the implied coefficient on rejected lotteries is close to zero under
the bonus frame, and negative under the penalty frame (the combined effect under
the penalty frame is statistically significant at the 5 percent level), while the model
Prediction 2 implies that the coefficient should be more positive under the penalty
frame.
Clearly I lack power to dig into this relation in depth. I do however perform one
simple exercise. In Figure 1.9 I non-parametrically (LOWESS) plot accuracy against
rejected lotteries separately under bonus and penalty frame, after partialling out
the other variables, dropping participants with inconsistent choices and those who
rejected or accepted all lotteries. The slopes are approximately equal over much of
the range of values for rejected lotteries, but flattening out for high values under the
bonus frame while becoming strongly negative under the penalty frame, which is
what is driving the difference in the regression coefficients. For most participants
the relationship between performance and loss aversion is similar between frames,
but penalties seem to strongly discourage the most loss averse participants, an effect
which is not in the model.22
21Dropping participants above the 99th percentile for reservation or fair wages, the p-value on the
reservation wage interaction increases to 0.09 and that on the fair wage interaction increases to 0.14.
22In fact, the model does predict discouragement for highly loss-averse agents, which I ruled out by
Assumption 1. However the discouragement effect is predicted to be stronger under the bonus than
the penalty frame.
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Summing up, I find strong and robust evidence that the penalty frame caused
more participants to accept the stage 2 job offer, and performed better under penalty
framed contracts. However I find no evidence of adverse or advantageous selection
into the penalty contract, either directly from comparing distributions of character-
istics, or indirectly by observing that the treatment effects are robust to inclusion of
controls for participant type.
In addition, I find that higher fixed pay robustly leads to higher acceptance of
the job offer, and to higher performance, with some evidence of adverse selection. I
find a positive relationship between higher variable pay and acceptance and perfor-
mance, but surprisingly this is never statistically significant.
The most surprising implication is that a simple switch from bonus to penalty
framing is highly lucrative from the principal’s perspective. My estimates suggest
that recruitment and performance would be similar under a contract that pays $0.50
fixed pay with $1.50 variable pay framed as a penalty, as with $1.50 fixed pay and
$1.50 variable pay, framed as a bonus.
1.4 Secondary Results
In this section I outline secondary results aimed at partly unpacking the mechanism
behind the main results. First, I demonstrate that the penalty frame did not ap-
pear to change participants’ perceptions of the task difficulty. Second, I argue that
inattention is unlikely to explain the higher acceptance rate of the penalty contract.
Third, I document that a standard selection result is present in my data: perfor-
mance pay attracted more able workers, giving confidence that the no-selection
result between frames is not driven by, for example, MTurk workers being atypi-
cal experimental subjects. Last, I briefly discuss persistence of the framing effect,
exploring whether effort under the penalty remained high throughout the task, or
whether participants quickly realize the equivalence of the two contracts.
1.4.1 Does framing affect perceived task difficulty?
Subjects were asked to predict the mean accuracy rating on the first stage at the
beginning of the stage 2 task. If the frame influenced their beliefs about the task
difficulty, it should also influence their belief about mean performance in the first
stage. Figure 1.8 graphs the mean of these predictions by treatment group. There is
no systematic relationship between the framing treatment and the predictions, but it
seems that predictions were higher for the groups with high variable pay than with
low variable pay.
In Appendix 1.B.5 I regress the participants’ estimates on the treatment and the
same controls as the main regressions. As expected, I find no evidence that the frame
influenced participants beliefs about the task difficulty: the coefficient estimates
are insignificant zeroes. Similarly I do not find any evidence that high fixed pay
affected beliefs. I do find that participants assigned the high bonus predict that
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stage 1 accuracy was 3.5 percentage points higher. To check whether this affected
stage 2 performance, I also regress stage 2 performance on the main regressors, now
including the participant’s prediction of stage 1 accuracy.
In the specification with only treatment indicators I find a strong and significant
correlation between predicted and actual performance, perhaps because the predic-
tions are positively (although not significantly) correlated with own performance
on task 1, which is in turn a strong predictor of task 2 performance. Taken literally,
the coefficient implies that a 10 percentage point higher belief about mean stage 1
performance is associated with 2 percentage points better performance in stage 2.
When controls are included, this coefficient drops effectively to zero and is not sta-
tistically significant. In sum, it does not appear that the effect of the penalty contract
is explained by different beliefs induced by the frame.
1.4.2 Inattention: Comparing Sessions 1 and 2
After running the first experimental session, one concern was that the way in which
the job offer was phrased might differentially attract inattentive participants into the
penalty frame, explaining the higher acceptance rate. The “pay” section of the offer
email under the bonus (penalty) frame was written as follows:
The basic pay for the task is $0.50 ($3.50). We will then randomly select
one of the 50 items for checking. If you entered it correctly (incorrectly),
the pay will be increased (reduced) by $3.00.
It is possible that an inattentive participant receiving the bonus email might glance
at the first sentence, see a low amount and close the message, while an inattentive
participant under the penalty frame might see the high amount and click through
to the task.23
To alleviate this concern, the second session changed the email slightly. The pay
was described as follows:
The pay for this task depends on your typing accuracy. We will randomly
select one item for checking, and if it was entered correctly (incorrectly),
the pay will be increased above (reduced below) the base pay. The base
pay is $0.50 ($3.50) which will be increased (reduced) by $3 if the checked
item is correct (incorrect).
This phrasing pushes the pay information to the end of the paragraph and puts it
all into one sentence. It also tells the participants immediately that the pay will
depend on performance, and hence they should pay attention to the contingent
component of pay. Of course, one challenge with such manipulations is that if no
effect were observed, it is hard to tell whether the rephrasing eliminated inattention,
or somehow changed the reference point.
23Note, however, that this is only part of the email content, that the link to the task came later in the,
and that “base pay” should strongly signify that there is more payoff-relevant information to come.
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As shown in Figure 1.4, the penalty framed offer was still strongly more at-
tractive than the bonus framed offer in session 2, suggesting that inattention was
not driving the main acceptance results. However, I also find that the performance
difference between bonus and penalty was much smaller and not significant in ses-
sion 2 (see Figure 1.6). I confirm in this by splitting the penalty treatment effect by
session in regressions in Appendix 1.B.6. It is not possible to say whether this is
a treatment effect (the rephrasing decreased the framing effect on performance) or
sampling variation, particularly given the smaller sample size in session 2.
1.4.3 Does the framing effect wear off?
One interesting possibility discussed in Hossain and List (2012) is that the effect of
an incentive frame might wear off over time as the agent realizes that the framing
manipulation has no economic content.24 Since my participants only perform the
task once under framed incentives, I can only test for this within task, but neverthe-
less it is interesting to see whether performance under the bonus and penalty frame
converges toward the end of the stage 2 task.
In Figure 1.11 I plot performance by typed item, or by page of five typed items
in stage 1, and separately for each framing treatment in stage 2, including only
participants who accepted the stage 2 offer. The lines slope down because the text
items grow progressively longer between pages. The graph clearly illustrates the
shift in performance in the penalty over the bonus frame is consistent throughout the
task, there is no evidence of convergence. I confirm this in a performance regression
in Appendix 1.B.7, where I find that the coefficient on item number interacted with
the penalty dummy is a precisely estimated zero, while convergence would imply a
negative coefficient.
Of course, this result does not imply that in the longer-run, for example after a
couple of stages of incentive pay, participants’ reference points would not shift to
their true expected earnings, eliminating the framing effect. However over the short
horizon of this experiment the penalty frame effect is persistent.
1.4.4 Standard Selection Effect
In this section I briefly show that I do find a standard selection effect: that higher
ability workers are more likely to accept the stage 2 offers of incentive pay, as also
found by Lazear (2000) and Dohmen and Falk (2011), for example.
Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of accuracy measures in stages 1 and 2, show-
ing a large increase in performance in stage 2. This increase depends on three
things: the effect of incentive pay on effort, the effect of incentive pay on selecting
in motivated or able workers, and learning by doing. I cannot separate out learning
by doing since I do not have a flat pay incentive treatment in stage 2, however I can
illustrate the effect of selection.
24See also Jayaraman et al. (2014) who find a short lived “behavioral” response to a contract change.
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Figure 1.10 plots CDFs of stage 1 variables, comparing acceptors with rejectors
(pooling all treatments). Acceptors performed better in stage 1, spent less time, and
have lower reservation and fair wages, each one suggesting a first-order stochastic
dominance shift. As previously noted I see little difference in rejected lotteries,
which is surprising since the incentive pay is inherently risky. The differences in
ability are also demonstrated by comparing stage 1 performance measures between
acceptors and rejectors in Table 1.2
Ideally, to demonstrate the selection effect on performance I would regress ac-
curacy on a “round 2” dummy, with and without controlling for ability. This is not
possible since my main ability measure is performance on the stage 1 task, which
is also an outcome.25 Instead, I perform the following simple exercise. I assume
that the true performance model is linear and equal to that estimated in Table 1.8
column (4) (excluding the “set” dummy variables for the stage 2 task, since these
are only observed for those who performed the task). Using this model I impute
task 2 accuracy for rejectors.
The results are as follows. Mean accuracy across all participants in stage 1 is
equal to 0.46, while in stage 2 it is equal to 0.59. Ignoring selection, a naive estimate
of the combined effect of learning by doing and incentive pay would therefore be
equal to a 13 percentage point improvement. However, the mean fitted stage 2 ac-
curacy for all participants, including rejectors, is 0.56. Under the strong assumption
that the fitted model is the true model, this implies that three percentage points
of the combined effect can be attributed to advantageous selection of workers into
incentive pay. An alternative way to control for selection is to compare mean per-
formance of acceptors in stage 2 with mean performance of acceptors in stage 1,
equal to 0.48. This gives me a similar effect of incentives and learning equal to 11
percentage points.
1.5 Revised model
It is clear that the model outlined in section 1.1 does not fit the data. Effort on
the incentivized task is higher under the penalty frame, consistent with Prediction
1. Effort is decreasing in the number of rejected lotteries which is possible for
φ > 0. However, the data strongly contradict Prediction 3: the acceptance rate is
substantially higher under the penalty frame. There is also suggestive evidence that
Prediction 2 is violated: loss aversion does not appear to predict a stronger positive
effect of framing on effort, if anything, the opposite.
In this section, I outline two extensions to the model that deliver theoretical
predictions more closely in line with the experimental results. One allows for the
framing treatment, which increases the agent’s reference point, to also increase the
perceived utility from accepting the job offer, or decreases the perceived value of
the outside option. In this case, the increased willingness to accept the penalty
25Furthermore, I do not have a variable that will plausibly satisfy the exclusion restriction needed
for a selection model.
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contract can be thought of as a mistake; ultimately she will be more disappointed
with outcomes under the penalty than under the bonus.
The second modification instead assumes that the agent has “Planner-Doer”
preferences. As “Planner”, she decides whether to accept the job offer. As “Doer”,
she chooses her effort level and performs the task. Planner and Doer’s preferences
conflict. Doer is loss-averse according to the original model, but planner only cares
about material outcomes. Planner prefers the penalty contract, since the motivating
effect of the penalty commits Doer to a higher effort level. The intuition is similar
to that in Kaur et al. (2013), who argue that workers in their experiment select a
particular form of dominated incentive scheme that helps them commit to exert
higher effort. Of course the tension in my context is that effort is exerted shortly
after acceptance, implying a rather short horizon self-control problem.
1.5.1 Salience
One possible explanation for the acceptance results is that the base pay both sets the
worker’s reference point and is somehow more salient than the incentive component
of the contract, such that a high base pay makes the job offer appear more attractive.
The simplest way to model this is to simply assume that the reference point set
by the contract affects the perceived value of the agent’s outside option, a higher
reference point making the outside option appear relatively less attractive.
The expected reference point is E(r) = φ(w + eb) + (1 − φ)(w + Fb), and the
expected pay under the contract is E(c) = w + eb. Call the difference S ≡ E(r)−
E(c). The agent’s modified participation constraint is U∗(w, b, F)− u¯(S) ≥ 0, or:
U∗(w, b, F)− u¯(b(1− φ)(F− e∗)) ≥ 0. (1.10)
Applying the envelope theorem, a necessary condition for the agent to always prefer
the penalty frame to the bonus frame is u¯′(S) + λ < 0. Intuitively, the effect of the
increased reference point on her perception of the value of her outside option must
be sufficiently large to overcome the disutility of the penalty when she accepts the
job, which depends on her loss aversion.26
1.5.2 Penalties as a commitment device
An alternative explanation for the popularity of the penalty framed contract is that
participants see the motivational power of penalties as a commitment device that
helps them overcome weak self-control to exert higher effort and increase their earn-
ings. This requires a multiple-selves view of preferences where there is a preference
conflict between the self who accepts the job, “Planner”, and the self who performs
26It is also possible to derive a condition under which the penalty frame does not differentially
attract more or less loss-averse workers, d
2
dFdλ [U
∗(w, b, F) − u¯(b(1 − φ)(F − e∗))] = 0. This can be
written as de
∗
dλ [(λ− 1) + b(1− φ)u¯′′(S)]− (1− e∗)− ∂
2 u¯(S)
∂S∂λ = 0. However, it is difficult to conceive of
an economic intuition for why this condition might or might not be satisfied.
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the task, “Doer”. Here I briefly outline how such a model might be structured.
Suppose that if she accepts the job, A’s “Doer” preferences are described by (1.3),
and thus her effort is equal to e∗ as defined by (1.4). However, when considering
whether to accept the job, her “Planner” self only considers material payoffs and
the cost of effort. Planner accepts the job if the following participation constraint is
satisfied:
w + e∗b− β
(
e∗2
2γ
− αe∗
)
− u¯ ≥ 0 (1.11)
where β is the weight applied by Planner to Doer’s cost of effort. If φ = λ =
β = 1, Planner and Doer’s preferences coincide. If β < 1 then in the absence of
reference dependence and loss aversion (φ = λ = 1), A suffers from weak self-
control: Doer exerts less effort than Planner would like her to, and Planner will
demand commitment devices that move Doer’s effort closer to her first-best effort,
which is equal to ePFB ≡ γ
(
b
β + α
)
.
Planner will prefer a marginal increase in base pay (through a marginal in-
crease in F) whenever ePFB > e∗. A sufficient condition for her to prefer the pure
penalty contract to the pure bonus contract is ePFB > e∗(b, 1), which simplifies to
β < 1−2γ(λ−1)φb2γ(λ−1)φα+(1+λ+φ−2λφ) . For example, when φ = 0, this reduces to β <
1
1+λ .
1.5.3 Discussion
The two modifications to the model outlined above enable it to produce the most
striking empirical result, that the penalty contract is more popular than the bonus
contract. However, four results remain outside the model.
First, participants exert higher effort when the fixed pay component is increased.
The most obvious explanation here is a reciprocity or efficiency wage story. Partici-
pants may respond to perceived generosity from the principal (increasing the fixed
pay) by reciprocating with higher effort. Alternatively, perhaps some participants
believed that maintaining a good reputation with the principal would be rewarded
in future, and higher fixed pay increased the perceived value of a good reputation.
Participants were explicitly told in the first stage that the chance of being invited for
future tasks would not depend on their performance, but this was not reiterated in
the second stage. However, to explain the higher effort in all treatments under the
penalty contract this reputation mechanism would have to be stronger for penalties
than bonuses.
Second, it is surprising that increasing the size of the variable pay component
seems to have at most a small and not statistically significant effect on acceptance
and performance. This may be explained by diminishing sensitivity (Kahneman
and Tversky (1979)), which is not in the model for simplicity. Under diminishing
sensitivity the gain-loss component of utility is concave in the gain domain and
convex in the loss domain. Then, a marginal change in the reference point may have
a sharper effect on incentives than an equal marginal change in the actual financial
incentive, holding the reference point fixed. Alternatively, it may be an example
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of “coherent arbitrariness” (Ariely et al. (2003)), whereby workers do not have a
good sense of what an appropriate bonus may be so respond similarly to bonuses
of varying sizes.
Third, as demonstrated previously, there is evidence of advantageous selection
on ability in the second stage of the experiment, and adverse selection in the high
fixed pay treatment. Therefore, given the size of the effect of the penalty frame on
acceptance rates, it is very striking that there is apparently no selection effect of
incentive framing. All three versions of the model outlined predict some form of
selection on ability and loss aversion (although not necessarily monotone). It would
be particularly interesting to see whether this result replicates in other contexts.
Fourth, the relation between incentivized performance and loss aversion, mea-
sured by rejected lotteries, remains something of a puzzle. The model allows for a
negative relationship, as observed, but predicts a relatively more positive relation-
ship under the penalty frame, which is not observed. Indeed, since loss aversion
is the proposed driving mechanism by which penalty framing increases effort, it
is hard to imagine any model in which framing does not have a stronger effect on
more loss averse workers, nor any effect on selection. I presented evidence (albeit
suggestive at best) that penalties may have a discouragement effect on the most loss-
averse participants. This again would benefit from further research to unpack how
loss aversion drives the effect of penalties.
1.6 Conclusion
This paper analyzes the effects of framed incentive pay on worker recruitment, se-
lection and performance. I find that penalty framed incentives increased the number
of workers who accepted the job by 25 percent relative to economically equivalent
bonus framed incentives. In addition the penalty frame increased performance on
the job by around 0.2 standard deviations. The effect sizes are large relative to those
for standard manipulations of incentive size: increasing the non-contingent pay
from $0.50 to $2 increased the acceptance rate by 36 percent and performance by 0.2
standard deviations, while the effect on both outcomes of increasing the contingent
component of pay from $1.50 to $3 was small and statistically insignificant. Interest-
ingly, I find no evidence of either adverse or advantageous selection into the penalty
framed contract, while I do find advantageous selection into the incentivized task
as a whole.
I present further evidence that the relative attractiveness of the penalty frame is
not driven by changed perceptions of the difficulty of the task, nor is it driven by
the wording of the job offer that might differentially attract inattentive workers. I
also demonstrate that a standard selection result obtains in this context, namely that
the job offer with incentive pay attracted relatively high ability participants. Lastly,
I present evidence that the effect of the framed incentive on performance did not
wear off during the course of the experiment, although this does not imply that it
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would persist in a repeated contracting environment.
To explain the main results, I propose an extension of the Ko˝szegi and Rabin
(2006, 2007) model of loss aversion that allows for the agent’s reference point to
depend on the principal’s choice of incentive frame. The most natural specification
of the model is counterfactual: it predicts that bonus contracts would be more at-
tractive than penalty contracts. Two possible modifications bring the model more in
line with the data. One allows the agent’s perception of the value of the job offer
to depend on their reference point: the higher reference point under the penalty
contract makes the job appear more attractive, or the outside option appear less at-
tractive. An alternative model is one of self-control, in which the agent values the
penalty contract as a commitment device that encourages her to exert higher effort,
again via the loss aversion mechanism.
Overall, the results are surprising, suggesting that penalty contracts may strongly
outperform bonus contracts in some settings. In environments similar to the exper-
imental context, such as short-term one-off engagements, firms may be able to gain
through greater use of penalties. Future research could work to unpack the can-
didate mechanisms described in this paper, which have different implications for
welfare: penalties may be welfare enhancing if they help workers to overcome self-
control problems, but harmful if they lead workers to mistakenly over-value the job
offer. The relationship between performance and loss aversion could also be ex-
plored in more depth in a targeted lab study using careful, incentivized measures
of loss aversion.
However to answer the motivating question of why firms seem reluctant to use
penalties in general, it is clear that more research is needed. Probably the most
promising place to start is to study longer-term engagements or repeated contract-
ing. This allows for two possible further effects. First, the effect of the frame may
wear off over time as the workers’ reference points adjust. If the frame led some
workers to over-value the job offer, they may then drop out, implying that penalty
contracts are bad for staff retention. Second, actually incurring a penalty (as op-
posed to not receiving a bonus) may have discouragement effects that are outside
the model in this paper, plausibly harming future effort provision and staff reten-
tion.
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1.7 Figures
Figure 1.1: Example screen from the typing task.
Participants recruited
on MTurk for Round 1
Round 1 participants paid &
receive email accuracy report
Randomize
Participants invited to Round
2 under randomized incentives
Round 2 closes and participants paid
1 day
6 days
4 days
Figure 1.2: Experiment design flowchart.
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Figure 1.3: Distributions of survey responses and task performance. Reservation
wage, fair wage and time spent trimmed at the 99th percentile (minimum acceptable
wage = $10, minimum fair wage = $14, time = 1.75 hours (round 1), 2.65 hours
(round 2)).
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Figure 1.4: Acceptance Rates by treatment.
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Figure 1.5: Comparing acceptors under Bonus and Penalty Frame. Reservation and
fair wage trimmed at the 99th percentile.
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Figure 1.6: Accuracy by treatment.
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Figure 1.7: Performance and effort measures, comparing bonus vs penalty frame.
Time spent is trimmed at the 99th percentile.
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Figure 1.8: Participants’ predictions of average task 1 accuracy by treatment.
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Figure 1.9: Relationship between Rejected Lotteries and performance.
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1.8 Tables
Table 1.1: Treatments
Contracta Job offerb
Group N Fixed pay Variable pay Frame Base pay Bonus Penalty
Session 1
0 192 $0.50 $1.50 Bonus $0.50 $1.50
1 188 $0.50 $1.50 Penalty $2 $1.50
2 193 $0.50 $3 Bonus $0.50 $3
3 191 $0.50 $3 Penalty $3.50 $3
4 193 $2 $1.50 Bonus $2 $1.50
5 189 $2 $1.50 Penalty $3.50 $1.50
Session 2
6 153 $0.5 $3.00 Bonus $0.50 $3.00
7 151 $0.5 $3.00 Penalty $3.50 $3.00
a “Contract” details the three components of the contract offered: Fixed Pay (uncondi-
tional), Variable Pay (received if accuracy check is passed) and Frame.
b “Job offer” is the terms given in the email sent to subjects inviting them to the second
stage.
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Table 1.2: Performance on effort tasks
N Median Mean s.d.
Round 1
Accuracy Task 1 1450 0.46 0.46 0.18
Errors per item Task 1 1450 0.031 0.044 0.063
Hours on Task 1 1448 0.60 0.67 0.31
Round 1, Rejectors only
Accuracy Task 1 763 0.44 0.43 0.18
Errors per item Task 1 763 0.033 0.048 0.070
Hours on Task 1 761 0.62 0.69 0.32
Round 1, Acceptors only
Accuracy Task 1 687 0.50 0.48 0.17
Errors per item Task 1 687 0.028 0.039 0.053
Hours on Task 1 687 0.57 0.64 0.28
Round 2
Predicted Mean Round 1 Accuracy 686 0.60 0.58 0.19
Accuracy Task 2 687 0.62 0.59 0.20
Errors per item Task 2 687 0.017 0.066 0.17
Hours on Task 2 686 0.62 0.75 1.24
“Accuracy” is the fraction of effort task items a participant entered correctly. “Errors per item” is
computed as the mean of the Levenshtein distance between entered and correct answers, scaled by
string length. “Hours on Task X” is estimated by multiplying the median page time by 10 to account
for outliers. “Round 1, Acceptors (Rejectors) only” gives the stage 1 scores of the participants who
accepted (rejected) the job offer in stage 2. “Predicted Mean stage 1 Accuracy” is the participant’s
response to the question “Of the 50 items in the typing task you did before, how many do you think
people entered correctly, on average?” Where timing data is missing (two observations in stage 1, one
in stage 2) this is due to JavaScript errors. One participant did not report a predicted stage 1 accuracy.
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Table 1.3: Summary Statistics from stage 1 Survey
N Mean s.d.
Loss Aversion
Rejected Lotteries 1450 6.82 2.78
Inconsistent Lottery Choices 1450 0.07 0.25
Reservation Wage
Reservation wage, $/hr 1450 4.86 2.70
Minimum fair wage, $/hr 1450 6.00 2.56
MTurk Experience
Hours working on MTurk per week 1450 16.5 15.3
Typical MTurk earnings, $100/week 1450 0.58 0.58
MTurk HITs completed 1450 7457 27548
Months of experience on MTurk 1450 11.7 13.6
Mainly participate in research HITs 1450 0.77 0.42
Work on MTurk mainly to earn money 1450 0.93 0.26
Demographics
Age in 2013 1449 32.8 10.7
Male 1450 0.49 0.50
Household Income 1450 38362 27942
Zipcode cluster 1450 0.13 0.34
Employment Status
Full time 1450 0.37 0.48
Part time 1450 0.14 0.35
Self employed 1450 0.10 0.30
Full time MTurk worker 1450 0.11 0.31
Unemployed 1450 0.12 0.33
Student 1450 0.11 0.31
Other 1450 0.05 0.21
Education
Less than High School 1450 0.00 0.07
High School / GED 1450 0.11 0.31
Some College 1450 0.32 0.47
2-year College Degree 1450 0.12 0.33
4-year College Degree 1450 0.35 0.48
Masters Degree 1450 0.07 0.25
Doctoral/Professional Degree 1450 0.02 0.13
“Rejected lotteries” is the number (0-12) of 50-50 win-lose lotteries that participants report they would
be unwilling to play. “Inconsistent Lottery Choices” indicates participants who indicated inconsistent
preferences over lotteries (accepting a lottery dominated by one they rejected). “Minimum acceptable
wage” is the minimum hourly wage at which participants are willing to work on MTurk. “Minimum
fair wage” is the reported minimum fair hourly wage that requesters “should” pay on MTurk. “Mainly
participate in research HITs” indicates participants who report mostly working on HITs posted by re-
searchers. “Work on MTurk mainly to earn money” indicates participants main reason for working
(“for fun”, “something else” coded as zero). “Male” is a dummy, note that six transgender individuals
are coded as zeros. “Household income” is calculated using midpoints of income bins (“0-$30,000”,
then $10,000 bins until “> $100,000”). Zipcode cluster is a dummy indicating at least one other partic-
ipant in the same session reported the same zipcode. “Employment Status” and “Education” are sets
of mutually exclusive dummy variables.
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Table 1.4: Balance Check
Joint Groups 0 & 1 Groups 2 & 3 Groups 4 & 5 Groups 6 & 7
F-stat p Diff p Diff p Diff p Diff p
Accuracy Task 1 0.90 0.51 -0.01 0.54 0.00 0.94 -0.00 0.84 0.01 0.59
Hours on Task 1 0.51 0.83 0.01 0.76 -0.00 1.00 0.01 0.68 -0.04 0.28
Rejected Lotteries 0.53 0.81 0.31 0.26 -0.08 0.79 -0.23 0.39 -0.17 0.60
Inconsistent Lottery Choices 0.62 0.74 0.01 0.60 0.02 0.42 -0.01 0.80 0.01 0.81
Reservation wage, $/hr 0.65 0.72 0.07 0.77 -0.02 0.93 0.10 0.77 0.06 0.84
Minimum fair wage, $/hr 2.87 0.01 0.08 0.73 0.05 0.88 -0.38 0.14 0.16 0.59
Hours working on MTurk per week 1.65 0.12 -0.28 0.83 -1.61 0.21 -1.47 0.29 0.80 0.75
Typical MTurk earnings, $100/week 0.35 0.93 -0.04 0.54 0.01 0.79 0.01 0.84 -0.00 1.00
MTurk HITs completed 1.85 0.07 -7499.66 0.09 3609.55 0.07 460.60 0.71 -1966.82 0.50
Months of experience on MTurk 0.67 0.70 1.04 0.49 0.50 0.68 -0.34 0.80 -1.55 0.37
Mainly participate in research HITs 0.44 0.87 -0.04 0.39 0.04 0.38 -0.00 0.99 0.02 0.73
Work on MTurk mainly to earn money 1.22 0.29 -0.03 0.31 -0.03 0.25 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.52
Age in 2013 0.73 0.65 1.38 0.18 -0.80 0.45 -0.90 0.42 0.53 0.69
Male 0.93 0.48 0.08 0.12 -0.00 0.93 0.01 0.92 -0.01 0.81
“Joint” reports the F-statistic and p-value from a joint test of the significance of the set of treatment dummies in explaining each relevant
baseline variable. The remaining columns report the difference in means and p-value from the associated t-test between pairs of treatment
groups, where pairs differ only in terms of the bonus/penalty frame.
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Table 1.5: Acceptance decision
OLS Logit (marginal effects)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted
Penalty Frame 0.109*** 0.110*** 0.116*** 0.104*** 0.108*** 0.103***
(0.026) (0.026) (0.029) (0.026) (0.025) (0.025)
High Fixed Pay 0.163*** 0.160*** 0.152*** 0.154*** 0.161*** 0.153***
(0.036) (0.036) (0.041) (0.036) (0.035) (0.034)
High Variable Pay 0.027 0.025 0.008 0.020 0.015 0.022
(0.036) (0.036) (0.040) (0.036) (0.032) (0.035)
Accuracy Task 1 0.312*** 0.136 0.337 0.282***
(0.075) (0.352) (0.309) (0.074)
Accuracy Task 1 ^2 0.106 -0.055
(0.380) (0.337)
Hours on Task 1 -0.139*** -0.197*** -0.164*** -0.170***
(0.042) (0.059) (0.044) (0.047)
Rejected Lotteries 0.005 -0.007 0.004 0.005
(0.013) (0.015) (0.013) (0.013)
Reservation wage -0.021*** -0.013 -0.016** -0.018**
(0.005) (0.009) (0.005) (0.006)
Fair wage 0.004 -0.006 0.005 0.007
(0.006) (0.009) (0.006) (0.006)
Session 2 -0.026 -0.011 -0.002 -0.012 -0.012
(0.038) (0.038) (0.041) (0.038) (0.037)
Inconsistent Lottery Choices -0.065 -0.068
(0.050) (0.051)
Set dummies No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes No Yes
N 1450 1448 1146 1447 1450 1447
R-squared 0.031 0.066 0.119 0.114
Pseudo R-squared .022 .089
Mean dep. variable 0.474 0.474 0.480 0.475 0.474 0.475
Dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether the participant accepted the job offer in stage
2. Columns (1)-(4) report OLS linear probability regressions, columns (5) and (6) present average
marginal effects logit equivalents to (1) and (4). Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in
parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Two participants are missing timing variable
and one missing age variable. Column (3) drops participants who made inconsistent lottery choices
or who are above the 99th percentile of reservation wage, fair wage or time spent on task 1, or who
are from zipcodes with more than one respondent in that session. “Set dummies” indicate the set
of strings participants typed in stage 1. “Controls” are Hours worked on MTurk per week, MTurk
earnings per week, HITs completed, MTurk experience, “Mostly do research HITs”, “Mainly MTurk
to earn money”, age, male, and income, occupation and education dummies. “Rejected lotteries”
measured in standard deviations.
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Table 1.6: Acceptance: Interactions
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted
Penalty Frame 0.104*** 0.128*** 0.072* 0.107*
(0.026) (0.030) (0.036) (0.050)
High Fixed Pay 0.154*** 0.200*** 0.155*** 0.190***
(0.036) (0.045) (0.036) (0.050)
Penalty * High Fixed Pay -0.092 -0.071
(0.059) (0.071)
High Variable Pay 0.020 0.020 -0.014 0.004
(0.036) (0.036) (0.045) (0.048)
Penalty * High Variable Pay 0.068 0.032
(0.051) (0.062)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1447 1447 1447 1447
R-squared 0.114 0.115 0.115 0.115
Mean dep. variable 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.475
Dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether the participant accepted the
job offer in stage 2. Estimates from OLS linear probability model. Standard errors
clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01,
*** p<0.001. “Controls” are the full set of regressors from Table 1.5 specification
(4). “Set dummies” indicate which set of strings participants typed in stage 1.
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Table 1.7: Selection
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted
Penalty Frame 0.104*** 0.104*** 0.104*** 0.104*** 0.104*** 0.104*** 0.104***
(0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Accuracy Task 1 0.288*** 0.245* 0.289*** 0.288*** 0.288*** 0.287*** 0.239*
(0.076) (0.101) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.102)
Penalty * Acc. Task 1 0.086 0.098
(0.145) (0.148)
Hours on Task 1 -0.164*** -0.165*** -0.156** -0.164*** -0.166*** -0.165*** -0.167**
(0.044) (0.044) (0.058) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.058)
Penalty * Hours Task 1 -0.018 0.000
(0.082) (0.083)
Rejected Lotteries 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.004 0.008
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.018) (0.013) (0.013) (0.018)
Penalty * Rej. Lotteries -0.008 -0.007
(0.025) (0.025)
Reservation wage -0.016** -0.016** -0.016** -0.016** -0.020** -0.016** -0.020**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.005) (0.007)
Penalty * Res. wage 0.010 0.011
(0.010) (0.011)
Fair wage 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.004
(0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)
Penalty * Fair Wage 0.006 -0.001
(0.010) (0.012)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1447 1447 1447 1447 1447 1447 1447
R-squared 0.114 0.114 0.114 0.114 0.114 0.114 0.115
Mean dep. variable 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.475
Dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether the participant accepted the job offer in stage 2. Esti-
mates from OLS linear probability model. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses.
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. “Controls” are the full set of regressors from Table 1.5 specifica-
tion (4) excluding Accuracy Task 1 squared. “Set dummies” indicate which set of strings participants typed
in stage 1. Interaction variables are demeaned to stabilize interaction coefficients. “Rejected lotteries” is
measured in standard deviations.
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Table 1.8: Performance on stage 2
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
Penalty Frame 0.033* 0.035** 0.025+ 0.036**
(0.015) (0.012) (0.014) (0.012)
High Fixed Pay 0.018 0.032+ 0.039* 0.038*
(0.020) (0.017) (0.019) (0.017)
High Variable Pay 0.007 0.023 0.018 0.025
(0.021) (0.018) (0.022) (0.018)
Accuracy Task 1 0.715*** 0.986*** 0.996***
(0.037) (0.188) (0.172)
Accuracy Task 1 ^2 -0.296 -0.308+
(0.190) (0.176)
Hours on Task 1 -0.029 -0.043 -0.031
(0.023) (0.031) (0.024)
Rejected Lotteries -0.012+ -0.017* -0.011+
(0.006) (0.007) (0.006)
Reservation wage -0.005+ -0.008* -0.005+
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003)
Fair wage -0.001 0.000 -0.000
(0.002) (0.004) (0.002)
Session 2 -0.036 -0.019 0.002 -0.016
(0.025) (0.019) (0.021) (0.019)
Inconsistent Lottery Choices -0.073*
(0.029)
Set dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
N 687 687 550 687
R-squared 0.013 0.442 0.470 0.476
Mean dep. variable 0.590 0.590 0.596 0.590
Dependent variable is accuracy in the stage 2 typing task, measured as the fraction of items entered
correctly. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, **
p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Column (3) drops participants who made inconsistent lottery choices or who
are above the 99th percentile of reservation wage, fair wage or time spent on task 1, or who are
from zipcodes with more than one respondent in that session. “Set dummies” indicate which set of
strings participants typed in stages 1 and 2. “Controls” are Hours worked on MTurk per week, MTurk
earnings per week, HITs completed, MTurk experience, “Mostly do research HITs”, “Mainly MTurk
to earn money”, age, male, and income, occupation and education dummies. “Rejected lotteries” is
measured in standard deviations.
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Table 1.9: Performance/effort on stage 2, alternative measures
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Log distance Log distance Time spent Time spent
Penalty Frame -0.192* -0.209** 0.054* 0.028
(0.091) (0.080) (0.027) (0.023)
High Fixed Pay -0.219+ -0.323** 0.005 0.023
(0.118) (0.113) (0.035) (0.031)
High Variable Pay -0.015 -0.069 0.017 0.036
(0.134) (0.130) (0.039) (0.033)
Accuracy Task 1 0.152
(0.384)
Accuracy Task 1 ^2 -0.084
(0.382)
Log Errors per item Task 1 0.868***
(0.066)
Hours on Task 1 0.735***
(0.067)
Rejected Lotteries 0.036 -0.018
(0.040) (0.012)
Reservation wage 0.025 0.001
(0.021) (0.006)
Fair wage -0.010 -0.001
(0.020) (0.005)
Session 2 0.158 0.031 0.008 -0.035
(0.150) (0.127) (0.045) (0.036)
Inconsistent Lottery Choices 0.305 -0.036
(0.189) (0.042)
Set dummies No Yes No Yes
Controls No Yes No Yes
N 687 687 680 680
R-squared 0.018 0.338 0.007 0.400
Mean dep. variable -3.825 -3.825 0.687 0.687
Dependent variable in columns (1) and (2) is the log of the mean scaled Levenshtein distance (which
can be interpreted as the mean number of errors per character in the typing task). Dependent variable
in columns (3) and (4) is time spent on the stage 2 typing task, estimated as 10 times the median
time spent per page of typed items, in addition dropping participants above the 99th percentile for
time spent. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, **
p<0.01, *** p<0.001. “Set dummies” indicate which set of strings participants typed in stages 1 and 2.
“Controls” are Hours worked on MTurk per week, MTurk earnings per week, HITs completed, MTurk
experience, “Mostly do research HITs”, “Mainly MTurk to earn money”, age, male, and income,
occupation and education dummies. “Rejected lotteries” is measured in standard deviations.
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Table 1.10: Round 2 Performance: Interactions
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
Penalty Frame 0.036** 0.033* 0.044** 0.044+
(0.012) (0.015) (0.016) (0.027)
High Fixed Pay 0.038* 0.032 0.038* 0.039
(0.017) (0.022) (0.017) (0.026)
Penalty * High Fixed Pay 0.010 -0.001
(0.026) (0.034)
High Variable Pay 0.025 0.025 0.035 0.035
(0.018) (0.018) (0.025) (0.028)
Penalty * High Variable Pay -0.017 -0.018
(0.025) (0.034)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 687 687 687 687
R-squared 0.476 0.476 0.477 0.477
Mean dep. variable 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.590
Dependent variable is accuracy in the stage 2 typing task measured as the frac-
tion of items entered correctly. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level
in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. “Controls” are the full
set of regressors from Table 1.8 specification (4). “Set dummies” indicate which
set of strings participants typed in stages 1 and 2.
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Table 1.11: Round 2 Performance: Heterogeneous effects
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
Penalty Frame 0.037** 0.037** 0.037** 0.037** 0.037** 0.037** 0.037**
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)
Accuracy Task 1 0.708*** 0.745*** 0.709*** 0.708*** 0.708*** 0.705*** 0.741***
(0.037) (0.053) (0.037) (0.037) (0.037) (0.038) (0.054)
Penalty * Acc. Task 1 -0.071 -0.082
(0.075) (0.076)
Hours on Task 1 -0.031 -0.031 -0.019 -0.030 -0.031 -0.033 -0.010
(0.024) (0.024) (0.036) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.037)
Penalty * Hours Task 1 -0.024 -0.040
(0.044) (0.046)
Rejected Lotteries -0.011+ -0.011+ -0.011+ -0.005 -0.011+ -0.011+ -0.004
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.010) (0.006) (0.006) (0.010)
Penalty * Rej. Lotteries -0.012 -0.012
(0.013) (0.013)
Reservation wage -0.005+ -0.005+ -0.005 -0.005 -0.004 -0.005+ -0.001
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)
Penalty * Res. wage -0.002 -0.009+
(0.005) (0.005)
Fair wage -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000 -0.003 -0.004+
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Penalty * Fair Wage 0.006 0.010*
(0.004) (0.004)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 687 687 687 687 687 687 687
R-squared 0.473 0.474 0.474 0.474 0.474 0.475 0.479
Mean dep. variable 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.590 0.590
Dependent variable is accuracy in the stage 2 typing task measured as the fraction of items entered correctly.
Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
“Controls” are the full set of regressors from Table 1.8 specification (4) excluding Accuracy Task 1 squared.
“Set dummies” indicate which set of strings participants typed in stage 1. Interaction variables are demeaned
to stabilize interaction coefficients. “Rejected lotteries” is measured in standard deviations.
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1.A Model Setup
In this appendix I briefly outline the standard simplifying assumptions that I apply
to the general KR model.
Formally, for stochastic consumption c distributed according to G(c|e), reference
point r distributed according to H(r|e, F), weight η on gain-loss utility and effort
cost c(e), A’s utility function is:
U(G|H, e, F) =
∫
m(c)dG(c|e) + η
∫∫
µ(m(c)−m(r))dG(c|e)dH(r|e, F)− c(e).
(1.12)
To focus the analysis I make a number of standard assumptions on U. Firstly,
following Herweg et al. (2010) and Gill and Prowse (2012), I ignore risk aversion
in the conventional sense, as well as Kahneman and Tversky (1979)’s diminishing
sensitivity. Formally, risk aversion is ruled out by assuming that m(x) = x.27 Di-
minishing sensitivity, under which the gain-loss function µ(x, r) is concave for x ≥ r
and convex for x < r is ruled out by adopting the standard (KR) functional form:
µ(x) =
x x ≥ 0λx x < 0 λ ≥ 1. (1.13)
where λ is A’s loss aversion parameter, reflecting the extent to which losses (out-
comes below the reference point, r) are overweighted relative to gains.
Furthermore, following KR, Herweg et al. (2010) and Gill and Prowse (2012), I
ignore Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahneman (1992)’s probabil-
ity weighting, under which agents evaluate prospects according to decision weights
rather than true probabilities (in particular overweighting unlikely events and un-
derweighting likely ones). Thus the marginal distribution of c, g, is
g(c|e) = Pr(c = x|e) =
1− e x = we x = w + b . (1.14)
Lastly, for simplicity I set η = 1.28
1.B Additional Results
1.B.1 Relation between stage 1 variables.
Before analyzing stage 2 behavior, it is instructive to analyze the relationships be-
tween the key variables measured in stage 1. The main variables of interest are the
27Loss aversion still implies first order risk aversion: an agent with reference point r is averse to fair
lotteries with possible payoffs either side of the reference point.
28In many applications, η and λ are not separately identified; Herweg et al. (2010) also set η = 1.
The presence of framing effects in my framework implies that η and λ play slightly different roles,
however it is intuitively easier and analytically simpler to consider the role of loss aversion by focusing
on comparative statics involving λ.
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accuracy score, time spent on the effort task, the number of rejected lotteries, the
reservation wage and the minimum fair wage reported by each participant. Table
1.12 reports correlations between these variables with and without dropping partic-
ipants who made inconsistent lottery choices. Higher performance on the stage 1
task is significantly negatively correlated with time spent on the task. Reservation
wage and minimum fair wage are strongly positively correlated with one another.
Reservation wage is negatively correlated with time spent on task 1, but not with
performance. Lastly, there is no economically or statistically significant correlation
between reservation wages, the number of rejected lotteries, and performance on
the first stage task (rejected lotteries are significantly positively correlated with per-
formance, but only when including participants who made inconsistent choices).
These results suggest that selection on, say, loss aversion, will not necessarily imply
selection on ability.
Table 1.13 regresses stage 1 performance on various key variables. Time spent
on stage 1 is robustly negatively correlated with performance on the effort task,
with each additional hour spent associated with around 10 percentage points lower
accuracy. Unlike the simple correlations, the minimum acceptable wage is now
robustly negatively related with performance, perhaps because participants with
higher reservation wages may be more likely to rush the task and therefore make
more errors. A 1s.d. increase in the minimum acceptable wage ($2.70) is associated
with 1.5-2.5 percentage points lower accuracy. In one specification, the minimum
fair wage is positively associated with accuracy, controlling for reservation wages.
Lastly, the number of rejected lotteries is positively associated with performance,
although this is not statistically significant when participants who made inconsistent
choices are dropped. The coefficient estimates imply a 0.6 to 1.3 percentage point
improvement for a 1s.d. increase in the number of rejected lotteries.
Of the other variables, higher weekly Mturk earnings are negatively associated
with performance, (although higher hours on MTurk positively associated, perhaps
because those higher earnings are attained by expending less effort on each individ-
ual task). Participants who report that they mainly work on MTurk to earn money
(93% of participants, other options “for fun”, “other”) perform around 5-6 percent-
age points better, men perform around four percentage points better, and partici-
pants who made inconsistent lottery choices around 8 percentage points worse.
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Table 1.12: Correlation between key stage 1 variables
Panel A
Accuracy T1 Hours on T1 Rej. lotteries Res. wage Fair wage
Accuracy T1 1
Hours on T1 -0.174*** 1
Rej. lotteries 0.0678** -0.0275 1
Res. wage -0.0403 -0.107*** -0.0864*** 1
Fair wage -0.00588 -0.0426 -0.0446 0.513*** 1
Observations 1450
Panel B
Accuracy T1 Hours on T1 Rej. lotteries Res. wage Fair wage
Accuracy T1 1
Hours on T1 -0.173*** 1
Rej. lotteries 0.0429 -0.0160 1
Res. wage -0.0348 -0.114*** -0.0786** 1
Fair wage 0.00456 -0.0414 -0.0386 0.507*** 1
Observations 1351
Correlation matrices. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Accuracy T1 is accuracy on the
stage 1 typing task. Hours on T1 is the median time spent on a page of the stage 1 task,
multiplied by 10. Panel A includes all participants, Panel B drops participants who made
inconsistent lottery choices.
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Table 1.13: Performance on stage 1
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy
Hours on Task 1 -0.107*** -0.131*** -0.096***
(0.015) (0.022) (0.018)
Rejected Lotteries 0.009* 0.006 0.011* 0.013**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Reservation wage -0.005* -0.009** -0.005** -0.005*
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Fair wage 0.002 0.006* 0.002 0.002
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Session 2 -0.020+ -0.017 -0.022+ -0.022+
(0.011) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012)
Hours working on MTurk per week 0.001 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)
Typical MTurk earnings, $100/week -0.017+ -0.017+
(0.009) (0.009)
MTurk HITs completed -0.000 -0.000
(0.000) (0.000)
Months of experience on MTurk 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)
Mainly participate in research HITs 0.002 -0.002
(0.011) (0.011)
Work on MTurk mainly to earn money 0.051** 0.057**
(0.019) (0.020)
Age -0.000 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001)
Male 0.037*** 0.038***
(0.010) (0.010)
Inconsistent Lottery Choices -0.078*** -0.084***
(0.017) (0.017)
Constant 0.549*** 0.562*** 0.391*** 0.337***
(0.021) (0.025) (0.057) (0.057)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
N 1448 1147 1447 1449
R-squared 0.053 0.056 0.107 0.082
Mean of dependent variable 0.456 0.463 0.456 0.455
Dependent variable is accuracy rate on stage 1 typing task. Standard errors clustered at
zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. All columns
include dummies for the set of items typed. Column (2) drops participants who made in-
consistent lottery choices, and those above the 99th percentile for time spent, reservation
wage and fair wage. “Controls” are dummy variables for income, education and employ-
ment status. Rejected lotteries measured in standard deviations.
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1.B.2 Balance checks
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Figure 1.12: Balance between bonus and penalty treatments. Reservation wage and
fair wage trimmed at the 99th percentile.
1.B.3 Comparing Session 1 and 2 Participants
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Figure 1.13: Comparing session 1 and 2 participants. Reservation wage and fair
wage trimmed at the 99th percentile.
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1.B.4 Selection: Robustness
Table 1.14: Selection: Robustness
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted
Penalty Frame 0.108*** 0.102*** 0.102*** 0.105***
(0.026) (0.027) (0.026) (0.026)
Accuracy Task 1 0.286*** 0.281*** 0.278*** 0.289***
(0.076) (0.078) (0.076) (0.076)
Hours on Task 1 -0.182** -0.180*** -0.173*** -0.174***
(0.069) (0.046) (0.043) (0.044)
Penalty * Hours Task 1 0.018
(0.097)
Rejected Lotteries 0.004 0.013 0.002 0.005
(0.013) (0.019) (0.013) (0.013)
Penalty * Rej. Lotteries -0.021
(0.026)
Reservation wage -0.016** -0.013** -0.033*** -0.015**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.009) (0.005)
Penalty * Res. wage 0.021+
(0.012)
Fair wage 0.005 0.003 0.004 -0.007
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.009)
Penalty * Fair Wage 0.014
(0.012)
Set dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1433 1348 1433 1433
R-squared 0.113 0.114 0.117 0.115
Mean dep. variable 0.477 0.481 0.473 0.472
Dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether the participant ac-
cepted the job offer in stage 2. Estimates from OLS linear probability model.
Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10,
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Column (1) drops participants above the
99th percentile of time spent on task 1. Column (2) drops those who made
inconsistent lottery choices. Column (3) drops participants above the 99th
percentile of reservation wage. Column (4) drops participants above the
99th percentile of fair wage. “Controls” are the full set of regressors from
Table 1.5 specification (4) excluding Accuracy Task 1 squared. “Set dum-
mies” indicate which set of strings participants typed in stage 1. Interaction
variables are demeaned in each specification to stabilize interaction coeffi-
cients. “Rejected lotteries” is measured in standard deviations.
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1.B.5 Participants’ predictions of Task 1 accuracy
Table 1.15: Participants’ Predictions of stage 1 Accuracy
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Predicted Acc. Predicted Acc. Accuracy Accuracy
Penalty Frame 0.004 0.001 0.033* 0.036**
(0.015) (0.014) (0.015) (0.012)
High Fixed Pay 0.003 0.010 0.016 0.037*
(0.020) (0.019) (0.020) (0.017)
High Variable Pay 0.034+ 0.036+ -0.000 0.024
(0.020) (0.020) (0.021) (0.019)
Session 2 -0.045* -0.035 -0.028 -0.017
(0.022) (0.022) (0.025) (0.019)
Predicted Acc. 0.188*** -0.006
(0.041) (0.032)
Set dummies No Yes No Yes
Controls No Yes No Yes
N 686 686 686 686
R-squared 0.008 0.150 0.043 0.476
Mean of dependent variable 0.577 0.577 0.590 0.590
Dependent variable in (1) and (2) is participant’s prediction of mean stage 1 accuracy, and
in (3) and (4) is participant’s actual stage 2 accuracy. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-
session level in parentheses. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
“Set dummies” indicate which set of strings participants typed in stage 1 (column (2))
or stages 1 and 2 (column (4)). “Controls” are the full set of regressors from the main
specifications.
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1.B.6 Comparing sessions 1 and 2
Table 1.16: Comparing Sessions 1 and 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Accepted Accepted Accuracy Accuracy Log distance Log distance Time spent Time spent
Penalty 0.156** 0.137** 0.037 0.039+ -0.317+ -0.238 0.051 0.040
(0.052) (0.052) (0.029) (0.023) (0.186) (0.168) (0.055) (0.049)
Session 2 -0.007 -0.015 -0.020 -0.000 -0.032 -0.062 -0.043 -0.061
(0.053) (0.053) (0.039) (0.030) (0.242) (0.198) (0.057) (0.052)
Penalty * Session 2 -0.038 0.006 -0.029 -0.028 0.330 0.149 0.089 0.045
(0.076) (0.075) (0.051) (0.038) (0.308) (0.256) (0.087) (0.071)
Set dummies No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
N 688 1447 302 687 302 687 300 680
R-squared 0.021 0.115 0.012 0.477 0.013 0.343 0.017 0.402
Mean dep. variable 0.439 0.475 0.580 0.590 -3.729 -3.825 0.698 0.687
This table compares outcomes between treatment groups 2 and 3 (session 1) with groups 6 and 7 (session 2). Each received the same economic incentives (fixed
pay of $0.50 and variable pay of $3.00), but the job offer was rephrased in session 2 to explore whether inattention might explain the session 1 results. Dependent
variable in columns (1) and (2) is a dummy indicating whether the participant accepted the job offer in stage 2; in columns (3) and (4) is the participant’s accuracy
score in stage 2; in columns (5) and (6) is the “distance” accuracy measure described in table 1.9 and in columns (7) and (8) is the time spent by the participant on
the task in stage 2. Columns (7) and (8) drop participants above the 99th percentile of time spent. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses.
+ p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Odd-numbered columns do not include controls and use data from groups 2, 3, 6 and 7. Even-numbered columns
include the full sets of controls from the equivalent main specifications, and use data from all participants to increase precision of estimated coefficients on control
variables, differencing out the main effects for treatment groups 0, 1, 4 and 5 using dummy variables.
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1.B.7 Does the framing effect wear off?
Table 1.17: Performance by item in effort task
(1)
Item correct
Penalty Frame 0.038**
(0.014)
High Fixed Pay 0.028+
(0.017)
High Variable Pay 0.025
(0.018)
Item 0.006***
(0.002)
Item x Penalty 0.000
(0.000)
Set dummies Yes
Page dummies Yes
Controls Yes
N 34350
R-squared 0.126
Mean of dependent variable 0.590
Dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether an item was entered cor-
rectly. Standard errors clustered at zipcode-session level in parentheses. + p<0.10,
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. “Set dummies” indicate which set of strings par-
ticipants typed in stage 1 and 2. “Page dummies” indicate which page the current
item is found on. “Controls” are the full set of regressors from the main specifica-
tions.
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1.B.8 Participant locations
Participant locations
Figure 1.14: Participant locations by geocoded zipcodes
1.C Experimental details
1.C.1 Rates of pay
One potential concern about the study is the low size of the incentives used: the
maximum a participant could earn in stage 1 is $3 and the maximum in stage 2 is
$3.50. If a participant spent 30 minutes on stage 1 this implies a $6 hourly wage,
significantly lower than the typical rates of pay in experimental labs, for example.
The size of the incentive was selected, based on trial runs of the task, to match
Amazon’s suggested rate of pay of $6; the concern was that paying more would be
perceived as unusual or not comparable to other jobs on MTurk. More critically,
to study selection effects it is critical that rates of pay are low enough that some
participants do not want to accept the job. The 47% acceptance rate in stage 2
suggests that rates were pitched about right. Taking into account the level of the
incentives, the relative sizes of the fixed and variable pay in stage 2 were selected to
be reasonably high-powered to emphasize the role of the penalty component of the
contract.
1.C.2 Accuracy report after first stage
Shortly after the first stage was completed, subjects were sent an email informing
them of their performance. The purpose of this was to ensure that they understood
the difficulty level of the task and had at least a sense of their ability. An example
message is given below:
Thanks for doing the typing task + survey HIT.
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We have now processed the data and approved your work. We estimate
that out of the 50 items, you entered 31 (62%) without errors.
Best wishes
Jon
1.C.3 Invitation to second stage
Session 1
One week after the first stage, all participants from the first stage were sent a sec-
ond email inviting them to the second stage task under their randomly assigned
incentive.
Thanks for participating in our recent typing task and survey. You
are invited you to do another typing task (typing 50 text strings)
exactly like the one you did before. There is no survey this time.
Pay:
The basic pay for the task is $3.50. We will then randomly select
one of the 50 items for checking. If you entered it incorrectly,
the pay will be reduced by $3.00.
If you would like to perform this task, please use the following
personalized link which will take you straight to the task.
https://lse.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_a5HXEhTVyucdg1f&MID=
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Your MTurk ID (XXXXXXXXXXXXX) will be recorded automatically. If
you don’t want to do the task, you can just ignore this message.
The task will remain open for 4 days from the time of this message.
Payments will be made through the MTurk "bonus system" within 48
hours of the task closing.
Best wishes
Jon de Quidt
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PS: We’ll select the line to be checked using a random number
generator. If you attempt the task more than once, only the first
attempt will be counted.
Following the link in the email took them to the experimental task, in which the
first page contained the same text.
Session 2
In session 2, the invitation was altered slightly to explore whether inattention might
be driving the results. The concern was that inattentive participants might quickly
read the first sentence of the “Pay” paragraph, which gives the high (low) base
pay under the penalty (bonus) frame, then ignore the rest and click through to the
task. Then the high acceptance rate under the penalty frame might be explained by
inattentive participants reading only the high base pay. This would be a concern
for external validity since for longer term job offers where the stakes are higher,
workers presumably read their contracts carefully. The challenge in addressing this
concern is to find a manipulation that encourages participants to read the invitation
carefully without also changing their reference point, since then it would not be
clear which was driving any change in outcome.
The invitation and introduction were kept identical to session 1 except for the
“Pay” paragraph which was rephrased as follows:
Pay:
The pay for this task depends on your typing accuracy. We will
randomly select one item for checking, and if it was entered
incorrectly, the pay will be reduced below the base pay. The base
pay is $3.50 which will be reduced by $3 if the checked item is
incorrect.
This phrasing first sets out the structure of the pay scheme, then gives all of
the financial details in a single sentence, keeping the base pay and bonus/penalty
amount as close to one another as possible.
1.C.4 Informed consent
After clicking the link on MTurk, but before beginning stage 1 of the experiment,
participants were required to read and agree to an informed consent statement,
which is reproduced below.
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The task you are going to complete forms part of a study of the behavior of
workers on MTurk. Data on your answers in the following task will be collected
and analyzed by researchers at the London School of Economics.
Your participation is anonymous and no sensitive data will be collected. In
addition, worker IDs will be deleted from any published data. Participation is
voluntary and you can choose to stop at any time. There are no risks expected
from your participation.
We would like you to complete a typing task and a short survey. For an average
typing speed this should take around 30 minutes to complete. At the end you
will be given a completion code. Please copy and paste the code into the HIT
on MTurk to be paid. The payment for completion of the HIT is $3.
We may also contact you through MTurk to invite you to complete other HITs.
This will not be affected by what you do in this HIT.
If you have any questions or concerns at any time, please feel free to contact the
researcher, Jon de Quidt, at <MTurk contact address>.
If you are happy to proceed, please type "ACCEPT" into the box below and click
through to the next page.
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1.C.5 Lottery Questions
Figure 1.15: Introduction and examples of lottery questions.
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Chapter 2
Market Structure and Borrower
Welfare in Microfinance
Commercialization has been a terrible wrong turn for microfinance, and it indicates
a worrying “mission drift” in the motivation of those lending to the poor. Poverty
should be eradicated, not seen as a money-making opportunity.
Muhammad Yunus, New York Times, January 14th 20111
Lately, microfinance has often been in the news for the wrong reasons. The
success of microfinance institutions (henceforth, MFIs) across the world has been
tremendous over the last two decades, culminating in the Nobel Peace Prize for the
Grameen Bank and its founder Dr. Muhammad Yunus. However, in the last few
years there has been some controversy about the activities of some MFIs that has
stirred a broader debate about commercialization and mission drift in the sector.2
There are concerns that some MFIs are profiteering at the expense of poor borrowers,
attracted by the high repayment rates, and charging very high interest rates which
seemingly contradicts the original purpose of the MFI movement, namely making
capital accessible to the poor to lift them out of poverty.3 While the discussion
has been mostly about “commercialization”, there is an implicit assumption that
these lenders enjoy some market power, for example, in Yunus’s statement that
microcredit has “[given] rise to its own breed of loan sharks”.4 This critique is
acknowledged within the MFI sector and has led to calls for tougher regulations,
for example, in the form of a new bill, entitled the “Micro Finance Institutions
(Development and Regulation) Bill” being tabled in the Indian Parliament.
1Accessible at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/15/opinion/15yunus.html
2For instance, SKS in Andhra Pradesh, India, Banco Compartamos of Mexico, LAPO of Nigeria.
See, for example, MacFarquahr (New York Times, April 13, 2010), and Sinclair (2012).
3In addition, the results from several randomized experiments in India, Mongolia, Morocco, and
the Philippines suggest that while microfinance has a positive effect in starting small businesses, but
it did not have a statistically significant effect reducing poverty. See Banerjee et al. (2010), Attanasio
et al. (2011), Crépon et al. (2011), and Karlan and Zinman (2009). By design these studies look at a
single MFI and its borrowers rather than addressing industry or market level issues. Nevertheless the
results suggest the need to look at factors that might be limiting the impact of microfinance on its
stated goal of poverty alleviation.
4The New York Times, 14th January 2011.
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The academic literature on microfinance, both theoretical and empirical, has not
kept pace with these developments.5 It has typically assumed lenders to be non-
profits or to operate in a perfectly competitive market, and which more generally
ignores the issue of market structure in considering the welfare effects of microfi-
nance (see for example, the recent review by Banerjee (2013)). Our paper aims to
fill this gap both theoretically and empirically. It is the first paper, to the best of our
knowledge, that looks at the issues of commercialization and market power in the
context of microfinance in a framework that allows us to understand and interpret
many of the important issues that the recent controversies have thrown up.
Most of the existing work has looked at the remarkable repayment rates achieved
by MFIs. In a world where lenders are not necessarily acting in the best interests
of borrowers, we need to look beyond repayment rates. More broadly, the existing
literature, both theoretical and empirical, has typically adopted a partial equilibrium
framework focusing on one MFI and a given set of borrowers, whereas a lot of the
issues these debates have thrown up require looking at the broader market and
institutional environment within which a MFI operates. This allows us to evaluate
borrower welfare beyond repayment rates - looking at the types of loans offered,
interest rates, and the extent of credit rationing. In addition, we can show that some
of the changes in the lending patterns - for example, some suggestive evidence that
there has been some decline in joint liability loans relative to individual liability
loans (see Giné and Karlan (2013) and discussion below), may indeed be related to
changes in market structure, e.g., increasing commercialization.
Our paper analyzes the consequences of for-profit or commercial lending in mi-
crofinance, with and without market power, compared to a benevolent non-profit
maximizing borrower welfare subject to a break-even constraint on these outcome
variables. Much of the microfinance literature has shown how joint liability lending
can be used by MFIs to leverage borrowers’ social capital and local information in
order to lend to otherwise unbankable customers and increase their welfare. Using
a simple, tractable model we show that when the lender is a for-profit with market
power he can instead leverage these to extract higher rents at the borrowers’ ex-
pense. In particular, borrowers with more social capital may be worse off than those
with less. However, given that borrowers are credit constrained and have very few
outside options, they are better off borrowing than not borrowing, and they are bet-
ter off borrowing under joint liability (when the lender chooses to use it) than under
individual liability.
We then show that competition between for-profit lenders can close down this
channel, but has an ambiguous effect on borrower welfare as competition under-
mines borrowers’ incentives to repay their loans and thus leads to credit rationing.
One of the interesting trade-offs that emerges therefore is that of rent extraction
under monopoly with the enforcement externality under competition.
Lastly, we show that for-profit lenders - both with and without market power -
5Exceptions are Cull et al. (2007), Cull et al. (2009) and Baquero et al. (2012).
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inefficiently under-use joint liability relative to the altruistic non-profit benchmark.
The latter use joint liability whenever it is socially efficient, but the former use it only
if it is profit-maximizing relative to using individual liability. Since joint liability is
associated with tighter repayment incentive constraints (because larger amounts are
due, when a group member is unable to pay her loan), it is relatively less attractive
to for-profit lenders. This suggests that the apparent decline in the use of joint
liability loans relative to individual liability loans may indeed be related to changes
in market structure, e.g., increasing commercialization. This result is also consistent
with the evidence presented in Cull et al. (2009) and in this paper that non-profits
tend to use group-based lending methods, whereas for-profit lenders tend to use
individual-based lending methods.
We then simulate the model using parameters estimated from the MIX Market
(henceforth, MIX) dataset and existing research. The attempt to bridge theory and
policy debates via quantitative analysis is a novel aspect of the paper. We initially
expected that the monopolist’s ability to leverage borrowers’ social capital would
have large welfare effects. We find that forcing the monopolist to use JL when he
would prefer IL increases borrower welfare by a minimum of 12% and a maximum
of 20%. Meanwhile, switching to a non-profit lender delivers a much larger wel-
fare gain of between 54% and 73%. The qualitative sizes of these effects are robust
to alternative parameter values. Secondly, we find that despite its effect on under-
mining repayment incentives, competition delivers similar borrower welfare to the
non-profit benchmark. Taking these results together suggests that regulators should
be attentive to lenders with market power, but that fostering competition rather than
heavy-handed regulation can be an effective antidote. Thirdly, we find that for our
parameter values, the non-profit lender would offer JL to all borrowers, irrespec-
tive of their level of social capital. The for-profit lenders, with and without market
power, only switch to JL lending when borrowers have social capital worth around
15% of the loan size.
In support of the context and predictions of the model, we document three styl-
ized facts. Firstly, there has been a steady increase in the market share of for-profit
lenders. In our sample, this rises from 32 percent of institutions (38 percent of loans)
in 1996, to 39 percent of institutions (46 percent of loans) in 2009. We graph these
trends in Figure 2.1.6
The second stylized fact is that that non-profit lenders are more likely to use
group-based lending methods than for-profit lenders. This observation is also doc-
umented by Cull et al. (2009). In our full sample of 712 MFIs with both legal status
and lending methodology data for 2009, the mean share of “solidarity group” loans
for non-profits is 37 percent, while for for-profits it is 34 percent. In the balanced
panel used to construct Figure 2.2 (described below), the corresponding figures are
6Figure constructed from the cross-section of 1,106 MFIs that reported to the MIX Market dataset
in 2009. “Unweighted” counts the number of institutions in existence at a given date, “weighted”
weights institutions by size, measured as number of loans outstanding in 2009. See Appendix 2.C for
further details including a discussion of weaknesses.
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Figure 2.1: Market share of for-profit lenders by number of institutions (“un-
weighted”) and number of loans (“weighted”).
33 percent and 25 percent.7
Third, anecdotal evidence following the move by Grameen Bank and BancoSol,
among others, to switch to IL lending, points to a decline in the use of joint liability.
In the best data we have available, there does appear to have been a modest decline
in the use of joint liability in recent years. Taking the balanced panel of 333 MFIs in
the MIX Market dataset that report lending methodology information in 2008, 2009
and 2010, we show in Figure 2.2 that 31 percent of the average MFI’s loans were
made to solidarity groups in 2008, falling to 28.5 percent in 2010.8 We see a much
larger drop in the fraction of all loans made to solidarity groups, because two very
large lenders (BRAC in Bangladesh and Bandhan in India) switch from solidarity
group to individual in 2009. Dropping these two, we again find a modest decline in
JL. We do note however, that groups are still widely used.9
Turning to related literature, our model is along the lines of Besley and Coate
(1995) who show how JL can induce repayment guarantees within borrowing groups,
with lucky borrowers helping their unlucky partners with repayment when needed.
7Since data on formal liability structure are not available, we treat loans recorded as “solidarity
group” as joint liability, and “individual” as individual liability. See Appendix 2.C for discussion of
how these numbers were calculated, and potential weaknesses.
8To construct the figure, we again use the measure “Solidarity Group Share” which is the ratio of
each lender’s number of solidarity group loans to solidarity group and individual loans. We then
compute the mean of this measure across all MFIs to find the average solidarity group share (“un-
weighted”). We compute the weighted mean (by number of loans outstanding) to find the share of JL
in all loans, with/without two outliers.
9Our numbers on the decline of JL relate to Giné and Karlan (2013). They use the MIX Market
dataset as well and document a large fall in the fraction of MFIs using only JL lending, and rise in the
number of MFIs using only IL lending, between 2007 and 2009. However the data they use has only 31
observations in 2007. For this reason we prefer to use 2008-2010 data. We also compute our solidarity
group shares slightly differently. We thank Xavier Giné for sharing the data used to construct their
figures.
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Figure 2.2: Fraction of loans disbursed via solidarity groups in the average lender’s
portfolio (“unweighted”), in all loans (“weighted”), and in all loans, excluding two
large outliers (“weighted without outliers”).
They show a trade-off between improved repayment through guarantees, and a
perverse effect of JL, that sometimes a group may default en masse even though
one member would have repaid had they received an IL loan. Introducing social
sanctions, they show how these can help alleviate this perverse effect by making
full repayment incentive compatible in more states of the world, generating wel-
fare improvements that can be passed back to borrowers. Rai and Sjöström (2004)
and Bhole and Ogden (2010) are recent contributions to this literature, both using a
mechanism design approach to solve for efficient contracts (neither include the so-
cial capital channel). Within the microfinance literature there are various approaches
to modeling social capital. For instance Besley and Coate (1995) model an exoge-
nously given social penalty function, representing the disutility an agent can impose
on her partner as a punishment. We model social capital in a similar reduced-form
way as a sanction worth S that a borrower can impose on a partner in response to
a violation of an informal contract, thus social capital in our model is a measure of
the strength of informal contracting.10
There are a number of empirical studies of the role of social capital in group
borrowing.11 Feigenberg et al. (2013) study the effect of altering loan repayment
frequency on social interaction and repayment, claiming that more frequent meet-
ings can foster the production of social capital and lead to more informal insurance
within the group. It is this insurance or repayment guarantee channel on which our
10Alternative approaches include Greif (1993), where deviations in one relationship can be credibly
punished by total social ostracism. Bloch et al. (2008) and Karlan et al. (2009) Jackson et al. (2011)
present models where insurance, favor exchange or informal lending are embedded in social networks
such that an agent’s social ties are used as social collateral to enforce informal contracts.
11See, for example Cassar et al. (2007), Wydick (1999), Karlan (2007), Giné et al. (2010).
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model focusses. They also highlight that peer effects are important for loan repay-
ment, even without explicit JL, through informal insurance, and that these effects are
decreasing in social distance. There is also some emerging evidence on the relative
roles of IL and JL. Giné and Karlan (2013) and Attanasio et al. (2011) find no sig-
nificant difference between group and individual repayment probabilities, although
repayment rates are very high under both control and treatment groups. They are
not strictly comparable as in the first study groups were retained under IL while in
the second groups are not used either under IL or JL.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2.1 we lay out the basic model and
analyze the choice of contracts by a non-profit lender who maximizes borrower wel-
fare and a for-profit monopolist. In section 2.2 we analyze the effects of introducing
competition to the market. We then simulate the model in section 2.3, allowing an
empirical interpretation of the key mechanisms analyzed. Section 2.4 concludes.
2.1 The Model
We assume that there is a set of risk neutral agents or “borrowers”, each of whom
has access to a technology costing one unit of output each period that produces
R units of output with probability p ∈ (0, 1) and zero otherwise. Project returns
are assumed to be independent. In each period the state is the vector of output
realizations for the set of borrowers under consideration, so when we consider an
individual borrower the relevant state is Y ∈ {0, R}, while for a pair of borrowers it
is Y ∈ {(0, 0), (0, R), (R, 0), (R, R)}. The outside option of the borrower is assumed
to be zero. Borrowers do not save and have no assets, so they must borrow 1 unit of
output at the start of the period to finance production, and consume all output net
of loan repayments at the end of the period. Since they have no assets their liability
in any given period is limited to their income in that period. Borrowers have infinite
horizons and discount the future with factor δ ∈ (0, 1). Throughout the paper, we
will use “hat” notation (xˆ) to denote interest rates, utilities, etc arising under the
non-profit, “tilde” (x˜) for the monopolist, and “double tilde” ( ˜˜x) for competition.
Each period, the state is common knowledge for the borrowers but not verifiable
by any third party, so the lender cannot write state-contingent contracts. Borrowers
can write contingent contracts with each other but these can only be enforced by
social sanctions.
There is a single lender who may be a non-profit who is assumed to choose
a contract that maximizes borrower welfare subject to a zero-profit condition, or
alternatively a for-profit who maximizes profits.12 The lender’s opportunity cost of
funds is ρ ≥ 1 per unit. We assume (purely for simplicity) that the for-profit lender
does not discount, i.e. he chooses the contract to maximize current-period profits
only. We also assume that the lender has sufficient capacity to serve all borrowers
that want credit.
12We do not explore the organizational design issues that might cause non-profits to behave differ-
ently than postulated above, as for example in Glaeser and Shleifer (2001).
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Since output is non-contractible, lenders use dynamic repayment incentives as
in, for example, Bolton and Scharfstein (1990). Following much of the microfinance
literature we focus attention on IL or JL contracts. The IL contract is a standard
debt contract that specifies a gross repayment r, if this is not made, the borrower is
considered to be in default and her lending relationship is terminated. Under JL,
pairs of borrowers receive loans together and unless both loans are repaid in full,
both lending relationships are terminated. The lender can choose the interest rate
and whether to offer IL or JL. Borrowers are homogeneous in the basic model so the
lender offers a single contract in equilibrium.
We assume the lender commits to a contract in the first period by making a take-
it-or-leave it offer specifying r and either IL or JL. Borrowers may then agree on an
intra-group contract or repayment rule, specifying the payments each borrower will
make in each possible state of the world.
Throughout the paper we assume the following timing of play. In the initial
period:
1. The lender enters the community and commits to an interest rate and either
IL or JL for all borrowers.
2. Borrowers may agree a repayment rule.
Then, in this and all subsequent periods until contracts are terminated:
1. Loans are disbursed, the borrowers observe the state and simultaneously make
repayments (the repayment game).
2. Conditional on repayments, contracts renewed or terminated.
2.1.1 Intra-group contracting
Under JL, borrowers form groups of two individuals i ∈ {1, 2}, which are dissolved
unless both loans are repaid. Once the loan contract has been written the borrowers
agree amongst themselves and commit to a repayment rule or repayment guaran-
tee agreement that specifies how much each will repay in each state in every future
period.13 In order to prevent the group from being cut off from future finance, a bor-
rower may willingly repay the loan of her partner whose project was unsuccessful.
We assume that deviation from the repayment rule is punished by a social sanction
of size S, introduced in 2.1.2 below.14 Some examples of possible rules are “both
borrowers only repay their own loans,” or “both repay their own loans when they
can, and their partner’s when she is unsuccessful.”
13It is plausible that such agreements could expand to include others outside the group. For simplic-
ity we assume that this is not possible, perhaps because borrowers’ output realizations or borrowing
and repayment behavior are only observable to other borrowers within their group.
14In a related paper, de Quidt et al. (2013), we show how social sanctions can enable borrowers
to guarantee repayments even without an explicit JL clause. In the framework of this paper such
behavior will not arise in equilibrium.
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The agreed repayment rule can be seen as a device that fixes the payoffs of a
two-player “repayment game” for each state of the world. Since the state is com-
mon knowledge to the borrowers, each period they know which repayment game
they are playing. Either a borrower pays the stipulated amount, or she suffers a
social sanction and may also fail to ensure her contract is renewed. The repayments
stipulated in the rule must constitute a Nash equilibrium (i.e. be feasible and in-
dividually incentive-compatible). We assume that the pre-agreed rule enables the
borrowers to coordinate on a particular equilibrium by fixing beliefs about their
partner’s strategy. This in turn implies that social sanctions never need to be en-
acted on the equilibrium path since there will be no deviations from the rule and
both borrowers know the state.
For simplicity, we restrict attention to repayment rules that are symmetric (i.e.,
do not condition on the identities of the players), and stationary (depend only on
the current state and social capital). Thus we can focus on a representative bor-
rower with a time-independent value function. Symmetry prevents one borrower
from taking advantage of the other using the threat of social sanction as leverage.
Furthermore we focus on repayment rules that induce a joint welfare maximizing
equilibrium. This implies that the total repayment in any state will be either zero
or 2r, and that social sanctions will not be used on the equilibrium path but only to
punish off-equilibrium deviations.
2.1.2 Social Sanctions
A central theme in the microfinance literature is how the innovative lending mech-
anisms used by MFIs can harness social capital and local information among bor-
rowers to overcome standard asymmetric information problems that make profitable
lending to the poor difficult. With altruistic or competitive lenders the typical result
is that the greater the lender’s ability to access these, the better.
In this paper we show how under market power this result is reversed. Specifi-
cally, joint liability borrowers with a lot of social capital can be worse off than those
with a little. This mirrors recent work on property rights (Besley et al. (2012)) that
shows that in an insufficiently competitive market, an improvement in borrowers’
ability to collateralize their assets can make them worse off, in contrast to the stan-
dard view of the “de Soto effect.” This, however only represents a partial point
against joint liability lending: it turns out that banning the use of joint liability
would make borrowers still worse off.
There are many possible ways to model social capital. We adopt a very simple
reduced form approach. We model social capital as borrowers’ ability to enforce in-
formal contracts amongst themselves. Such contracts specify actions that a borrower
must take in certain states of the world, and if she deviated from the agreement she
is punished by a sanction worth S in utility terms.15 Borrowers in our model form
15This is closely related to the approach of Besley and Coate (1995) and the informal sanctions in
Ahlin and Townsend (2007).
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loan guarantee or informal insurance arrangements to assist one another in times
of difficulty, backed by social sanctions. With an altruistic or competitive lender,
the standard intuition follows: larger social sanctions can support more efficient
lending contracts, increasing borrower welfare. When the lender has market power,
more social capital still increases efficiency, but the lender can exploit the borrowers’
sanctioning ability to extract more rents, potentially making them worse off.
In the core model we assume that S is observable and homogeneous across bor-
rowers, and explore the comparative statics of varying the borrowers’ informal en-
forcement ability. In an extension in section 2.1.4, we discuss the consequences of
heterogeneity.
2.1.3 Loan contracts
With a single lender, contract termination means no credit ever again (unlike under
competition in section 2.2, when a borrower cut off by one lender can later obtain
a loan from another). Since borrowers must be given a rent for dynamic incentives
to be effective, any incentive-compatible contract will satisfy their participation con-
straint.
If a borrower’s contract is renewed with probability pi, it must be that her ex-
pected per-period repayment is pir. Thus the value of access to credit for a repre-
sentative borrower is V = pR− pir + δpiV, which simplifies to:
V =
pR− pir
1− δpi . (2.1)
We can use (2.1) to derive the first incentive constraint on the lender. No bor-
rower or group of borrowers will repay a loan if r > δV, i.e. if the benefit of access to
future credit is worth less than the interest payment. This reduces to the constraint
r ≤ δpR, which we term Incentive Constraint 1 (IC1). We define rIC1 as the interest
rate at which IC1 binds:
rIC1 ≡ δpR.
When IC1 binds, V = pR. This caps the lender’s rent extraction: borrowers cannot
be made worse off than if they took one loan and defaulted immediately.
Joint liability and social capital exploitation
First we consider joint liability lending. Recall that the lender observes the borrow-
ers social capital, S, then offers a contract.
Suppose the lender offers a contract with interest rate r, satisfying IC1. The
borrowers now have to agree a repayment rule to maximize joint welfare. Since
IC1 is satisfied, joint welfare is higher when both loans are repaid than when both
default, so the optimal rule will repay both loans in all states except (0, 0) (when
repayment is not possible). A minimal symmetric rule that achieves this is “both
repay own loans in state (R, R), and the successful borrower bails out her partner
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in states (R, 0) and (0, R).” Under this rule, each loan is repaid with probability
1− (1− p)2, which simplifies to:
q ≡ p(2− p).
Repayment of own loans in state (R, R) is incentive compatible by IC1 (borrower
stands to lose at least δV if she does not repay r when her partner is also repaying r).
Now suppose borrower j is called upon to assist i. If she does not, she loses future
credit access, worth V, and is socially sanctioned next period, costing S. Thus the
following incentive constraint (IC2) must hold: R− 2r + δV ≥ R− δS. This reduces
to an upper bound on the interest rate, which we call rIC2:
rIC2(S) ≡ δ[pR + (1− δq)S]2− δq .
In addition, a limited liability constraint must hold: R ≥ 2r. We can ignore this
without qualitatively affecting the results by the following parameter assumption:
Assumption 3 δp ≤ 12 .
Now consider a lender offering a JL contract. If rIC2(S) ≥ rIC1, the borrowers
always guarantee one another when r ≤ rIC1, repaying with probability q, and
always default if r ≥ rIC1. Suppose then that rIC2(S) < rIC1. If he offers r ≤ rIC2(S),
the borrowers will guarantee one another’s loans and repay with probability q. If
he sets r ∈ (rIC2(S), rIC1], the borrowers will not be able to help one another with
repayment, so will only repay in state (R, R), which occurs with probability p2.
Lastly, if he sets r > rIC1, the borrowers always default. Clearly the latter cannot be
an equilibrium. In addition, as we show when we discuss contract choice, a contract
with r > rIC2(S) will always be dominated by an individual liability contract, so we
ignore this possibility and focus on JL contracts under which borrowers repay with
probability q.
Consider first a non-profit, altruistic lender offering joint liability loans. Since
the repayment probability is q, the zero profit interest rate is rˆ = ρq . Plugging into
(2.1), the equation for borrower welfare under the nonprofit is:
Vˆ JL =
pR− ρ
1− δq .
Note that Vˆ JL does not depend on S.
Now consider a for-profit monopolist. The profit-maximizing interest rate binds
the tighter of IC1 and IC2. We define the following threshold value of S:
S¯ ≡ pR.
For S < S¯, IC2 is tighter than IC1, while for S ≥ S¯, IC1 is the tightest. Thus we
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obtain the monopolist’s interest rate, r˜ JL, and borrower welfare, V˜ JL(S) as follows.
r˜ JL(S) = min {rIC1, rIC2(S)}
V˜ JL(S) =
pR− q min {rIC1, rIC2(S)}
1− δq ≥ pR.
Note that for S < S¯, r˜ is increasing in S, and therefore borrower welfare is decreasing
in S, which we state as a proposition.
Proposition 2 Under joint liability lending a monopolist for-profit lender exploits the bor-
rowers’ social capital by charging higher interest rates to borrowers with high social capital.
Thus borrower welfare decreases in social capital.
Another way of viewing this result is that the lender’s motivation matters more
as the amount of borrower social capital increases, as the difference between bor-
rower welfare under the nonprofit and for-profit monopolist increases. We will
return to this issue later on when we consider equilibrium contract choice.16
As discussed above, much of the microfinance literature has shown how differ-
ent aspects of MFIs’ lending methodologies can be thought of as leveraging social
capital and local information among borrowers to address various asymmetric in-
formation or weak enforcement issues. Proposition 2 shows that this not need be a
force for good from the perspective of borrowers: a monopolist may be able to use
their social capital against them to extract more rents.
We have assumed that S is homogeneous and observable, so that the lender can
choose the interest rate accordingly. Why can’t the borrowers resist the lender’s
exploitation by refusing to use their ability to socially sanction one another? The
problem is that threatening to do so is not credible. Conditional on the contract
offered, the borrowers are better off using their ability to socially sanction to agree
the most efficient repayment rule. Refusing to do so makes them less likely to be
able to repay their loans and therefore worse off. The lender is a natural Stackelberg
leader in this context - he simply commits to a single contract in period zero and
the borrowers adjust accordingly. We consider the issue of heterogeneity of S as an
extension below.
Individual Liability
Under individual liability the only incentive constraint is the one that ensures a
borrower will repay her own loan, IC1. Provided IC1 holds (r ≤ δpR), individual
liability borrowers will repay whenever successful.17 Then borrowers repay with
probability p, so the nonprofit charges rˆIL = ρp , with borrower welfare Vˆ
IL = pR−ρ1−δp .
The for-profit monopolist chooses r to bind IC1, giving the following interest rate
16The result also follows if we assume a lender that puts weight α on profits and 1− α on borrower
welfare (subject to a zero profit condition). By linearity in r of V and lender profits, there is an α
threshold above which the lender behaves as a for-profit, and below which as a non-profit.
17The limited liability constraint, R ≥ r is implied by IC1.
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and borrower welfare:
r˜IL = rIC1
V˜ IL =
pR− prIC1
1− δp = pR
It is clear that under the non-profit, borrower welfare under JL exceeds that
under IL, due to the higher repayment probability. However, we also obtain a some-
what surprising result:
Proposition 3 Despite the monopolist’s exploitation of their social capital under joint lia-
bility, borrowers are still better off than under individual liability.
Joint liability lending has received some negative press of late, in part due to
perceptions of excessive peer pressure among borrowers. Our model captures this
in one particular way: a lender with market power can exploit borrowers’ ability to
socially sanction one another to charge higher interest rates. It is thus surprising
that the same lender would make borrowers worse off under individual liability.
The reason is straightforward. Under both contracts, the lender is constrained
by IC1: it must be individually rational to repay a loan, at least when the partner
is repaying. This constraint puts a lower bound on borrower welfare of pR. Under
joint liability, for low levels of social capital the lender faces an additional constraint,
IC2, that forces him to cut interest rates below individual liability levels in order to
induce borrowers to guarantee one another’s repayments. Furthermore, borrowers
benefit directly from the higher repayment probability under JL.
One implication of this result is perhaps missed in the policy debates. Our
model speaks to any lender with market power, using dynamic incentives to enforce
repayment. Regulators should be alert to abuses by standard, IL-using lenders, who
may or may not be formally registered as MFIs or even consider themselves to be
MFIs.
Equilibrium contracts
So far we have analyzed IL and JL in isolation. Now we turn to the choice of
contract in equilibrium. IL lending can earn non-negative profits as long as expected
repayment at rIC1, equal to prIC1, exceeds the opportunity cost of funds, ρ. To use
IL lending as a benchmark, we retain this throughout as an assumption.
Assumption 4 δp2R > ρ.
JL can be used profitably provided that expected revenue when the tightest of
IC1 and IC2 binds exceeds the opportunity cost of capital, i.e. q min {rIC1, rIC2(S)} ≥
ρ. This yields a threshold level of social capital, Sˆ, above which JL lending can break
even. Since borrowers are better off under JL, this is the switching point for the
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non-profit lender. We obtain:
Sˆ ≡ max
{
0,
(2− δq)ρ− (2− p)δp2R
δq(1− δq)
}
< S¯.
A simple sufficient condition that we shall make use of throughout for Sˆ = 0 (i.e. JL
is always profitable) is p ≤ δq, or
1+ δp− 2δ ≤ 0. (2.2)
Since the for-profit monopolist lender maximizes per-period profits, Π = pir− ρ,
he chooses the contract offering the highest per-period revenue pir. Therefore he
offers JL provided qr˜ JL(S) ≥ pr˜IL. This gives us a second threshold, above which JL
is offered by the monopolist:
S˜ ≡ max
{
0,
p2R(p− δq)
q(1− δq)
}
.
Condition (2.2), which was sufficient for JL to break even for all S, is necessary and
sufficient for the monopolist to offer JL for all S. This is because of the following
proposition.
Proposition 4 S˜ ≥ Sˆ, with the relation holding strictly if p > δq. Therefore, the for-profit
monopolist lender offers JL over a (weakly) smaller range of S than the non-profit lender.
This result is consistent with the current debate over the decline of joint liability
lending in microfinance, which goes hand in hand with increasing commercializa-
tion of microfinance lending. The for-profit monopolist is less willing to offer joint
liability loans than the non-profit, because when social capital is low the need to
give borrowers incentives to help one another (IC2) constrains his rent extraction.
Intuitively, the non-profit is willing to offer JL whenever the borrowers have
sufficient social capital for JL to break even, which requires qrIC2(S) ≥ ρ. The for-
profit monopolist only offers JL when doing so is more profitable than IL, i.e. when
qrIC2(S) ≥ prIC1, which is clearly a more restrictive condition. We will find that an
analogous result carries over to competitive equilibrium in section 2.2.
This result is the classic rent-extraction/efficiency tradeoff with market power.
We define an efficient contract as one that maximizes V(S) + pir−ρ1−δpi , i.e. discounting
profits at the borrowers’ discount rate. The following observation is then straight-
forward:
Observation 1 Monopoly for-profit lending is inefficient when S ∈ [Sˆ, S˜).18
The use of group lending to leverage borrowers’ social capital has been criticized
for putting stress on borrowers and suggested as an important motivation for the
18The reader might be concerned that this result and Proposition 4 are artifacts of the assumption
that the lender is myopic, only maximizing per-period profit. In fact this is not the case as we formally
show in the appendix.
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tendency of some lenders to move toward individual loans.19 In our model, a mo-
nopolist using JL is bad for borrowers, but he is even worse with IL. The problem
is market power, not the form of lending, and restricting contract choice without
paying attention to this may be bad for both efficiency and equity.
In the simulation section we analyze the welfare implications of market power in
detail. However the model allows us to easily make one policy-relevant remark on
the effect of interest rate caps (a key component of some of the regulatory efforts,
e.g., the Indian Microfinance Bill). The first-order effect is that the lender will be
forced to cut his rates, essentially a transfer to the borrowers, increasing borrower
welfare. There is a second-order effect on contract choice as well. If the lender
is offering JL he will continue to do so. However, if he is offering IL but the cap
lies below r˜ JL(S), he will switch to JL, further improving borrower welfare. The
reason is that the lender must now charge the same rate under IL and JL, but the JL
repayment rate is higher. Thus in our framework, correctly calibrated interest rate
caps can be an effective tool for borrower protection.
We have assumed that individual liability borrowers cannot side-contract among
themselves to guarantee one another’s repayments. However, this may be an overly
strong assumption as they have an incentive to do so if this enables them to repay
more frequently. We have a related paper on the effects of such side-contracting
(de Quidt et al. (2013)) which we term “implicit joint liability” or IJ.
It turns out that in our simple framework, IJ plays no role. For IJ to enable
borrowers to repay more frequently than JL, there need to be states of the world
where one borrower would repay were she under individual liability, but defaults
due to the joint liability burden (because she cannot afford to bail out her partner).
This does not arise in equilibrium due to the simple production function we use;
under JL either both borrowers succeed and repay, one succeeds and repays both
loans, or both fail.20 In de Quidt et al. (2013) we analyze this contractual form in
detail in an environment where IJ can play a role.
2.1.4 Heterogeneity
The analysis so far assumes that social capital S is homogeneous and observable
across borrowers. Suppose that this is not the case. To keep things simple, suppose
there are two possible values of S. A fraction θ ∈ (0, 1) of borrowers have S = 0,
and 1− θ have S = Sh > 0. The lender cannot observe social capital so must screen
borrowers by offering an appropriate menu of contracts. We will first character-
ize the candidate pooling and separating equilibria, then solve for the equilibrium
contract offer as a function of Sh. Also, to keep things brief, we only consider the
monopolist for-profit lender.
19See, for example, Grameen II at http://www.grameen.com/.
20In addition, the incentive constraint for an IJ borrower to help her partner is tighter than the one
for an JL borrower to do so (because there is no pressure from the lender encouraging her to do so).
As a result, the lender always prefers to offer a contract conforming to the JL or IL contracts detailed
above, rather than one that might induce the borrowers to engage in IJ.
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In a pooling equilibrium, the monopolist offers a single interest rate r, and either
IL or JL. There are three possible pooling equilibria. Equilibrium A uses IL and the
interest rate will be r˜IL = rIC1. Equilibrium B uses JL with interest rate r˜ JL(0), in
which case all groups are able to guarantee one another’s loans. Equilibrium C uses
JL and interest rate r˜ JL(Sh), in which case only the high S groups can do so, (in this
case, the low S groups will only repay when both are successful, with probability
p2). We show that these are the only possible pooling equilibria in the appendix.
Now we turn to the separating equilibrium. We use the following notational
convention. Where the interest rate corresponds to that from the basic model, we
retain the same r˜ notation. Where the interest rate function differs, it is denoted by
subscript “sep”, as in r˜sep. In a separating equilibrium the lender offers the follow-
ing menu of contracts: one JL contract at interest rate r˜ JL(Sh), and one IL contract at
interest rate r˜ILsep(Sh). Note that the IL interest rate depends upon the social capital
of the high S types. High S borrowers take the JL contract and low S borrowers take
the IL contract. When Sh ≥ S¯, the lender charges the same interest rate under both
contracts, namely r˜ JL(Sh) = r˜ILsep(Sh) = r˜IL, i.e. all borrowers are charged the “maxi-
mum” interest rate r˜IL = rIC1. When Sh < S¯, we find that r˜ JL(Sh) < r˜ILsep(Sh) < r˜IL.
The lender cannot charge the maximum interest rate to the JL borrowers any more
as they do not have sufficient social capital to guarantee one another. In addition,
the truth-telling constraint that induces low-S borrowers to choose IL rather than
JL constrains the lender from charging the maximum interest rate to IL borrowers
either.
In the appendix we derive the rILsep(Sh) function, obtaining the following: r˜ILsep(Sh) ≡
φr˜IL + (1− φ)r˜ JL(Sh), where φ ≡ 1−p1−δp2 < 1. Note that rILsep(Sh) is increasing in Sh.
The higher is Sh, the higher the interest rate the lender can charge under JL and thus
the higher he can charge under IL as well. This gives us an observation analogous
to the “exploitation” results earlier:
Observation 2 In a separating equilibrium with heterogeneous social capital, the interest
rate faced by the individual liability borrowers (who have low social capital) is increasing in
the social capital of the joint liability borrowers (who have high social capital).
The main addition to the benchmark model is that now more social capital
among one type of borrowers has spillover effects on the other type, enabling the
lender to exploit them more as well.
Now we derive the equilibrium contract. As before, the lender maximizes per-
period profits, which is equivalent to choosing the contract or menu that yields the
highest per-period revenue. When Sh is high, the lender will have a strong incentive
to separate borrowers by type, so the separating equilibrium prevails. When Sh is
low, we need to check which of the pooling equilibria (A, B or C) will be chosen.
We can immediately rule out pooling equilibrium C (JL with interest rate r˜ JL(Sh)).
This yields revenue of (θp2 + (1 − θ)q)r˜ JL(Sh), while the separating menu yields
strictly larger revenue of θpr˜ILsep(Sh) + (1− θ)qr˜ JL(Sh), using the fact that r˜ILsep(Sh) >
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r˜ JL(Sh). Intuitively, pooling equilibrium C is unattractive as it leads the low S bor-
rowers to default very frequently.
Now note that revenue does not depend on Sh in either of the remaining two
pooling equilibria (A or B), so these can be ranked based on model parameters only.
Determining which the lender prefers (IL at r˜IL, or JL at r˜ JL(0)) is equivalent to
determining whether S˜ ≷ 0, which reduces to our usual condition (2.2) or p ≷ δq.
Essentially, when p ≥ δq, JL is always attractive so the lender will offer JL in the
pooling equilibrium (B), otherwise he offers IL (A). For brevity, we analyze the
p ≥ δq case here, the other is similar and is discussed in the appendix.21
If p > δq, then the IL pooling equilibrium (A) is more profitable than the JL
one (B). It is easy to check that for any θ, there exists a threshold Sp>δqh for Sh
above which the lender offers the separating contracts and below which he offers
the pooling contract.22 We have the following result:
Proposition 5 When p > δq, for Sh < S
p>δq
h , the lender offers IL at interest rate r˜
IL. For
Sh ≥ Sp>δqh he offers IL at r˜ILsep(Sh) and JL at r˜ JL(Sh), low S borrowers take the IL contract
and high S borrowers take JL. Welfare of both types of borrowers increases discontinuously
at Sp>δqh , and decreases in S thereafter.
Low S types initially have IL contracts and utility V = pR as usual. When the
lender switches to the separating contract, they continue to receive IL loans but their
interest rate decreases from r˜IL to r˜ILsep(Sh), so they are discontinuously better off.
Then, as noted in observation 2, this interest rate increases in Sh thereafter, reducing
their welfare. High S types exactly mirror the borrowers in the homogeneous model:
they receive IL up to Sp>δq (as opposed to S˜), then switch to JL with a lower interest
rate, making them better off, but this interest rate subsequently increases in Sh.
Proposition 5 is closely analogous to our earlier results. Enough social capital
to induce the lender to offer JL is beneficial: the high S borrowers receive a more
efficient JL contract at a lower interest rate, while the low S borrowers continue
to receive IL but also benefit from a lower interest rate. However, above Sp>δqh ,
Observation 2 kicks in and more social capital makes borrowers worse off.
We see the results in this section as broadly supporting the main conclusion that
understanding market structure is critical for how we think about the role of social
capital in influencing borrower welfare. With heterogeneity, there are also spillovers:
21The key qualitative difference between the two cases is that when p ≥ δq, the lender offers IL
when Sh is low, and welfare discontinuously increases when he switches to the separating equilibrium.
When p < δq he offers the most favorable JL contract when Sh is low, and therefore welfare for both
types discontinuously decreases when he switches to the separating contract, and then further decreases
in Sh thereafter, by Observation 2. Furthermore, when p < δq the lender may always prefer the pooling
equilibrium.
22For Sh = 0 and p > δq the lender earns earns strictly lower per-borrower revenue from each type
in the separating equilibrium than under the IL pooling contract. For Sh ≥ S¯, r˜ILsep(Sh) = r˜ JL(Sh) =
r˜IL = δpR, so the interest rate is the same under both pooling and separating equilibrium, but the
repayment probability is higher under the separating equilibrium, (formally revenue under the sepa-
rating contract is [θp + (1− θ)q]δpR which is superior to pooling IL). The existence of the threshold
Sp>δqh then follows by continuity.
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the more social capital held by the high types, the higher the interest rate faced by
the low types.
2.2 Competition
The previous section showed how relaxing the assumption of altruistic non-profit
lending affects borrower welfare. A for-profit lender with market power charges
higher interest rates, inefficiently under-uses joint liability and exploits the social
capital of joint liability borrowers by charging higher interest rate to those with
more social capital (although some social capital may be beneficial if it leads the
lender to use JL). In this section we explore to what extent competition can mitigate
these problems.23
It turns out that competition is not guaranteed to deliver an improvement in
borrower welfare over monopoly lending. Moreover, competitive lenders also ineffi-
ciently underuse joint liability, although to a lesser extent than a monopoly for-profit
lender. However, competition does eliminate the exploitation of social capital: in a
competitive market more social capital unambiguously improves borrower welfare.
Firstly, suppose that competitive lenders share information on defaulting bor-
rowers, for example through a credit bureau, and agree not to lend to any borrower
with a bad history. In that case, competition is identical to our nonprofit lender:
free entry ensures that lenders break even and all borrowers can access credit. The
problem becomes more interesting when we allow for imperfect information shar-
ing among lenders. We do this in the simplest possible way, in a setup analogous
to Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). Entry by competitors imposes an enforcement exter-
nality on existing lenders by tightening the borrowers’ repayment constraints. This
happens because the probability of a defaulting borrower being able to obtain a loan
from another lender increases the more lenders operate in the market. The higher is
this probability, the weaker the incentive effects of the existing lender’s termination
threat.
Our framework gives a simple and tractable model of competitive equilibrium
in microfinance that allows us to quantify the potential welfare gains from com-
petition. Although competitive lenders earn zero profits, there is always credit ra-
tioning in equilibrium to preserve the repayment incentives of existing borrowers.
The trade-off between higher interest rates and credit rationing means it is theoret-
ically ambiguous whether borrower welfare will be higher under competition than
under the for-profit monopolist. However, in a competitive market social capital is
unambiguously beneficial to borrowers. Higher social capital slackens the lenders’
enforcement constraints, leading to less credit rationing.
23Recent work on competition in microfinance has studied issues of adverse selection and multiple
borrowing. For example, in McIntosh and Wydick (2005) competition can can be harmful by prevent-
ing lenders from cross subsidizing their bad borrowers with profits on good borrowers. In contrast,
our framework directs us to focus on enforcement problems created by competition, as in Hoff and
Stiglitz (1997). Entry by competitors makes it more difficult for a lender to incentivize his borrowers
to repay their loans, since they can more easily obtain credit elsewhere.
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To keep the model as simple as possible, we assume a very large number of
lending “branches” that may belong to the same or different lenders, with no in-
formation sharing between branches. Therefore defaulters can go on to borrow at
another branch, the source of the enforcement problem.24 The assumption of atom-
istic branches means that we do not need to track the credit histories of individual
borrower-lender pairs. Each branch is capable of serving two IL borrowers or one
JL pair. The population mass of branches is l, while we normalize the population
of borrower pairs to 1.25 If l < 1 there will be rationing in the credit market: not all
borrowers can obtain a loan in a given period. If l > 1 then some branches will have
excess capacity.
Every borrower has a large number of potential partners, so even after being
socially sanctioned a borrower is assumed to be able to form a new group with
social capital S.26 At the start of a period, borrowers will be either “matched”, in
an existing relationship with a lender, or “unmatched”, waiting to find a lender.
Since branches are atomistic the probability of a borrower rematching to a branch
at which she previously defaulted is zero, so an unmatched borrower’s matching
probability does not depend on her history. Unmatched branches post a contract of-
fer and are randomly matched to borrowers until all borrowers are matched or there
are no more unmatched lenders. Each period, loans are made according to the con-
tracts agreed, the repayment game is played, and any defaulters have their contracts
terminated, rejoining the pool of unmatched borrowers. We note the following:
Observation 3 There is credit rationing in equilibrium, i.e. l < 1.
If this were not the case, there would be no dynamic repayment incentives, so
all borrowers would default. Although formally trivial this result has an interesting
implication. A common response to concern about commercialization is that access
to funds from profit-motivated investors will enable much greater outreach.27 By
assuming all lenders face the same, constant opportunity cost of capital, we shut
down that channel. An opposite tension emerges: the enforcement externalities in
competitive credit provision lead to lower outreach than either under a single non-
profit or for-profit lender.
Since there is rationing, every branch will be able to attract borrowers every
period. Therefore each branch can act as a local monopolist, offering the more
profitable of IL and JL at the highest r that satisfies the (modified) IC1 and IC2.28 In
24Formally, this is identical to assuming a single lender who forgets the credit history of borrowers
in the pool of potential customers. We do not consider other, more nuanced approaches to informa-
tion sharing, which are analyzed in the growing literature on credit bureaus in microfinance, see for
instance De Janvry et al. (2010) and references therein.
25It is conceptually slightly more convenient to think in terms of pairs.
26This assumption means that we do not need to track the social capital level of individual borrow-
ers.
27See for example the letter from Michael Schlein, chief executive of Accion to The New York Times,
January 23rd, 2011, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/opinion/lweb24micro.html.
28Instant costless replacement of defaulters means that even patient lenders would simply maximize
per-period profits.
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equilibrium, entry occurs until lenders earn zero profits, at the intersection of the
zero-profit interest rate and the tightest repayment constraint. We assume that if
both IL and JL break even, lenders offer the borrowers’ preferred contract, JL, which
rules out equilibria in which both IL and JL are offered.29
Suppose that proportion η branches offer IL loans, and 1− η offer JL. Therefore
there are ηl IL branches30 Each period, fraction (1− p) of the IL borrowers default,
creating vacancies in their respective branches. This is equivalent to there being
(1− p)ηl vacant IL branches at the beginning of the next period (although note that
in general there will be zero, one or two vacancies at a given branch). Similarly,
there are (1 − η)l JL branches.31 Of these, fraction (1 − q) of the borrower pairs
will jointly default each period, leaving (1− q)(1− η)l vacant JL branches at the
beginning of the next period. The total proportion of unmatched borrower pairs at
the beginning of a period is therefore P ≡ (1− p)ηl + (1− q)(1− η)l + (1− l), so an
unmatched borrower matches with an IL branch with probability (1−p)ηlP , and a JL
branch with probability (1−q)(1−η)lP . In competitive equilibrium, ˜˜r
IL = ρp and ˜˜r
JL = ρq .
We denote the utility of an unmatched borrower by U. We obtain:
˜˜V IL =
pR− ρ
1− δp +
δ(1− p)U
1− δp
˜˜V JL =
pR− ρ
1− δq +
δ(1− q)U
1− δq
U =
(1− p)ηl
P
˜˜V IL +
(1− q)(1− η)l
P
˜˜V JL +
δ(1− l)
P
U
= χ(l, η)
pR− ρ
1− δ .
The function χ is defined as:32
χ(l, η) ≡ (1− p)(1− δq)ηl + (1− q)(1− δp)(1− η)l
(1− δp)(1− δq)(1− l) + (1− p)(1− δq)ηl + (1− q)(1− δp)(1− η)l
χ(l, η) ∈ [0, 1], χl ≥ 0, χη ≥ 0.
Total welfare from microfinance is the combined welfare of matched and un-
matched borrowers, equal to:
Z ≡ ηl ˜˜V IL + (1− η)l ˜˜V JL + (1− l)U
=
[
χ(l, η)
1− δ + l(1− χ(l, η))
(
η
1− δp +
1− η
1− δq
)]
(pR− ρ)
29There is a single value of S, termed ˜˜S, at which mixed equilibria could occur so this assumption
is innocuous.
30i.e. 2ηl IL borrowers, since we measure in terms of pairs.
31i.e. 2(1− η)l JL borrowers.
32χl ≥ 0 and χη ≥ 0 follow from the fact that greater scale or a higher proportion of (more fre-
quently defaulting) IL borrowers increase the matching probability and thus welfare of an unmatched
borrower. It is straightforward to check that borrower welfare is (weakly) higher under JL for all χ.
Also note that as χ→ 1, ˜˜V and U approach pR−ρ1−δ , which is the first-best welfare.
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The modified framework implies that each lender will face a new IC1 (and IC2
under JL). The constraints now reflect the fact that the borrowers’ outside option
upon default is improved (they become unmatched and may re-borrow in future),
and so are tighter than before. As χ, and thus U increases, the tightest of these two
constraints becomes tighter. This is the competition effect that constrains existing
lenders’ interest rates. We derive the constraints in Appendix 2.A.5.
2.2.1 Equilibrium
In equilibrium, it must not be profitable to open a new branch offering either IL
or JL. Two key thresholds in the following analysis are ˜˜S ≡ p−δq
δq(1−δq)ρ, and
¯¯S ≡ ρδq .
The former is the analog of S˜, representing the level of social capital at which the
competitive market switches from IL to JL lending, and the latter is the analog of
S¯, the level of social capital at which IC1 binds under JL (as opposed to IC2). Note
also that ¯¯S > ˜˜S.
Proposition 6 If ˜˜S ≤ 0, the competitive equilibrium is JL-only lending, with market scale
strictly increasing in S for S < ¯¯S, and equal to a constant, ¯¯l for S ≥ ¯¯S. If ˜˜S > 0, the
equilibrium for S < ˜˜S is IL-only lending at fixed scale l. At ˜˜S, all lending switches to JL at
scale ˜˜l > l, then increases continuously in S to ¯¯l, at ¯¯S. Welfare, Z, is strictly increasing in
scale, l, and therefore weakly increasing in S.
The proof can be found in Appendix 2.A.5. The intuition of the proof is simple.
For a given contract type, lender entry occurs until the tightest repayment constraint
(either IC1 or IC2) binds. For low levels of S, IC2 under JL is tight so lenders prefer
IL. As S increases, the JL IC2 is relaxed to the point that all lending switches to JL.
Thereafter, JL is offered and scale increases in S until IC1 binds. Aggregate welfare
from microfinance, Z, is improved as S increases because this enables a relaxation
of credit rationing.
Comparing the key S thresholds, we have the following result:
Proposition 7 Sˆ ≤ ˜˜S ≤ S˜, with both inequalities strict when p > δq. Therefore the
competitive market is weakly less likely to offer JL than the non-profit, but more likely than
the for-profit monopolist.
This result is interesting because it is consistent with the (perceived) trend away
from JL. Our model predicts that a commercialized microfinance market will exhibit
this tendency, whether competition is weak or strong. A common story that is told
to explain this trend is that lenders are responding to borrowers’ preference for more
flexible IL loans. Our model rules this channel out, but yields another: for-profit
lenders (competitive or otherwise) benefit from the slacker repayment constraints
under IL.
We have already outlined the intuition for why Sˆ ≤ S˜ (see Proposition 4). To
see why ˜˜S ≥ Sˆ note that JL relies on two forms of enforcement. The first is the
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lender’s threat of terminating lending, and the second is the partner’s threat to use
social sanctions. We can write a generalized form of IC2 as δ((V −U) + S) ≥ 2r,
noting that with a single lender (monopolist for-profit or non-profit), U = 0, while
in competitive equilibrium U ≥ 0 is an increasing function of l, the market scale.
The threat of termination (loss of δ(V −U)) is a substitute for social capital. Since
the termination threat is weaker under competition than with a single lender, more
social capital will be required for lenders to be able to break even in competitive
equilibrium than for the non-profit to break even, and hence the non-profit switches
to JL for a lower level of S than the competitive market.
Turning to the comparison between competition and monopoly, we note that in
both cases, each lender chooses which contract to offer by comparing per-period
revenues between the two options (in equilibrium the competitive lender will break
even). The monopolist lender’s decision problem is nested in the competitive frame-
work by setting U = 0, and an increase in the amount of competition through entry
by competitors corresponds to an increase in U. ˜˜S ≤ S˜ implies that for a given level
of S, JL is relatively more attractive to a competitive lender than it is to the mo-
nopolist lender. An increase in the amount of competition weakens the termination
threat under both IL and JL, thus leading to lower interest rates under both. This
effect is stronger under IL than JL, because the incentive constraint for IL concerns
the repayment of only one loan, so a small decrease in δ(V IL −U) maps one-to one
into a decrease in rIL. Meanwhile, under JL, IC2 concerns the repayment of two
loans, so a small decrease in δ(V IL −U) leads to a one-to-one decrease in 2r JL, i.e.
r JL only decreases by half that amount. As a result, for a given level of S, JL be-
comes relatively more attractive as competition increases, which implies that JL will
be used for lower levels of S in competitive equilibrium than under monopoly.33
Note that Proposition 7 is not quite enough to argue that the lower use of JL by
competitive lenders is inefficient. The structure of the market implies that dynamic
incentives are somewhat different under competition than in the core model - a de-
faulting borrower in competition can expect to borrow again in future. In appendix
2.A.7 we extend the basic model to allow the nonprofit to offer a “stochastic re-
newal” contract that mimics the competitive market, and show that the competitive
market does indeed under-use joint liability. Note also that in the neighborhood of
˜˜S, aggregate welfare in a JL-only equilibrium is strictly higher than in an IL-only
equilibrium.
2.2.2 Comparing market structures
Lastly, we turn to the question of whether competition is necessarily beneficial for
borrower welfare in the presence of weak information sharing as in the framework
33A more formal way to see this is to consider the point at which the lender is indifferent between IL
and JL. Using the expressions for IC1 and IC2, this occurs when pδ(V IL −U) = 12 qδ((V JL −U) + S).
The left hand side decreases in U at rate δp, while the right hand side decreases at rate δq2 . Since
q
2 =
p(2−p)
2 < p, revenues under JL are less responsive to changes in U than those under IL, and
therefore the level of S required to maintain indifference is decreasing in U.
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outlined here:
The following proposition shows that the ranking (by borrower welfare) of the
market structures considered in this paper is ambiguous. It is straightforward to see
the following result:
Proposition 8 The ranking of total borrower welfare under competition and monopoly for-
profit lending is ambiguous.
Under the monopolist, all borrowers receive loans in the first period so total
welfare is equal to V˜ ≥ pR. Under the competitive equilibrium, total welfare is
W, which depends on the degree of credit rationing in equilibrium. When credit
rationing is low (l is close to 1, for example because ρ is small and S is large), Z ap-
proaches the first-best welfare pR−ρ1−δ , and so dominates the monopolist. Meanwhile
when credit rationing is high (l is close to zero, for example because ρ is large and
S is small), Z approaches zero and is dominated by monopoly lending.
Proposition 8 follows from the observation that when market scale under com-
petition is small, the cost of credit rationing outweighs the benefits of lower interest
rates and the potential to borrow again after defaulting. By eliminating the en-
forcement externality generated by competition, the monopolist solves the credit
rationing problem. When scale is large, borrowers are essentially able to borrow
every period, so there is no longer the inefficiency generated by dynamic incentives.
Proposition 8 reflects the genuine concern about externalities in uncoordinated
competition.34 A key purpose of the simulations performed in the next section is to
understand the scope of this ambiguity - we will rank borrower welfare under our
key market structures when we under a reasonable parameterization of the model.
2.2.3 Credit Bureaus
It is worth briefly considering how our results map into the growing literature on
credit bureaus in microfinance. Much of the existing work primarily concerns ad-
verse selection issues - credit bureaus help banks to screen out bad types. They also
play a role in enforcement frameworks such as ours: credit bureaus enable lenders
to damage a borrower’s reputation following default, reducing her access to credit
from other lenders and thus increasing repayment incentives.
34It is also possible in our simple framework that competition might dominate the non-profit, arises
because of the assumption that the non-profit must use strict dynamic incentives, while competition
mimics a contract with probabilistic termination on default, akin to Bhole and Ogden (2010). We
discuss relaxing the assumption of strict dynamic incentives in Appendix 2.A.7. We assume strict dy-
namic incentives in the main analysis because this is what lenders seem to use in practice and because
the analysis is much simpler. However, if the non-profit chose to use stochastic renewal, he could
achieve at least the same welfare as competition. For example by choosing the appropriate renewal
probability he can mimic the contract faced by the matched borrowers under competition. However,
he can do better by offering this contract to all borrowers. Moreover, sometimes the competitive mar-
ket offers IL when JL would be better for the borrowers. In Appendix 2.A.7 we analyze a relaxed
dynamic incentive, namely, renewing the group’s contracts with certainty following repayment and
with probability λ ∈ [0, 1] following default. We find that the monopolist and competitive market
always set λ = 0, while the nonprofit does use stochastic renewal, achieving higher borrower welfare
than the competitive market.
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Our single-lender and competitive frameworks represent two extremes of possi-
ble forms of information sharing. The competitive environment is one without any
form of credit bureau - borrowers’ reputations are not harmed by default so the only
cost of default is that the borrower might be credit rationed for a few periods until
a new lender has spare capacity.
The single-lender environment is analogous to one with a strong credit bureau:
defaulters cannot borrow again. When the lender is a monopolist, this enables
them to extract rents using the strong dynamic incentives invoked. The non-profit
equilibrium can be thought of as analogous to a competitive equilibrium with full
information sharing, where all lenders commit not to lend to defaulters.
If we take the latter case seriously, our simulations could allow us to calculate the
welfare effect of introducing a credit bureau to a competitive market. However, it is
worth noting that this is not really an equilibrium. Equilibrium requires lenders to
prefer not to lend to former defaulters, i.e. for the commitment to be self-enforcing.
This is not the case - former defaulters are no different from non-defaulters (in
equilibrium, they are just unlucky) and are no less attractive to lenders. Formally
modeling information sharing in this environment requires a number of modifica-
tions to the framework along the lines of Greif (1993), which are beyond the scope
of this paper.
To summarize, the single non-profit lender is equivalent to perfect competition
with full information sharing whereby defaulters can never borrow again. The for-
profit monopolist is equivalent to a single (myopic) profit-maximizing lender or
cartel with full information sharing. Lastly the competition model represents com-
petition with no information sharing. Although reality will of course be a more
complex mixture of these cases, interestingly they are not strictly ordered in a wel-
fare sense. We now simulate the model for real-world parameters to further explore
the welfare effects of changing market structure.
2.3 Simulation
In this section we carry out a simple simulation exercise to get a sense of the or-
der of magnitude of the effects analyzed in the theoretical analysis. We draw on
plausible values for the key parameters of the model, mostly estimated using 2009
data from MIXMarket.org, an NGO that collects, validates and publishes financial
performance data of MFIs around the world.
Throughout the analysis the numeraire is the loan size, so borrower welfare and
social capital are measured in multiples of this. Loan sizes of course vary widely
but in South Asia a typical microfinance loan is of the order of $100-200. The full
sample results give a good picture of the basic empirical predictions of the model.
The non-profit always offers JL, at a net interest rate of 15.9%, while the for-profit
monopolist’s interest rate is 38.2% when he offers IL, which occurs for social capital
worth less than 0.15 in present discounted value (or 15% of the loan size). When he
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switches to JL, the interest rate falls to 34.5%, but this difference is eroded as social
capital increases, until eventually IC1 binds at social capital worth 0.40 and IL and
JL interest rates equalize. Borrower utility from access to microfinance, V, is 2.76
with a non-profit lender, while the maximum value with a monopolist (at the point
of switching from IL to JL) is only 1.80, reducing to 1.60 under IL or when S is large.
Under competition, IL is offered for social capital worth less than 0.13, and JL
thereafter. Market scale varies from 67% of borrowers served under IL, to 78% under
JL when S is sufficiently large (note that these predictions should be thought of as
local rather than national or regional market penetration). IL is offered for social
capital worth less than 0.13 and aggregate welfare from microfinance, Z (which
includes matched and unmatched borrowers) is 2.49. This is higher than welfare
under a monopolist, so the welfare effect of credit rationing is clearly not too severe.
For social capital worth more than 0.13, JL is offered at increasing market scale, with
welfare increasing to a maximum of 2.90 for S ≥ 0.33, higher even than welfare
under the non-profit.
The discussion proceeds as follows. First we modify the model to allow for
larger group sizes, and also discuss the possibility that the LLC may bind (which
we ruled out for the theoretical discussion for simplicity). Second, we describe the
estimation of the model parameters. Third, we discuss the results using the full
global sample of MFIs. Fourth, we perform some sensitivity checks and finally we
discuss the results when parameters are estimated at the regional level.
2.3.1 Group size and limited liability condition
We make one modification to the framework, modeling larger groups of size five in-
stead of two.35 Theoretically, small groups disadvantage JL, since they require very
large “guarantee payments” and hence a very tight LLC. For simplicity, we retain
the notion of S from the benchmark model - a deviating member loses social capital
with the other members worth a total of S. In addition to this, we need to allow
for the possibility that the LLC might be tighter than IC1. This is straightforward to
implement in the simulations.
With a group of size n, borrowers will agree to guarantee repayment provided
at least some number, m, of members are successful, defining a guarantee payment
of nrm per successful member, so for example if n = 5 and m = 4, each successful
member would repay 1.25r when one member fails. It is easy to see that the group
size does not affect IC1, that is, δpR ≥ r is still necessary. There will be a different
IC2 for each value of m, corresponding to the payment that must be made when only
m members are successful. In equilibrium, borrowers will repay for every m ≥ m∗,
where m∗ is the smallest m such that repayment is incentive compatible. By reducing
the interest rate the lender can increase the number of states of the world in which
repayment takes place, generating a (binomial) repayment probability of pi(n, m, p).
35Five was the group size first used by Grameen Bank and by other prominent MFIs. An unexplored
extension would be to allow the lender to optimally choose the group size.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics and Parameter Estimates
MFIs Loans % Full IL share IL share Interest p R ρ δ
(m) Sample (num)a (value) rate
Full Sample 715 65.217 100.0% 46.0% 81.9% 1.206 0.921 1.737 1.098 0.864
Central America 60 1.671 2.6% 93.8% 98.8% 1.190 0.881 1.816 1.112 0.860
South America 133 6.884 10.6% 97.7% 99.3% 1.237 0.928 1.724 1.102 0.874
Eastern Africa 20 2.439 3.7% 38.7% 70.4% 1.152 0.831 1.925 1.115 0.848
Northern Africa 20 1.735 2.7% 37.5% 59.2% 1.227 0.984 1.626 1.115 0.871
Western Africa 48 1.184 1.8% 60.5% 89.2% 1.306 0.882 1.814 1.173 0.896
South Asia 133 44.067 67.6% 34.8% 33.3% 1.180 0.926 1.728 1.083 0.856
South East Asia 85 4.296 6.6% 45.7% 68.3% 1.389 0.988 1.619 1.164 0.922
South West Asia 61 0.865 1.3% 75.0% 93.8% 1.272 0.967 1.655 1.106 0.885
Notes: IL shares are the fraction of the total number or total value of loans reported as IL loans. The interest rate
column reports the weighted mean risk-adjusted portfolio yield, i.e. ri =
RealPort f olioYield
1−PAR .
a For 10 observations
we use the share by value to compute the overall figures in this column.
We discuss the derivation of the constraints in detail in Appendix 2.A.8.
2.3.2 Data and Parameter values
The model’s key parameters are R, p, ρ and δ. The numeraire throughout is the
loan size, assumed to be identical between IL and JL, and the loan term is assumed
to be 12 months. Since social capital and market structure are our key independent
variables, we perform the various exercises for the non-profit, for-profit monopolist
and competition cases while varying the level of S, computing welfare, interest rates
and market scale. Changes in contract choice at the various thresholds of S lead to
discontinuous jumps in the value functions, interest rate and market scale. Through-
out we use weighted means or regression techniques, weighting by the number of
loans outstanding (each observation is a single MFI). We use these weights since our
unit of analysis is the borrower, thus, assuming one loan per borrower. We work
with 2009 data from 715 institutions from the MIX to estimate the parameters and
perform extensive sensitivity checks. Details of the construction of the dataset can
be found in Appendix 2.C.
Table 2.1 summarizes parameters in the full sample and across the regions. In
addition we report the number of MFIs, number of loans outstanding (million) and
the weighted mean interest estimate that was used to calibrate δ. We later compare
these interest rate estimates with the non-profit rates predicted by the model. One
immediate observation is the extent to which South Asia dominates the sample,
comprising 68% of the full sample by number of loans (India comprises 41% of the
full sample, and Bangladesh 22%). This observation partly motivates the decision
to repeat the exercise by region.
Estimating p We estimate p using cross-sectional data from the MIX on Portfolio
At Risk (PAR), the proportion of an MFI’s portfolio more than 30 days overdue,
which we use as a proxy for the unobserved default probability. This is not an
ideal measure for two reasons. Firstly, PAR probably exaggerates final loan losses,
as some overdue loans will be recovered. However, MFIs’ portfolios are typically
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growing rapidly (see the discussion of the estimation of ρ below). If loans become
delinquent late in the cycle, they will be drowned out by new lending, understating
the fraction of a cohort that will subsequently default.
We also need to be mindful of the lending methodology, since the model predicts
that JL borrowers will repay more frequently than IL borrowers. Our data allow us
to separate the portfolio by lending methodology. Let θ denote the IL fraction of the
lender’s portfolio. Then we have 1− PAR = θp + (1− θ)pi(n, m, p). We estimate
this equation by Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS), obtaining full sample estimates of
p = 0.921 and m = 3.36 Since we do not observe detailed contractual information
we treat all “solidarity group” lending as JL, and all individual lending as IL, see
the Appendix for more details.
Estimating ρ We estimate ρ using data from the MIX on administrative (xa) and
financial expenses (x f ). To obtain the cost per dollar lent, we need to divide expenses
by the total disbursals of that MFI during the year. Since MIX does not report data
on disbursals, we hand-collected disbursal data from annual reports of the largest
MFIs listed on MIX, for which the (weighted) mean ratio of disbursals to year-end
portfolio was 1.91.37 Therefore, for MFI i we estimate ρi = 1 +
xa,i+x f ,i
GrossLoanPort f olio∗1.91 .
Our full sample estimate is ρ = 1.098. Although we calibrate pR and δ using data
in real terms, we do not deflate our estimate of ρ since we do not know the timing
of expenses throughout the loan term or year.
Estimating δ Since the lender’s only instrument to enforce repayment is the use
of dynamic incentives, the borrowers’ time preferences play an important role in
the analysis. Unfortunately, it is not obvious what value for δ to use. Empirical
estimates in both developed and developing countries vary widely, and there is
little consensus on how best to estimate this parameter (see for example Frederick
et al. (2002)). Due to this uncertainty, we calibrate δ as the mid-point of two bounds.
We take the upper bound for all regions to be δU = 0.975, since in a long-run
equilibrium with functioning capital markets δ = 11+rr f , where r
r f is the risk-free
real rate of return which we take to be 2.5%, the mean real return on US 10-year
sovereign bonds in 1962-2012. For the lower bound we use the model’s prediction
that r ≤ δpR by IC1. We estimate the real interest rate charged by MFIs in the
MIX data as ri =
RealPort f olioYield
1−PAR . To avoid sensitivity to outliers, we then calibrate
δL = r¯pR , where r¯ is the weighted mean interest rate. Using our calibrated value for
pR of 1.6 (see below), we obtain δL = 0.753 in the full sample. The midpoint of δU
and δL gives us δ = 0.864.
36However, if p varies at the MFI level, contract choice (reflected in θ) may also be a function of p, so
the restriction that the underlying p for IL and JL is the same will be violated. An OLS regression of
1− PAR on θ and a constant estimates a separate probability for IL and JL, but ignores the nonlinearity
in the the model and sometimes yields estimates of pi that exceed one. In practice, both approaches
give very similar estimates, so we focus on the NLS results.
37We looked up annual reports, ratings or MFI websites for the 50 largest MFIs by number of
outstanding loans. For 26 we were able to obtain data, comprising 60% of the loans in our sample.
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Estimating R There are few empirical studies that exploit exogenous variation
in microentrepreneurs’ capital stocks to estimate the returns to capital. We draw
our full sample value for the returns to capital from De Mel et al. (2008). They
randomly allocate capital shocks to Sri Lankan micro enterprises, and their study
suggests annual expected real returns to capital of around 60%.38 Since expected
returns in our model are pR, we use pR = 1.6, dividing by our estimate of p to
obtain R = 1.737.
2.3.3 Results
Figure 2.3 graphically presents the results for the baseline simulation, which were
discussed in detail in the introduction to this section. The values for the full sample
and all regions of the S thresholds, corresponding interest rates, market scale and
welfare are reported in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Table 2.2 also reports the contracts used by
each type of lender, showing that the non-profit exclusively offers JL in the majority
of cases, while the monopolist and competitive market typically offer IL for low S
and JL for high S, although sometimes only IL is offered, corresponding to cases
when the JL LLC is tight.
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Figure 2.3: Full Sample Welfare, Interest Rates and Market Scale.
The first graph depicts borrower welfare, Vˆ, V˜ and Z, and we also indicate the
first-best borrower welfare level, pR−ρ1−δ . At jumps in the graph the contract switches
from IL to JL. The welfare differences between the different market forms are sub-
stantial, with the interesting result that competition and non-profit lending are not
strictly ordered. As discussed in section 2.2, this follows from the assumption that
the non-profit uses strict dynamic incentives; in our view the key lesson is that non-
profit and competition achieve similar performance despite the externality under
competition. See also further discussion below.
The second panel depicts the interest rates offered by the monopolist and non-
profit (competitive interest rates are not reported, but correspond to the zero-profit
interest rate for the relevant contract and value of m). We observe that monopolist
38In a similar study in Ghana, they find comparable figures. Udry and Anagol (2006) find returns
around 60% in one exercise, and substantially higher in others.
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Table 2.2: Lending methods and S thresholds across regions
Lending Methods S thresholds
M NP C M C
S˜ S¯ ˜˜S ¯¯S
Full Sample IL-JL JL IL-JL 0.148 0.400 0.126 0.334
Central America IL-JL JL IL-JL 0.333 0.400 0.307 0.363
South America IL-JL JL IL-JL 0.112 0.263 0.097 0.330
Eastern Africa IL IL IL
Northern Africa IL JL IL-JL 0.188 0.319
Western Africa IL-JL JL IL-JL 0.317 0.400 0.296 0.367
South Asia IL-JL JL IL-JL 0.143 0.400 0.123 0.331
South East Asia IL JL IL-JL 0.146 0.315
South West Asia IL JL IL-JL 0.077 0.315
Notes: M, NP and C denote Monopoly, Non-Profit and Competition, respec-
tively. Lending methods denotes which contract forms are used in equilib-
rium for some S. For example, “IL-JL” means that the lender uses IL for low
S and JL for high S. “IL” means that JL is never used, and vice versa. S
thresholds denote switch points from IL to JL, where a switch occurs. The
Non-Profit never switches lending method for our parameter values.
Table 2.3: Interest Rates, Market Scale and Borrower Welfare
Interest Rates Market Scale Borrower Welfare
M NP C M NP C
r˜IL r˜ JL(S˜) rˆ a l l¯ V˜ JL(S˜) b Vˆ a Z(0) Z( ¯¯S)
Full Sample 1.382 1.345 1.159 0.669 0.784 1.796 2.761 2.543 2.949
Central America 1.376 1.363 1.251 0.432 0.476 1.648 2.074 1.581 1.733
South America 1.398 1.359 1.154 0.712 0.826 1.830 3.016 2.883 3.313
Eastern Africa 1.357 1.342a 0.063 1.642a 0.217
Northern Africa 1.394 1.118 0.935 0.990 3.698 3.535 3.725
Western Africa 1.434 1.419 1.317 0.399 0.449 1.662 2.116 1.706 1.914
South Asia 1.370 1.331 1.137 0.698 0.813 1.800 2.803 2.573 2.967
South East Asia 1.475 1.166 0.955 0.995 5.498 5.351 5.562
South West Asia 1.416 1.117 0.879 0.963 3.983 3.811 4.150
Notes: a This is the JL interest rate or borrower welfare with a non-profit except where annotated
with a, in which case the values corresponds to the IL case as there is only IL lending in equilibrium.
b V˜ IL is equal to pR = 1.6 in every case, so not reported.
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rates are substantially higher. Furthermore, leverage of social capital affects the
interest rate and borrower welfare for S ∈ [0.15, 0.40] in the full sample. Moving to
the third panel, we see how market scale under competition varies with S. Market
scale follows the same pattern as the Z function and ranges between 67% and 78%.
As previously discussed, this should be interpreted as a measure of local, and not
national penetration.
We can now analyze the welfare implications of market power and the lender’s
choice of contractual form. When the monopolist voluntarily switches from IL to JL
at S˜, borrower welfare increases by approximately 12%. If we go further, forcing the
monopolist to always use JL the gain is 20% at S = 0 (and declining in S). Switching
to a non-profit lender delivers a minimum gain of 54% (at S˜) and a maximum of
73% for S < S˜ or S ≥ S¯. Thus our results underline the importance of constraining
market power where it exists.
Similarly, we can consider the effect of mandating JL under competitive lending,
since for S < ˜˜S the market equilibrium is IL only. We find that welfare would
increase by 2% at S = 0, with this gain increasing as S increases, up to 16% at ˜˜S. This
illustrates one aspect of the inefficiency of the competitive equilibrium discussed in
section 2.3.6. We graph the welfare effects of mandating JL or IL under monopoly
and competition in Figure 2.5 in the Appendix.
2.3.4 Sensitivity analysis
We check the sensitivity of the results by varying each parameter over a reasonable
range, while holding the others constant. For simplicity we focus on the results for
S = 0. The results of these exercises are presented in Figure 2.4. We only plot the
parameter regions in which the model predicts any lending, hence at S = 0, there is
no lending for δ < 0.773, p < 0.887, ρ > 1.273 and R < 1.515.
It becomes clear that welfare under a monopolist lender is not sensitive to any
of the parameters, varying little in comparison with the larger effects under compe-
tition or non-profit lending (in particular, the monopolist’s contract offer does not
depend on ρ). For example, as R increases with a non-profit lender, all of the wel-
fare gains are enjoyed by the borrowers. The monopolist, on the other hand, simply
increases his interest rate, extracting almost all of the gains. Borrower welfare un-
der competition typically tracks that under non-profit lending quite closely, so our
conclusion that non-profit and competition have similar performance seems robust.
The large welfare difference between non-profit and monopolist varies in each pa-
rameter, but is reasonably robust in the neighborhood of our estimates. It is also
interesting to note that for low R, low p and δ welfare may be lower under competi-
tion than with a for-profit monopolist, as was theoretically predicted in Proposition
8. The patterns for interest rates are of course similar, and provide a useful check
on the results.
In the third row we plot the three key S thresholds, Sˆ, S˜, and ˜˜S, at which non-
profit, monopolist and competition switch from IL to JL lending. As predicted by
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Proposition 7, the non-profit is the most likely to use JL, with Sˆ = 0 over most of the
parameter ranges. The monopolist is the least likely, and when δ is large abandons
JL altogether as the LLC is too tight relative to IC1. Moreover, our predictions for
the thresholds vary very little over most of the parameter ranges. The small non-
monotonicities under competition arise due to switching between different values
of m in the neighborhood of ˜˜S.
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity Analysis. Vertical lines indicate full sample parameter esti-
mates.
Overall, the model gives some fairly robust predictions about contracts offered
and the ordering of borrower welfare, and in particular the results highlight the
conclusion that market power matters more than contract choice for borrower wel-
fare. The interest rate predictions are more sensitive, but remain reasonable in all
cases. With this in mind, we explore the patterns across regions. This allows us to
comment on the respective lending types that we would expect to prevail in certain
regions and it allows us to comment on the variation in borrower welfare across
regions due to different market structures.
2.3.5 Regional analysis
We now turn to the results at the regional level, presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. We
graph the predicted borrower welfare functions in Figure 2.7 in Appendix 2.A.9. We
focus on seven regions with at least 1% of the total number of outstanding loans,
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comprising 94.2% of the total. We first observe that our parameter estimates always
satisfy Assumption 4, so the model predicts at least IL lending in every region.
However, the pattern of contracts offered depends on the market structure. In East-
ern Africa, the model predicts only IL lending under all three market structures; the
JL LLC is too tight for JL to even break even in these regions, primarily since the low
success probability requires high interest rates. In Northern Africa, South East Asia
and South West Asia, the non-profit would always offer JL, while the monopolist
always offers IL. The relatively high success probabilities mean that the guarantee
effect of JL is small relative to the cost to the lender of lower interest rates. In these
cases, uncoordinated competition delivers IL for low S and JL for high S.
In all regions except Central America and Eastern Africa we observe that in wel-
fare terms the non-profit and competition achieve similar outcomes. This observa-
tion is highlighted in the sensitivity analysis. In Central America the for-profit mo-
nopolist outperforms competition for S sufficiently small. In Eastern Africa, which
has a very low success probability rendering repayment guarantees very costly for
borrowers, competition performs very poorly, while non-profit and for-profit mo-
nopolist are almost identical in welfare terms. In line with Proposition 7, we see
that the monopolist is less likely to offer JL than the competitive market.
Finally we compare the interest rates computed from the data (reported in Table
2.1) to the model predictions.39 The broad pattern we observe is that mean interest
rates seem reasonably close to the predicted non-profit rates, suggesting that most
MFIs are operating close to their zero-profit constraints. For example, in South Asia
the mean observed (net) rate is 18%, while our prediction is 14%. In South America,
the difference is larger; the mean rate is 24%, versus a prediction of 15%, and the
difference is 11 percentage points in Northern Africa. The results suggest that all
three of these have the potential for significant rent-extraction by lenders. South
East Asia and South West Asia are the most striking cases, with observed rates 22
and 16 percentage points higher than predicted, respectively. Particularly in South
Asia, where Grameen is based, our model predicts that abuse of market power by
for-profit lenders would have severe consequences. However, as a whole, interest
rates in South Asia are very close to our predictions for a non-profit, suggesting
that either competition or pro-borrower motivation of the lenders is constraining
this abuse.
2.3.6 Comparing competition and non-profit lending
A result that emerges from the simulations is that frequently the competitive mar-
ket dominates the non-profit in welfare terms, despite the enforcement externality
that leads to credit rationing. The reason for this is the relatively high repayment
probabilities ensure that the population of unmatched borrowers is small, while all
39Note that we cannot compare these values with the monopolist interest rates. To see this, recall
that the IL interest rate is δpR. Since δL was calibrated from r¯pR , by construction the monopolist IL
rate will exceed the mean rate in the data, r¯.
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borrowers benefit from the ability to reborrow in future. Under the non-profit this
is not available due to the assumption that strict dynamic incentives are used.
As we have argued, we do not consider this an unreasonable assumption. How-
ever, as mentioned in section 2.2.2, a benevolent non-profit can deliver at least the
same welfare as the competitive market, by renewing borrowers’ contracts with
probability λ upon default. A simple way to achieve this would be to choose the re-
newal probability upon default to mimic the competitive outcome. In this case, the
value function of the non-profit would be the envelope of the matched utility. We
have computed this example and illustrate it in Figure 2.6 in Appendix 2.A.7. The
welfare effect is not dramatic; borrower welfare under the non-profit increases from
2.761 with strict dynamic incentives to a maximum of 3.239 with the new contract, a
17% gain. Chosing λ optimally, the non-profit can perform even slightly better. We
have simulated this as well and observe that the only difference arises because the
non-profit would switch to JL for a lower value of S.
2.3.7 Discussion
Collecting the simulation results, a picture emerges supporting the discussion in the
theoretical analysis. The monopolist for-profit lender does exploit the borrowers’
social capital and this has economically meaningful effects on interest rates and
welfare. However, these are substantially smaller than the change in interest rates
and welfare when switching to a large non-profit lender. The severe “mission drift”
implied by a switch to for-profit lending with market power has large consequences
for borrower welfare, consistent with the concerns of Muhammad Yunus raised
earlier.
The competition results are more positive. The theoretical welfare effects of
competition are ambiguous, as shown in Proposition 8, due to the trade-offs be-
tween credit rationing, lower interest rates and the ability of borrowers to reborrow
after an involuntary default. However, for the parameters estimated from our full
sample and most regions considered, welfare under competition is approximately
the same as under non-profit lending. Despite the negative press and industry con-
cerns about competition in microfinance, here modeled as a enforcement externality,
our results suggest a more positive view in which competition is able to mitigate
the problems of market power. However, some discussion, particularly surrounding
the recent crisis in Andhra Pradesh, India, has centered on multiple borrowing and
over-indebtedness. These are important issues but not ones that we can address in
our framework, so we leave them to future research.
Lastly, the findings corroborate the theoretical prediction that for-profit lenders
are less likely to offer JL than the non-profit. In low social capital areas (S smaller
than around 0.13-0.15) our competitive or monopolistic lenders would offer IL, while
the non-profit continues to offer JL.
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2.4 Conclusion
Motivated by recent debates about commercialization and the trade-off between the
objectives of making profits and alleviating poverty this paper studies the conse-
quences of market power in the context of microfinance. We focus on the conse-
quences for borrower welfare going beyond the usual focus on repayment rates and
interest rates. The existing literature on microfinance starts with the premise that
MFIs are competitive or motivated by borrower welfare and in this paper we showed
that there are interesting implications for relaxing this assumption. A lender with
market power can extract rents from repayment guarantee agreements between his
borrowers, but is ultimately constrained from making those borrowers worse off in
the process. We compare borrower welfare under a for-profit with market power,
a benevolent non-profit, and a competitive credit market. One of the interesting
trade-offs that emerges is that of rent extraction under monopoly with the enforce-
ment externality under competition. We simulated the model using empirical pa-
rameter estimates, and found that the consequences of market power for borrower
welfare are significant, while the choice of lending method itself is somewhat less
important. Competitive for-profits typically do not perform much worse than our
non-profit benchmark, especially when the level of social capital is high. Further-
more, commercial lenders with or without market power are less likely to use JL
than the non-profit lender. Our findings suggest that Yunus appears to be correct to
be concerned about abuses by for-profit lenders - particularly in South Asia, where
Grameen is based, our model predicts considerable scope for abuse of market power
by for-profit lenders. However, as a whole, interest rates in South Asia are very close
to our predictions for a non-profit lender, weakening the case for concluding there
is systemic abuse in practice in this region.
There are several directions for future work that we believe might be promising.
For example, Muhammed Yunus argues that the shift from non-profit to for profit,
with some institutions going public, led to aggressive marketing and loan collection
practices in the quest for profits to serve the shareholders equity. Our paper does
not model coercive loan collection methods by lenders, and allowing this might
create an additional channel for for-profit and non-profits to behave differently, in a
manner similar to the cost-quality trade-off as in the non-profits literature (see, for
example, Glaeser and Shleifer (2001)).
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2.A Proofs, Derivations and Simulation Results Omitted in
the Paper
2.A.1 Patient monopolist inefficiently under-uses JL
Proposition 4 and Observation 1 point out that the monopolist lender inefficiently
under-uses joint liability relative to the non-profit lender. One concern might be
that this is due to the fact that the lender is assumed (for simplicity) to be myopic,
choosing the contract based only on per-period revenue. JL’s relatively high repay-
ment rate makes it relatively more attractive to a patient lender. However this does
not overcome the basic inefficiency result as we show here.
Suppose the lender discounts profits from a given borrower with factor β ∈ [0, 1].
Now the lender’s discounted profits per borrower are
Π =
pir− ρ
1− βpi .
The only ingredient of the benchmark model that will change is the monopolist
lender’s contract choice. The constraints and thus interest rates for a given con-
tract as a function of S remain the same. The monopolist now prefers JL whenever
qrˆ JL(S)−ρ
1−βq ≥ prˆ
IL−ρ
1−βp . We can solve this condition for a new S˜(β) which is the value of
S at which the lender switches from IL to JL. This is:
S˜(β) ≡ max
{
0,
p2R(p− δq)
q(1− δq) −
β(1− p)(2− δq)(δp2R− ρ)
δ(1− βp)(2− p)(1− δq)
}
.
S˜(β) is strictly decreasing in β. Therefore, as intuitively argued above, the mo-
nopolist becomes more willing to offer JL as β increases. However, this does not
reverse the inefficiency result.
When p < δq, we know that Sˆ = S˜ = 0 and there is no inefficiency, so we focus
on the case where p > δq. We want to show that the monopolist is less willing to
offer JL than the nonprofit. Recall that Sˆ ≡ max
{
0, (2−δq)ρ−(2−p)δp
2R
δq(1−δq)
}
. Subtracting
the non-zero term in the max in Sˆ from that in S˜(β) we obtain (δp
2R−ρ)(2−δq)(1−βq)
δq(1−δq)(1−βp) ,
which is positive for all β, so we know that S˜(β) ≥ Sˆ for all β, and that this inequality
is strict for S˜(β) > 0.40 Therefore the monopolist is less willing to offer JL than the
nonprofit, and thus potentially inefficient, even when fully patient (β = 1).
2.A.2 Derivation of pooling contract under heterogeneity
Under IL it is obvious that charging r˜IL = rIC1 is optimal from the lender’s perspec-
tive.
Under JL, if he charges less than r˜ JL(0), repayment will not increase but revenue
will be lower than charging r˜ JL(0). If he charges between r˜ JL(0) and r˜ JL(Sh), the low
S borrowers will still only repay with probability p2 and the high S with probability
40I.e. for β < δp
2R(p−δq)(1−δq)
δp2Rq(1−δp(1−δq))−ρp(1−p)(2−δq) .
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q, and revenue will be lower than charging r˜ JL(Sh). Lastly, charging more than
r˜ JL(Sh) results in a repayment probability of p2 from all borrowers and revenue
lower than that attainable under IL.
2.A.3 Derivation of separating contract under heterogeneity
In a separating equilibrium, it must be that the lender offers one IL and one JL
contract.41 Define the interest rates as r˜ILsep(Sh) and r˜
JL
sep(Sh) where Sh is the social
capital of the high S group.
By IC1, the lender will never charge more than δpR under either contract. If he
did so under both, all borrowers would default, and if he did so under only one,
then all borrowers would take the other contract.
Since a borrower’s utility from a given JL contract (i.e. when holding r constant)
is increasing in S, the high S types must choose JL and the low S types choose IL
in equilibrium. Furthermore, since utility from a given IL contract does not depend
on S, both types value IL equally. Denoting the utility in separating equilibrium of
a borrower with social capital S under contract j by V jsep(S), we have:
V ILsep(Sh) = V
IL
sep(0) ≡ V ILsep
V JLsep(Sh) ≥ V JLsep(0)
the truth-telling constraints are:
V JLsep(0) ≤ V ILsep (2.3)
V JLsep(Sh) ≥ V ILsep. (2.4)
with one strict. These reduce to V JLsep(Sh) > V
JL
sep(0) and either V
JL
sep(Sh) = V ILsep or
V JLsep(0) = V ILsep.
V JLsep(Sh) > V
JL
sep(0) requires that r˜
JL
sep(Sh) ≤ r˜ JL(Sh). Otherwise, the high types
would not be able to guarantee one another under JL, so all types would repay
with probability p2 in which case V JLsep(Sh) = V
JL
sep(0). Similarly, r˜
JL
sep(Sh) > r˜ JL(0)
since otherwise low types would be able to guarantee under JL which would again
mean that V JLsep(Sh) = V
JL
sep(0). Clearly, then, the lender wants to charge the highest
possible interest rate under IL and JL subject to these constraints. This is easy to
find. Under JL he charges r˜ JLsep(Sh) ≤ r˜ JL(Sh). This minimizes V JLsep(Sh) and V JLsep(0).
Then he charges the highest possible interest rate under IL, such that V JLsep(0) = V ILsep.
Solving (2.3), we obtain the following expression for rILsep(Sh):
r˜ILsep(Sh) =
δpR(1− p)
1− δp2 +
p(1− δp)
1− δp2 r˜
JL
sep(Sh)
41Note that there can be no “screen-out” equilibrium, since the borrowers’ participation constraints
are slack: a borrower can always obtain utility pR by taking a loan and defaulting. Thus the separating
equilibrium must involve a contract offer for both types.
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substituting for r˜ JLsep(Sh) = r˜ JL(Sh), δpR = r˜IL and φ ≡ 1−p1−δp2 < 1, we obtain
r˜ILsep(Sh) ≡ φr˜IL + (1− φ)r˜ JL(Sh).
This concludes the derivation.
2.A.4 Equilibrium with heterogeneous social capital and p ≤ δq
If p ≤ δq, the lender prefers the JL pooling contract to the IL one. Moreover, it is not
guaranteed that he will ever choose the separating contract. To see this, note that if
Sh > S¯, revenue in the separating equilibrium is equal to (θp + (1− θ)q)δpR. This
is only greater than revenue in the pooling equilibrium, δpqR2−δq , if θ <
(2−p)(1−δq)
(2−δq)(1−p) , a
threshold strictly smaller than one when p < δq. Hence when the fraction of low S
types is large, the lender may never offer the separating contract. Intuitively, in the
pooling contract these borrowers receive a JL contract at interest rate r˜ JL(0), while
in the separating contract they receive IL, and we know that the former earns higher
revenue than the latter when p ≤ δq.
For simplicity, suppose θ < (2−p)(1−δq)
(2−δq)(1−p) , so that by an analogous argument to that
given above (footnote 22) there exists a threshold, Sp≤δqh , such that for Sh above the
threshold the lender offers the separating contract. We have the following:
Proposition 9 When p ≤ δq, for Sh < Sp≤δqh , the lender offers JL at interest rate r˜ JL(0).
For Sh ≥ Sp≤δqh he offers IL at r˜ILsep(Sh) and JL at r˜ JL(Sh), low S borrowers take the IL
contract and high S borrowers take JL. Welfare of both types decreases discontinuously at
Sp>δqh . Welfare of both types of borrowers further decreases in S thereafter.
To see why welfare now decreases at the switching threshold, simply note that
the pooling equilibrium in this case is the most favorable contract the monopolist
ever offers the borrowers - it achieves the highest possible repayment probability,
q, at the lowest interest rate the lender will ever charge. At the switching point,
the low types switch to IL (lower repayment probability) at a higher interest rate,
and the high types keep JL but at a higher interest rate. Thereafter, Observation 2
applies as before. Now, higher social capital among high S borrowers is doubly bad
for borrower welfare.
2.A.5 Competition
Consider a repayment probability pi. IC1 requires that the value of future access to
credit from the current lender, less the repayment amount, exceeds the borrower’s
outside option which is to return to the pool of unmatched borrowers. At the zero
profit interest rate the condition is:
δV − ρ
pi
≥ δU.
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Simplifying, we obtain
δpR
1− χ(l, η)
1− δpiχ(l, η) ≥
ρ
pi
.
We denote the left hand side by rILIC1(χ) under IL (when pi = p) and r
JL
IC1(χ) under
JL (pi = q).
Unlike the single-lender case, we have a different IC1 for IL and JL. Note that
r JLIC1(χ) > r
IL
IC1(χ), so it is not possible for both IC1s to bind simultaneously. Also
note that for all χ > 0, drIC1(χ)dχ < 0 for IL and JL. This is the competition effect
through improvements in the borrowers’ outside option. Also note that, as before,
provided IC1 holds JL borrowers will always be willing to repay their own loans
provided their partner is also repaying.
The IC2 under JL requires that repayment of both loans is preferred to losing
access to the current lender (rejoining the unmatched pool) and losing the social
capital shared with the current partner. The condition is
δ(V + S)− 2 ρ
pi
≥ δU,
which simplifies to
δ[(1− χ(l, η))pR + (1− δq)S]
2− δq− δqχ(l, η) ≥
ρ
q
.
We denote the left hand side by rIC2(S,χ). rIC2 ≤ r JLIC1 for S ≤ 1−χ(l,η)1−δqχ(l,η) pR (we
compute the equilibrium value of this threshold below). drIC2(S,χ)dχ < 0 whenever
χ > 0 and IC2 is tighter than IC1.
Therefore, in conclusion, the tighter of rIC2(S,χ) and r
JL
IC1 is downward sloping
in χ. This is the effect of competition on the repayment incentive constraints.
Recall now the two key thresholds, stated in the text and derived below: ˜˜S ≡
p−δq
δq(1−δq)ρ, the analog of S˜, representing the level of social capital at which the com-
petitive market switches from IL to JL lending; and ¯¯S ≡ ρδq , the analog of S¯, the level
of social capital at which IC1 binds under JL (as opposed to IC2). Note also that
¯¯S > ˜˜S.
Proposition 6 (restated) If ˜˜S ≤ 0, the competitive equilibrium is JL-only lending,
with market scale strictly increasing in S for S < ¯¯S, and equal to a constant, ¯¯l for
S ≥ ¯¯S. If ˜˜S > 0, the equilibrium for S < ˜˜S is IL-only lending at fixed scale l. At ˜˜S,
all lending switches to JL at scale ˜˜l > l, then increases continuously in S to ¯¯l, at ¯¯S.
Welfare, Z, is strictly increasing in scale, l, and therefore weakly increasing in S.
Proof. In equilibrium, at most one of IL and JL breaks even (except for at the
switching threshold as discussed below). So for a lender, who takes χ as given, the
following condition will hold:
ρ = max{prILIC1(χ), min{qr JLIC1(χ), qr JLIC2(S,χ)}}.
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Next note that prILIC1(χ) < qr
JL
IC1(χ), so to determine the equilibrium contract, we
only need to compare prILIC1(χ) with qr
JL
IC2(χ, S). If ρ = pr
IL
IC1(χ) > qr
JL
IC2(S,χ), only
IL will be used in equilibrium, and if ρ = qr JLIC2(S,χ) ≥ prILIC1(χ) only JL will be
used (we assume that JL will be offered when both IL and JL break even).
Solving ρ = prILIC1(χ), for χ we obtain the equilibrium value of χ under IL:
˜˜χ =
δp2R− ρ
δp2R− δpρ .
Next we solve prILIC1( ˜˜χ) = qr
JL
IC2( ˜˜χ, S) to find
˜˜S, the switching threshold value of
S at which both IL and JL break even:
˜˜S =
p− δq
δq(1− δq)ρ R 0.
Lastly, we solve ρ = qrIC2(S,χ) to find the equilibrium value of χ under JL when
IC2 is binding. This is χ = ψ(S) where we define ψ(S) as:
ψ(S) ≡ ˜˜χ+ 1− δq
pR− ρ (S−
˜˜S).
There is no equilibrium with JL lending for S < ˜˜S, since then χ(S) < ˜˜χ, in
which case the IL IC1 would be slack and new lenders would enter offering IL.
By a symmetric argument there is no equilibrium with IL lending for S > ˜˜S. At
˜˜S, lending switches from IL to JL, so η changes discontinuously from 1 to 0. This
enables us to solve for market scale, using χ(l, 1) = χ( ˜˜l, 0) = ˜˜χ. We obtain the
market scale under IL, equal to
l =
δp2R− ρ
δp2R− pρ ,
and the market scale after the switch to JL, equal to
˜˜l =
(δp2R− ρ)(1− δq)
(δp2R− pρ)(1− δq) + p(1− p)(1− δ)ρ .
Given that by the definition of l and ˜˜l, the following condition holds (as shown
above): χ(l, 1) = χ( ˜˜l, 0) = ˜˜χ, and that χl > 0 and χη > 0 for all l > 0, it follows that
˜˜l > l.42 Intuitively, in a JL equilibrium, borrowers default less frequently, so for a
given market scale it is less likely that a “slot” will come available at a lender for a
currently unmatched borrower. As a result, for a given value of χ, a higher level of
l can be sustained under JL than under IL.
Lastly note that if ˜˜S < 0, there is never IL lending in equilibrium. Even for S = 0,
the JL IC2 is more slack than the IL IC1 and therefore χ = ψ(0) > ˜˜χ. Thus, market
scale at S = 0 exceeds ˜˜l.
42The interested reader may note that there are many mixed equilibria at ˜˜S, defined by a one-to-one
function l(η), η ∈ [0, 1], of which l = ˜˜l, η = 0 is the welfare-maximizing case.
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Now consider S > ˜˜S. Lending is JL-only (i.e. η = 0). Since IC2 is relaxed as S
increases, entry will occur to compensate, so l and hence χ are strictly increasing in
S as long as IC1 is slack. IC2 must then intersect IC1 at some ¯¯S > ˜˜S, where χ reaches
a maximum ¯¯χ. For S ≥ ¯¯S, IC1 is tighter than IC2, and therefore market scale has
reached its maximum.
To find ¯¯S and ¯¯χ we simply need to solve for the values at which IC1 intersects
IC2 in competitive equilibrium. In other words, we solve the following condition
ρ = qr JLIC1( ¯¯χ) = qr
JL
IC2(
¯¯S, ¯¯χ)
obtaining:
¯¯S =
ρ
δq
¯¯χ =
δpqR− ρ
δpqR− δqρ .
Lastly, to obtain the maximum scale, ¯¯l, we solve χ(l¯, 0) = ¯¯χ yielding l¯ = δpqR−ρδpqR−qρ .
For S ∈ ( ˜˜S, ¯¯S), we find the market scale by setting χ(l, 0) = ψ(S), obtaining
equilibrium l equal to (1−δq)ψ(S)
(1−q)+q(1−δ)ψ(S) which is strictly increasing in S. Collecting
results, we can write the equilibrium market scale as the following function of S:
l(S) ≡ max
{
l, min
{
(1− δq)ψ(S)
(1− q) + q(1− δ)ψ(S) ,
¯¯l
}}
.
Where there is IL-only lending for S < ˜˜S and JL-only for S ≥ ˜˜S.
2.A.6 Mandating JL or IL
In section 2.3.3 we discussed the welfare effects of mandating JL or IL under monopoly
or competitive lending. These are illustrated in Figure 2.5.
2.A.7 Stochastic Renewal
Suppose the lender offers either JL or IL, but renews the group’s contracts with
certainty following repayment and with probability λ ∈ [0, 1] following default. One
complication immediately arises. Suppose the state is (R, 0) and the interest rate is
r. If borrower 1 defaults, her social capital is lost but the group might survive, so her
IC2 is δ(V(S, r) + S)− 2r ≥ δλV(0, r). For a given interest rate r, V(S, r) ≥ V(0, r),
since without social capital repayment guarantees may not be possible. This may
be a key reason why such flexible penalties are not widely used - the borrowing
group dynamic may be too badly damaged following a default. To retain the basic
structure of our benchmark model, we make the simplifying assumption that if the
borrowers’ contracts are renewed following a default, the group is dissolved and
members matched up with new partners with whom they share the same value of
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Figure 2.5: Mandating contractual form. Social capital ranges on horizontal axes,
borrower welfare on vertical axes.
social capital. Default is still costly, since it destroys the social capital of the existing
group, but does not adversely affect the dynamic of the group if it survives. This
assumption is the analogue of the group reformation assumption in the competition
framework.
It is easy to see that the stochastic renewal setup closely mirrors the competition
framework. Specifically, for a given S, a single lender could offer a the same contract
(IL or JL and the same interest rate) as offered under competition, that renews with
probability λ = U(S)˜˜V(S) following default. The tightest of IC2 and IC1 would bind, and
all borrowers would receive utility ˜˜V(S).43 However, the contracts that emerge in
equilibrium are quite different, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 10 Consider the following modification to the contracting setup: the lender
renews the borrowers’ contracts with certainty after repayment, and probability λ following
default. Equilibrium contracts are as follows:
1. Neither the monopolist nor competitive lenders use stochastic renewal: λ = 0.
2. (a) If δp
2r
ρ ≤ 1−δp1−p , the nonprofit offers JL for all S ≥ Sˆ as before, and λ > 0 for all
S (unless the JL IC2 binds at S = Sˆ, in which case λ = 0 at Sˆ).
(b) If δp
2r
ρ >
1−δp
1−p , there is an
ˆˆS ∈ (Sˆ, ρδq ) such that the nonprofit offers IL for all
S < ˆˆS, JL otherwise, and λ > 0 for all S.
(c) When JL is used, λ and thus borrower welfare V is strictly increasing in S for
all S < ρδq .
3. Borrower welfare is always higher with the nonprofit lender than under competition.
43To see this, note that for repayment probability pi and r = ρpi ,
˜˜V = pR− ρ+ δ(piV + (1− pi)U),
while the stochastic renewal contract yields V = pR− ρ+ δ(pi + (1− pi)λ)V.
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Proof. The key relationship to check is the effect of λ on IC1 and IC2. For a given
V, higher λ implies weaker penalty for default. However, higher λ increases V by
improving the borrower or group’s renewal probability. It turns out that the former
effect dominates; the constraints are strictly tighter as λ increases.
First consider the single (non-profit or for-profit) lender case. Borrower utility
with stochastic renewal and repayment probability pi is
V =
pR− pir
1− δ(pi + (1− pi)λ) .
The LLC is unchanged. The IC1 is δ(1− λ)V ≥ r or
1− λ
1− δλδpR ≥ r.
The IC2 under JL is δ[(1− λ)V + S] ≥ 2r or
δ[(1− λ)pR + (1− δ(q + (1− q)λ))S]
2− δ(q + λ(2− q)) ≥ r.
Both are strictly tighter as λ increases. To see this for IC2, suppose IC2 binds.
Rearranging, we obtain drdλ =
pR−pir
2+pia(λ) a
′(λ) where a(λ) = δ(1−λ)1−δ(q+(1−q)λ) > 0, a
′(λ) <
0. Thus the monopolist always sets λ = 0, since increasing λ forces him to decrease
the interest rate.
With competition, the corresponding constraints are
δ(1− λ)(V −U) ≥ r (IC1)
δ[(1− λ)(V −U) + S] ≥ 2r (IC2)
U is exogenous from the lender’s perspective, and V −U > 0 in equilibrium. Using
V = pR−pir+ δ[(pi+ (1−pi)λ)V + (1−pi)(1− λ)U], we obtain δ(1− λ)(V−U) =
a(λ)(pR− pir − (1− δ)U), from which it is straightforward to check that both IC1
and IC2 are strictly tighter as λ increases. Thus stochastic renewal is never used
in competition. To see this, consider an equilibrium with U = U∗ where some
lender offers IL with λ∗ > 0 and breaks even. This implies that, for his borrowers,
δ(1− λ∗)(V(λ∗)−U∗) = ρp . But then an entrant could offer IL with λ′ < λ∗ and
earn positive profits since δ(1− λ′)(V(λ′)−U∗) > ρp . An analogous argument rules
out equilibria with stochastic renewal and JL, and rules out entry by lenders using
stochastic renewal in an equilibrium with no stochastic renewal.
The non-profit lender will use stochastic renewal whenever the tightest repay-
ment constraint is slack at the zero-profit interest rate, since increasing λ improves
borrower welfare without violating the constraint. We first analyze contract choice
under IL and JL, then the choice of contract type.
Under IL, the lender chooses λ to bind IC1. The solution to 1−λ1−δλδpR =
ρ
p is
λˆIL ≡ δp2R−ρ
δp2R−δρ , which is strictly positive by Assumption 4.
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Under JL, the lender chooses λ to bind the tighter of IC1 and IC2. Just as in
the competition setup, IC1 and IC2 intersect at S = ρδq . If IC1 is binding, λˆ
JL(S) =
δpqR−ρ
δpqR−δρ . If IC2 is binding, λˆ
JL(S) = δq[pR+(1−δq)S]−(2−δq)ρ
δq[pR+δ(1−q)S]−δ(2−q)ρ . λ is strictly increasing in
S until S = ρδq . However, note that if S < Sˆ, JL is not usable even with λ = 0, and
for S > Sˆ, λˆJL(S) > 0. Therefore, we have:
λˆJL(S) =

0 S < Sˆ
δq[pR+(1−δq)S]−(2−δq)ρ
δq[pR+δ(1−q)S]−δ(2−q)ρ S ∈ [Sˆ, ρδq )
δpqR−ρ
δpqR−δρ S ≥ ρδq
The nonprofit chooses JL whenever
Vˆ JL(S, λˆJL(S)) ≥ Vˆ IL(λˆIL).
Since the numerator is pR− ρ in both cases, JL is used if and only if
1− δ(q + (1− q)λˆJL(S)) ≤ 1− δ(p + (1− p)λˆIL)
or
λˆJL(S) ≥ λˆ
IL − p
1− p .
At Sˆ (i.e. λˆJL(S) = 0) this reduces to δp
2R
ρ ≤ 1−δp1−p . If this condition holds, the
lender offers JL for all S ≥ Sˆ, just as before. Otherwise, he offers JL for S ≥ ˆˆS, with
Sˆ < ˆˆS < ρδq , defined implicitly by λˆ
JL( ˆˆS) = λˆ
IL−p
1−p .
To see the last part of the proposition, we have already noted that by mimicking
the competitive market the nonprofit can give utility ˜˜V to each borrower. However,
as he is unconstrained by the market equilibrium conditions, he may be able to offer
an alternative contract that yields higher borrower welfare. Secondly, since he uses
stochastic renewal instead of credit rationing as a motivating device, this contract
can be offered to all borrowers, instead of just the matched borrowers as under
competition.
Stochastic renewal is more efficient than strict dynamic incentives. Nevertheless
we find that the for-profit monopolist and competitive lenders will never use it. As
a result, the nonprofit organizational form achieves the highest borrower welfare.44
Figure 2.6 shows borrower welfare and λ under the simulated stochastic renewal
contract.
44If the monopolist also valued future profits from a given borrower (non-myopic), he would use
stochastic renewal, since there is now a tradeoff between higher interest rates and increasing the
renewal probability. The result for the competitive market only relies on free entry and zero-profit
equilibrium and therefore does not depend on the lenders’ time horizon.
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Figure 2.6: Simulating the stochastic renewal contract. Social capital ranges on
horizontal axes, borrower welfare on vertical axes.
2.A.8 Group size and binding limited liability condition
Consider a group of size n, and suppose the group’s loans are repaid whenever at
least m members are successful. Then the repayment probability is
pi(n, m) =
n
∑
i=m
(
n
i
)
pi(1− p)n−i,
so
V =
pR− pi(n, m)r
1− δpi(n, m) .
IC1 is unchanged: rIC1 = δpR. For the successful borrowers to be willing to repay
when exactly m are successful, each repaying nrm , we must have r ≤ rIC2(S, n, m),
which we can derive as:
rIC2(S, n, m) ≡ δm[pR + (1− δpi(n, m))S]n− (n−m)δpi(n, m) .
The LLC requires that the m successful borrowers can afford to repay all 5 loans,
i.e. nr ≤ mR yielding
rLLC(n, m) ≡ mRn .
For a given r ≤ rIC1, borrowers will choose the lowest m such that to IC2 and
LLC are satisfied, so equilibrium m∗ is determined by
min{rLLC(n, m∗), rIC2(S, n, m∗)} ≥ r > min{rLLC(n, m∗ − 1), rIC2(S, n, m∗ − 1)}.
This m∗ then defines the repayment probability function pi∗(S, n, r).
The non-profit lender chooses the lowest r such that pi∗(S, n, r)r = ρ. The for-
profit chooses r to maximize pi∗(S, n, r)r.
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Despite this modification, it may be that LLC at m∗ is tighter than IC1, in which
case the highest interest rate the lender can charge under JL will now be dictated
by the LLC and smaller than rIC1. If this is the case and the lender is a for-profit
monopolist, borrowers will be strictly better off under JL than IL. However, if the
LLC is very tight, JL may never be offered. This has three implications for the
simulations. Firstly, the value of S¯, obtained from the point at which the lender
can no longer leverage social capital, depends on whether IC1 or LLC are tightest.
Formally, with the group size modification,
S¯ = min
{
(n−m)pR
m
,
[n(1− δp)− (n−m)δpi∗]R
δn(1− δpi∗)
}
.
Secondly, the interest rate and borrower welfare at S¯ are be lower and higher respec-
tively than the corresponding values under IL, when rLLC < rIC1. Thirdly, if rLLC is
very tight for every m there may be no value S˜ at which the lender is willing to offer
JL.
2.A.9 Regional welfare predictions
Figure 2.7 plots the predicted borrower welfare in each of the regions considered in
the simulations, as was discussed in section 2.3.3.
2.B Simulation Methodology
This Appendix outlines the algorithm used to simulate the core model. The simula-
tion was implemented in Scilab, an open-source alternative to Matlab. Rather than
solving the model explicitly, which becomes increasingly complicated with larger
groups, we chose to simulate the optimization problem numerically. As the objec-
tive functions are all linear, this is a computationally tractable and simple task.
The simulation consists of two parts. The first part computes the optimal con-
tracts of a non-profit and a monopolist lender, while varying the level of social
capital S. The second part computes the competition section.
The section proceeds by presenting annotated pseudo-codes, that illustrates how
the code proceeds to arrive at the optimal contracts.
Non-Profit and Monopolist
Here the optimization is very simple, as we do not have to study an entry condition,
but just have to evaluate a set of constraints. The optimization procedure is carried
out for each level of social capital, which then gives us the value functions we use
for the main plots in the paper. Since n = 5 throughout we drop the n notation.
For each value of S:
Non-Profit
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Figure 2.7: Borrower Welfare: Regional Differences. Social capital ranges on hori-
zontal axes, borrower welfare on vertical axes.
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1. JL: find the set MZPJL of values for m that satisfy rLLC(m) ≥ ρ/pi(m) and the
associated functions Vˆ JL(m).
2. IL: Find, if it exists, the IL zero-profit equilibrium and the associated Vˆ IL.
3. Choose the contract (IL/JL), value of m and corresponding interest rate that
gives borrowers maximal utility.
Monopolist
1. JL: For each m ∈ MZPJL find the maximal interest rate r˜(m) such that r˜JL(m) =
min{rIC2(m), rLLC(m), rIC1} and compute the associated profits Π˜(m)JL = pi(m)r˜ JL(m)−
ρ.
2. IL: Compute the maximal interest rate min{rIC1, rLLC} and compute the asso-
ciated profits Π˜IL = pr˜IL − ρ.
3. Choose the contract that maximizes profits.
Competition
For the competition model, we simulate the entry condition for lenders. For each
value of S and U we check whether an entrant could earn positive profits with some
contract (recall that in equilibrium there is always excess demand for credit). This
will happen as long as the relevant constraints (see below) are slack at the relevant
zero-profit interest rate. Hence, for each S we proceed by iteratively increasing
U until the most profitable contract breaks even. The details are provided in the
following pseudo-code:
For each value of S:
1. Initialize U = 0.
2. JL: for all m = 1, ..., n, check that all three constraints (LLC, IC2, IC1) are
satisfied at the zero-profit interest rate.
3. IL: check that IC1 is satisfied at the zero-profit interest rate.
4. If there exists at least one contract such that all relevant constraints are satis-
fied, increase U by one unit and repeat from step 2. Otherwise, we have found
the equilibrium value of U. The equilibrium contract (either IL or JL and the
appropriate value of m) is the one for which all three constraints were satisfied
in the previous round of iteration. If two or more contracts are feasible, pick
the one that delivers the highest borrower welfare.
5. Given the equilibrium contract, solve U for the equilibrium market scale, and
thus find Z.
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Optimal Contract with Stochastic Renewal
The algorithm to determine the optimal level of λ is very similar to the one that
determines the level of U in the competition simulation. The idea is, that a non-
profit adjusts λ as long as the relevant constraints are slack. The key difference is
that the non-profit finds the binding level of λ for for all different levels of m and
then choses the level of m that provides borrowers with maximal utility. Free-entry
competition may not yield the welfare-maximizing level of m. The reason is that
entry continues until the slackest constraints eventually binds, which gives a single
value for U. Under the optimal stochastic renewal contract, we find the optimal λ for
each level of m respectively and then let the non-profit chose the welfare-maximizing
contract. The details are provided in the following pseudo-code:
For each value of S:
1. Initialize λ = 0.
2. JL: for all m = 1, ..., n, check that all three constraints (LLC, IC2, IC1) are
satisfied at the zero-profit interest rate.
(a) if for any m, a constraint is violated, we record the current λ as the opti-
mal one for that particular m.
3. IL: check that IC1 is satisfied at the zero-profit interest rate.
(a) if the constraint is violated, we record the current λ as the optimal one
for IL.
4. As long as there exists at least one contract such that all relevant constraints
are satisfied (either IL or all JL), increase λ by one unit and repeat from step 2.
5. Evauate the value functions at the respective optimal λ and chose the contract
that maximizes utility.
2.C Data Appendix
The dataset we work with comes from MIXMarket.org, an organization that collects,
validates and publishes financial performance data of MFIs around the world. The
MIX provides a set of reports and financial statements for each MFI reporting to it.
The financial statements and reports were downloaded in March 2011, the relevant
data was then extracted into a database using an automated script. The variables
we use in this paper come from the MFIs’ Overall Financial Indicators, the Income
Statement, the Balance Sheet and the Products and Clients report. The Balance
sheet and the Income statements are regular financial statements, while the Financial
Indicators report variables such as Portfolio at Risk and the Products and Clients
report include the number of loans by methodology.
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The variables we use from the Balance Sheet are Value of IL Loans, Value of Sol-
idarity Group Loans and overall Gross Loan Portfolio. From the Income statement
we use the Operating Expense and the Financial Expense to compute the expense
per dollar lent as described in the main text. From the Financial Indicators report,
we use the Portfolio at Risk numbers, along with the Real Portfolio Yield to compute
the risk adjusted real yields. From the Products and Clients report, we extract the
Number of IL Loans and Number of Solidarity Group Loans, which we refer to in
the main table and the text.
We work with a sample of 715 institutions for the year 2009. We chose the
year 2009 as that is the year for which we have the largest number of institutions
reporting lending methodology.45
The MIX data does not give us information whether JL is used, but they state
that “loans are considered to be of the Solidarity Group methodology when some
aspect of loan consideration depends on the group, including credit analysis, liabil-
ity, guarantee, collateral, and loan size and conditions.” We will refer to the share
of loans falling into this category as JL share loans.
Sometimes the data on lending methodology by number of loans or by volume
does not correspond exactly to the reported total portfolio or number of loans out-
standing because of data entry errors, missing data or number of borrowers rather
than number of loans reported. In these cases we assume that the errors are not
biased toward either IL or JL, so we compute the share from the data we have. For
example, if a lender reports $1m of loans, but $450k IL and $450k solidarity group
lending, we compute an IL share of 50% and apply this to the whole portfolio. Of
the 715 institutions in the sample, 143 have such incompleteness in the value data,
16.7% of the total Gross Portfolio is unaccounted for. As for the number of loans
(which are not used in the estimation), 10 have no data so we use the value shares
as a proxy, and 222 institutions have incomplete data; a total of 11.4% of the number
of loans are unaccounted for. In total 304 institutions have some incompleteness in
these data.
The relationship between the two is illustrated in Figure 2.8. Points lying on the
45 degree line correspond to lenders where the IL share by value is the same as the
IL share by number. Each point corresponds to an MFI, with those in red, the “port-
folio data incomplete”, corresponding to the observations where the methodology
breakdown does not exactly match the portfolio figures as discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. From this graph we learn three things. Firstly, the pattern of the
data is very similar when we compare “complete” and “incomplete” observations,
which suggests we need not be concerned about the incomplete cases. Secondly,
most points lie to the north west of the 45 degree line, indicating that IL loans tend
to be larger than JL loans (an issue we do not explore in this paper). This has been
45In 2009, 911 (out of a total of 1106) provide some data on lending methodology by volume coming
from the Balance Sheets. Of these, we exclude 154 “village banks” for which lending methodology is
unclear. Furthermore, we lose 41 observations due to missing data on the key variables used for the
simulation: Portfolio at Risk, Operating Expense, Financial Expense and Real Portfolio Yield. Lastly,
we drop one MFI that reports PAR greater than 100%.
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previously observed in Cull et al. (2007). Thirdly, although we do observe some
lenders offering both IL and JL, the majority of lenders use predominantly one or
the other. 72% of lenders (accounting for 68% of loans by number and 84% by value)
have 95% of their portfolio in either IL or solidarity lending.
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Figure 2.8: IL Share by Value and by Number
2.C.1 Stylized Facts
Construction of Figure 2.1
The figure is based on the cross-section of 1,106 MFIs that reported to the MIX Mar-
ket dataset in 2009. Time variation comes from the recorded years of establishment.
Legal status (for-profit/non-profit) is the status in 2009. “Unweighted” counts the
number of institutions in existence at a given date, “weighted” weights institutions
by their number of loans outstanding in 2009. Note that there are three key sources
of error in this figure. First, institutions choose whether or not to report to MIX, so
the sample may not be representative of the universe of MFIs in existence. Secondly
there may be a survivor bias as we only observe institutions still in existence in
2009. Thirdly, some institutions may have changed legal status over the period. In
each case, to overturn the case for growth in for-profit lending, each source of error
would have to be growing differentially for for-profits and non-profit lenders.
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Calculation of group lending shares by legal status
There are two key weaknesses with these data. First, loans are classified by dis-
bursal method: “individual”, “solidarity group” and “village bank”. As discussed
elsewhere, we only observe whether loans are “individual” or “solidarity group”,
which might not always correspond to liability structure. To construct the statis-
tics, we compute a measure “Solidarity Group Share” which is the ratio of each
lender’s number of solidarity group loans to the total of solidarity group and indi-
vidual loans (we drop “village bank” loans as it is even less clear what the lending
method is here). Second, the sample of MFIs that choose to report methodology
data (and in particular to report it in every year) is probably non-random; indeed
we observe that we have methodology information for more for-profit loans than
non-profit loans, even though the for-profit share of all loans is less than 50 percent
in the larger sample used to construct Figure 2.1.
The numbers reported in the text are unweighted. Weighting the mean by num-
ber of loans we actually find 34 percent of non-profit loans are solidarity group
loans, versus 70 percent for for-profits, driven by a few large for-profit group lenders.
For example in the balanced panel sample, dropping two outliers, BRAC in Bangladesh
and Bandhan in India, we find that 43 percent of non-profit loans are solidarity
group loans, and 24 percent of for-profit loans. It is not clear whether the weighted
or unweighted means are more informative about the respective behavior of non-
profits and for-profits: the theory predicts behavior at the institution level. We also
note that our theory predicts that for-profits are more likely to use individual liabil-
ity, all else equal - these simple averages cannot control for local social capital, the
key unobservable in our model.
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Chapter 3
Group Lending Without Joint
Liability
While joint liability lending by microfinance institutions (MFIs) continues to attract
attention as a key vehicle of lending to the poor, recently some MFIs have moved
away from explicit joint liability towards individual lending. The most prominent
such institutions are Grameen Bank of Bangladesh and BancoSol of Bolivia.1 How-
ever, interestingly, Grameen and others have chosen to retain the regular group
meetings that traditionally went hand-in-hand with joint liability lending.
Now it should be pointed out that in the absence of good panel data on lend-
ing methods it cannot be conclusively said that there has been a significant overall
decline in joint liability among MFIs worldwide just on the basis of various anec-
dotes about a handful of high-profile MFIs. Indeed, existing evidence suggests that
joint liability continues to be widely used. For example, de Quidt et al. (2012) use
a sample of 715 MFIs from the MIX Market (Microfinance Information Exchange)
database for 2009, and estimate that 54% of loans are made under “solidarity group”
lending as opposed to “individual” lending.2
Nevertheless, these phenomena raise the question of the costs and benefits of
using joint liability, and the choice between group loans with and without (explicit)
joint liability. Besley and Coate (1995) is one of the first papers to point out both
benefits and costs of joint liability: joint liability can increase repayment rates by
inducing borrowers to repay on behalf of their unsuccessful partners but there are
also states of the world where an individual borrower may default because of this
burden, even if she was willing to pay back her own loan. Using a limited en-
1For a discussion of the reasons for the shift in Grameen Bank’s lending strategy, see Muham-
mad Yunus’s article “Grameen Bank II: Lessons Learnt Over Quarter of A Century,” at http:
//www.grameen.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=30&Itemid=0, accessed 18 De-
cember 2012.
2An earlier study Cull et al. (2009) puts this number at 51% using 2002/04 data involving 315
institutions. The year 2009 is one for which the largest cross-section of lending methodologies is
available. Solidarity group loans defined by MIX as those for which “some aspect of loan consideration
depends on the group, including credit analysis, liability, guarantee, collateral, and loan size and
conditions.” Individual loans are “made to individuals, and any guarantee or collateral required comes
from that individual.” We excluded 154 “village banks” for which lending methodology is unclear. See
http://www.mixmarket.org/about/faqs/glossary.
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forcement or “ex-post moral hazard” framework introduced by Besley and Coate
(1995) in the group lending context, in this paper we study two issues raised by this
apparent shift.
First, we analyze how by leveraging the borrowers social capital, individual li-
ability lending (henceforth, IL) can mimic or even improve on the repayment per-
formance and borrower welfare of explicit joint liability (EJ). When this occurs, we
term it “implicit joint liability” (IJ). For this argument to work, there is no need for
group lending per se - borrowers can, in theory, sustain this without any explicit
effort on the part of the lender. Second, to understand better the logic of group
lending, we introduce a purely operational argument for its use under IL, namely, it
simply reduce the lender’s transactions costs, shifting the burden to the borrowers.
This is valuable because lower interest rates relax the borrowers’ repayment incen-
tive constraints, increasing repayment and welfare. We then show how this related
to first issue: group lending may contribute to the creation of social capital, and
therefore, may induce IJ.3
Next we carry out some simple simulation exercises using empirically estimated
parameters. The goal is to complement the theoretical analysis and to get a quanti-
tative sense of the welfare effects as well as the relevant parameter thresholds that
determine which lending method is preferred. Our key findings are as follows.
First, in low social capital environments, EJ does quite well compared to IJ. For ex-
ample, when the standard deviation of project returns of 0.5, for social capital worth
10% of the loan size, the welfare attainable under IJ is 32.4% lower compared to the
welfare under EJ. However, with social capital worth 50% of the loan size, the wel-
fare attainable under EJ is 5% lower to the one attainable under IJ. Second, we find
that the interest rate, repayment rate and borrower welfare are all rather insensitive
to social capital under EJ, whereas in the case of IJ, they are all highly sensitive.
This is what we would expect, since the only sanction available under IJ is coming
through social capital. Third, when project returns are high variance, the welfare
gains from higher social capital are quite large under IJ, which is not the case under
EJ. To illustrate consider the case where project returns have a standard deviation of
0.5. If borrowers share social capital worth 10% of the loan size, borrower welfare
under IJ is 35.9% lower than that of borrowers who share social capital worth 50%
of the loan size.
Our analysis is motivated by two influential recent empirical studies. Giné and
Karlan (2011) found that removing the joint liability clause, but retaining the group
meetings, of a random subset of borrowing groups of Green Bank in the Philip-
pines had no meaningful effect on repayment rates. In our model, this outcome
arises when the newly individually liable groups have sufficient social capital to
continue to assist one another with repayments, as under EJ. Secondly, Feigenberg
3It could even be that without the group, borrowers would be less able to interact. Indeed, in some
conservative societies, social norms may prevent women from attending social gatherings (for instance
under the Purdah customs in some parts of India and the Middle East). Then externally mandated
borrowing groups can be a valuable vehicle for social interaction. See, for instance Sanyal (2009),
Anderson et al. (2002), Kabeer (2005).
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et al. (2011) randomly varied the meeting frequency of individually liable borrow-
ing groups of the Village Welfare Society in India. They found that groups who
met more frequently had subsequently higher repayment rates. In particular, they
present evidence suggesting that this is due to improved informal insurance among
these groups due to higher social capital. Both Giné and Karlan (2011) and Feigen-
berg et al. (2011) find evidence for intra-group transfers to help a borrower repay
her loan even without explicit joint liability.4 We argue that more frequent group
meetings give borrowers a stronger incentive to build social capital, and that this is
then leveraged to generate IJ. Grameen Bank states that Grameen II is designed to
“lean on solidarity groups: small informal groups consisting of co-opted members
coming from the same background and trusting each other.”5 The emphasis on trust
suggests that the group continues to play an important role in Grameen’s lending
methodology beyond simply moderating the lender’s transaction costs.
The main conclusions of our analysis is that it is premature to write off EJ as
a valuable contractual tool and group lending without (explicit) joint liability may
still harness some of the benefits of joint liability via implicit joint liability. Thus far
we have one high quality randomized study of contractual form (Giné and Karlan
(2011)) in which EJ seems not to play an important role. However in our theoretical
analysis there are always parameter regions over which EJ is the most efficient of the
simple contracts we analyze. A recent randomized control trial by Attanasio et al.
(2011) finds stronger consumption and business creation impacts under EJ (albeit
no significant difference in repayment rates - note that in their context mandatory
group meetings are not used under either IL or EJ). Carpena et al. (2010) analyze an
episode in which a lender switched from IL to EJ and found a significant improve-
ment in repayment performance. For the same reasons, Banerjee (2012) stresses the
need for more empirical work in the vein of Giné and Karlan (2011) before conclud-
ing that EJ is no longer relevant.
It is instructive to briefly look at the types of contracts currently used by MFIs.
As mentioned, from the MIX dataset, 54% of borrowers were borrowing under what
are classified as solidarity group loans. Although the solidarity group loans might
not correspond exactly to pure EJ, this is the best measure we have. Our concept of
IJ is most relevant to the “individual” category; the MIX Market notes that “loans
based on consideration of the sole borrower, but disbursed through and recollected
from group mechanisms, are still considered individual loans.” A notable example
is the Indian MFI Bandhan, which is one of the top MFIs in India, and is listed
as having 3.6m outstanding loans in 2011, all classified as “individual”. Bandhan
4In table IX of Giné and Karlan (2011) we see that conversion to individual liability caused a de-
crease, significant at 10%, in side-loans between borrowers, although no significant effect on borrowers
“voluntarily [helping others] repay loans”. Note that one challenge of interpreting these results in the
light of our analysis is that group composition changed in Giné and Karlan (2011)’s experiment, while
our model analyzes contract choice for a given level of social capital. Converted centers tended to take
in members that were less well-known by existing members, presumably because individual liability
made doing so less risky.
5See http://www.grameen-info.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=
33&Itemid=107, accessed 28th September, 2012.
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does not use joint liability but disburses the majority of its loans through borrowing
groups. Unfortunately, we do not have data on the method of disbursement of the
full sample of loans classified as individual, but it seems likely that many institu-
tions are indeed using groups to disburse individual loans. This paper highlights
how this may improve welfare through two channels: first of all, borrowers with
sufficient social capital can mutually insure one another and secondly, attending
costly group meetings may give borrowers incentives to invest in social capital.
Much of the existing theoretical work has sought to show how explicit joint lia-
bility improves repayment rates (see Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) for a review). In
the model of Besley and Coate (1995), joint liability gives borrowers an incentive to
repay on behalf of their partner when the partner is unable to repay her own loan.
If borrowers can threaten social sanctions against one another, this effect is strength-
ened further. However, there are two problems with EJ. Firstly, since repaying on
behalf of a partner will be costly, incentive compatibility requires the lender to use
large sanctions and/or charge lower interest rates, relative to individual liability.6
Secondly, when a borrower is unsuccessful, sometimes EJ induces the successful
partner to bail them out, but sometimes it has a perverse effect, inducing them to
default completely, while under IL they would have repaid. Rai and Sjöström (2004)
and Bhole and Ogden (2010) approach these issues from a mechanism design per-
spective - designing cross-reporting mechanisms or stochastic dynamic incentives
that minimize the sanctions used by the lender. Baland et al. (2010) provide an
alternative explanation of the apparent trend away from what we call EJ towards
IL, based on loan size. They find that the largest loan offered under IL cannot be
supported under joint liability and that the benefits of the latter are increasing in
borrower wealth. We do not focus on this angle but briefly touch on the issue of
loan size in section 3.1. Allen (2012) shows how partial EJ, whereby borrowers are
liable only for a fraction of their partner’s repayment, can improve repayment per-
formance by optimally trading off risk-sharing with the perverse effect on strategic
default. In contrast, we focus on how simple group lending with no joint liability
can achieve some of these effects, as side-contracting by the borrowers can substitute
for the lender’s enforcement mechanism.
Our model is also related to Rai and Sjöström (2010). In that paper, borrowers
are assumed to have sufficient social capital to support incentive-compatible loan
guarantees through a side-contract between borrowers, provided they have suffi-
cient information to enforce such side contracts. The role of groups is to provide
publicly observable repayment so as to enable efficient side-contracting. In contrast,
in our setting, repayment behavior is common knowledge among the borrowers,
and it is the amount of social capital that is key. Groups play a role that depends on
meeting costs introduced in the next two sections. Secondly, in our model, borrow-
ers are better off when they guarantee one another as their probability of contract
6This issue is the focus of the analysis in Rai and Sjöström (2010). Because of this, de Quidt et al.
(2012) show that with a for-profit monopolist lender borrowers are better off under EJ than IL lending,
because the lender must typically charge lower interest rates under EJ.
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renewal is higher. In Rai and Sjöström (2010) this is not the case as the lender is
simply assumed to use a punishment that simply imposes a utility cost on the bor-
rowers in case of default. In fact, the optimal contract delivers the same borrower
welfare whether they guarantee one another or not.
Other than the above mentioned papers, our paper is also broadly related to the
theoretical literature in microfinance that have emerged in the light of the Grameen
Bank of Bangladesh abandoning explicit joint liability and switching to the Grameen
II model, focusing on aspects other than joint liability, such as sequential lending
(e.g., Chowdhury (2005)), frequent repayment (Jain and Mansuri (2003), Fischer and
Ghatak (2010)), exploring more general mechanisms than joint liability (e.g., Laffont
and Rey (2003)), and exploring market and general equilibrium (Ahlin and Jiang
(2008); McIntosh and Wydick (2005) and de Quidt et al. (2012)).
The paper is structured as follows: in section 3.1 we present the basic model
where in principle lending may take place with or without group meetings. We
introduce our concept of implicit joint liability and show when it will occur and
be welfare improving. Section 3.2 formalizes a key transaction cost in group and
individual lending - the time spent attending repayment meetings. Section 3.3 then
shows how meeting costs can give borrowers incentives to invest in social capital,
and shows when this is welfare improving. Section 3.4 presents results of a simula-
tion of the core model, while section 3.5 summarises the results and concludes.
3.1 Model
We model a lending environment characterized by costly state verification and lim-
ited liability. Borrowers are risk neutral, have zero outside option, no capital and
limited liability. They have access to a stochastic production technology that requires
1 unit of capital per period with expected output R¯, and therefore must borrow 1
per period to invest (we assume no savings for simplicity). There are three possi-
ble output realizations, R ∈ {Rh, Rm, 0}, Rh ≥ Rm > 0 which occur with positive
probabilities ph, pm and 1− ph − pm respectively. We define the following:
p ≡ ph + pm
4 ≡ ph − pm
R¯ ≡ phRh + pmRm.
We will refer to p as the probability of “success”, and R¯ as expected output.
We assume that output is not observable to the lender and hence the only rele-
vant state variable from his perspective is whether or not a loan is repaid. Since out-
put is non-contractible, the lender uses dynamic repayment incentives, as in Bolton
and Scharfstein (1990). We assume that if a borrower’s loan contract is terminated
following a default, she can never borrow again. Under individual liability (IL),
a borrower’s contract is renewed if she repays and terminated otherwise. Under
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explicit joint liability (EJ), both contracts are renewed if and only if both loans are
repaid.
Now we introduce the notion of social capital used in the paper. We assume
that pairs of individuals in the village share some pair-specific social capital worth
S in discounted lifetime utility, that either can credibly threaten to destroy. In other
words, a friendship yields lifetime utility S to each person. If the social capital is
destroyed it is lost forever. We assume that each individual has a very large number
of friends, each worth S. Thus each friendship that breaks up represents a loss of
size S.7
We assume a single lender with opportunity cost of funds equal to ρ > 1. In
the first period, the lender enters the community, observes S and commits to a
contract to all potential borrowers. The contract specifies a gross interest rate, r and
EJ or IL. We assume the lender to be a non-profit who offers the borrower welfare
maximizing contract, subject to a zero-profit constraint.8
In this section we ignore the role of groups altogether - being in a group or not
has no effect on the information or cost structure faced by borrowers and lenders.
Although borrower output is unobservable to the lender, we assume it is observ-
able to other borrowers. As a result, they are able to write informal side contracts
to guarantee one another’s repayments, conditional on the output realizations. For
simplicity, in the theoretical analysis we assume such arrangements are formed be-
tween pairs of borrowers.9
EJ borrowers will naturally side contract with their partner, with whom they are
already bound by the EJ clause. Specifically, we assume that once the loan contract
has been fixed, pairs of borrowers can agree a “repayment rule” which specifies each
member’s repayment in each possible state Y ∈ {Rh, Rm, 0} × {Rh, Rm, 0}. Then in
each period, they observe the state and make their repayments in a simultaneous-
move “repayment game”. Deviations from the agreed repayment rule are punished
by a social sanction: destruction of S. The repayment rule, social sanction and liabil-
ity structure of the borrowing contract thus determine the payoffs of the repayment
game and beliefs about the other borrower’s strategy. To summarize, once the lender
has entered and committed to the contract, the timings each period are:
1. Borrowers form pairs, and agree on a repayment rule.
7One way to conceptualize S is as the net present value of lifetime payoffs in a repeated “social
game” played alongside the borrowing relationship, similar to the multi-market contact literature, such
as Spagnolo (1999), who models agents interacting simultaneously in a social and business context,
using one to support cooperation in the other. As an illustration, suppose the borrowers play the
following “coordination” stage-game each period: if both play A, both receive s. If one plays A and
the other, B, both receive −1. If both play B, both receive 0. Clearly, both (A, A) and (B, B) are Nash
equilibria in the stage-game. If players expect to play (A, A) forever, their expected payoff is S ≡ s1−δ .
However, switching to (B, B) forever as a social sanction is always a credible threat, and can be used
to support the repayment rule.
8We abstract from other organizational issues related to non-profits, see e.g. Glaeser and Shleifer
(2001).
9This could be for example because there are two types of investment project available and returns
within a project type are perfectly correlated, such that side-contracting with another borrower who
has the same project type yields no benefit. In the simulations we extend the analysis to larger groups.
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2. Loans are disbursed, borrowers observe the state and simultaneously make
repayments (the repayment game).
3. Conditional on repayments, contracts are renewed or terminated and social
sanctions carried out.
4. If an IL borrower’s partner was terminated but she repaid, she rematches with
a new partner.
We restrict attention to repayment rules that are stationary (depending only on
the state) and symmetric (do not depend on the identity of the borrower). This
enables us to focus on the stationary value function of a representative borrower.
Stationarity also rules out repayment rules that depend on repayment histories,
such as reciprocal arrangements. In addition, we assume that the borrowers choose
the repayment rule to maximize joint welfare. Welfare maximization implies that
social sanctions are never used on the equilibrium path, since joint surplus would
be increased by an alternative repayment rule that did not punish this specific devi-
ation.
Given repayment probability pi, the lender’s profits are:
Π = pir− ρ
and therefore the zero-profit interest rate is:
rˆ ≡ ρ
pi
. (3.1)
By symmetry, each borrower i pays pir = ρ per period in expectation.
There are two interesting cases that arise endogenously and determine the feasi-
bility of borrowers guaranteeing one another’s loans. In Case A Rm ≥ 2r and hence
a successful borrower can always afford to repay both loans. In Case B we have
Rh ≥ 2r > Rm ≥ r, thus it is not feasible for a borrower with output Rm to repay
both loans. Case B will turn out to be the more interesting case for our analysis,
since in this case there is a cost to using joint liability lending. Specifically there
are states of the world (when one borrower has zero output and the other has Rm)
in which under joint liability both borrowers will default, since it is not feasible to
repay both loans and they will therefore be punished whether or not the success-
ful partner repays her loan. Meanwhile under individual liability, the successful
partner is able to repay her loan and will not be punished if she does so.
Consider Case A. If borrowers agree to guarantee one another’s loans, they will
repay in every state except (0, 0), so the repayment probability is pi = 1− (1− p)2 =
p(2− p), in which case rˆ = ρp(2−p) . Therefore Case A applies if Rm ≥ 2ρp(2−p) , i.e.
when the successful partner can afford to repay both loans even if her income is
only Rm. If this condition does not hold, then it will not be feasible for the successful
borrower to help her partner in this state of the world, and therefore Case B applies.
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Definition 1 Case A applies when Rm ≥ 2ρp(2−p) . Case B applies when Rm < 2ρp(2−p) .
Suppose that borrowers only repay when both are successful, i.e. when both
have at least Rm, which occurs with probability p2. If this is the equilibrium repay-
ment rate, then rˆ = ρp2 . We make a simple parameter assumption that ensures that
this will be the highest possible equilibrium interest rate (lowest possible repayment
rate), by ensuring that even with income Rm, borrowers can afford to repay
ρ
p2 .
Assumption 5 Rm ≥ ρp2 .
We also assume that Rh is sufficiently large that a borrower with Rh could afford
to repay both loans even at interest rate rˆ = ρp2 . Since this is the highest possi-
ble equilibrium interest rate, this implies that Rh is always sufficiently large for a
borrower to repay both loans.
Assumption 6 Rh ≥ 2 ρp2 .
To summarize, together these assumptions guarantee that Rm ≥ r and Rh ≥ 2r
on the equilibrium path.
We can now write down the value function V for the representative borrower,
which represents the utility from access to credit. Suppose that borrower i’s loan is
repaid with some probability pi. Since the repayment rule is assumed to maximize
joint welfare, it follows that borrowers’s loans are only repaid when repayment leads
to the loan contracts being renewed, and therefore the representative borrower’s
contract is also renewed with probability pi. Since the lender charges zero profit
interest rate rˆ = ρpi , the borrower repays pirˆ = ρ in expectation. Hence, her welfare
is:
V = R¯− ρ+ δpiV
=
R¯− ρ
1− δpi . (3.2)
For any borrower to be willing to repay her loan, it must be that the value of
access to future loans exceeds the interest rate, or δV ≥ r. If this condition does not
hold, all borrowers will default immediately. We refer to this condition as Incentive
Condition 1 (IC1), and it must hold under any equilibrium contract.
Provided IC1 is satisfied, borrower welfare is maximized by achieving the high-
est repayment rate possible. To see this, suppose the lender charges some interest
rate r. Then V = R¯−pir1−δpi . It can be verified that this is increasing in pi if and only
if IC1 holds. Therefore, in the subsequent discussion the ranking of welfare will be
equivalent to the ranking in terms of the repayment probability.
Using (3.2) and rˆ = ρpi we can derive the equilibrium IC1 explicitly:
ρ ≤ δpiR¯. (IC1)
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By Assumption 5, the lowest possible equilibrium repayment probability pi is
equal to p2. For the theoretical analysis we make the following parameter assump-
tion that ensures IC1 is satisfied in equilibrium:
Assumption 7 δp2R¯ > ρ.
Now that the model is set up we analyze the choice of contract type.
3.1.1 Individual Liability
Suppose first of all that the borrower does not reach a repayment guarantee arrange-
ment with a partner. Since IC1 is satisfied, the borrower will repay her own loan
whenever she is successful, so her repayment probability is p. Her utility V is then
equal to R¯−ρ1−δp .
Now we consider when pairs of IL borrowers will agree a repayment guarantee
arrangement. If this occurs, we term it implicit joint liability (IJ).
Since IC1 holds, the borrowers want to agree a repayment rule that maximizes
their repayment probability. There are many possible such rules that can achieve the
same repayment rate, so for simplicity we focus on the most intuitive one, whereby
borrowers agree to repay their own loan whenever they are successful, and also
repay their unsuccessful partner’s loan if possible.10
We already know that repayment of the borrower’s own loan is incentive com-
patible by IC1. For it to be incentive compatible for her to repay on behalf of her
partner as well, it must be that social sanction outweighs the cost of the extra repay-
ment, i.e. r ≤ δS. This gives us a constraint which we term IJ Incentive Constraint
2, or IJ IC2. For equilibrium interest rate rˆ = ρ
pi I J
IJ IC2 reduces to:
ρ ≤ δpi I JS. (IJ IC2)
There is a threshold value of S, SˆI J , such that IJ IC2 holds for S ≥ SˆI J :
SˆI Jk ≡
ρ
δpi I Jk
, k ∈ {A, B},
where k denotes the relevant case. When S ≥ SˆI J , it is feasible and incentive com-
patible for borrowers to guarantee one another’s loans, and therefore they will do
so as this increases the repayment probability and thus joint welfare. Therefore IJ
applies for S ≥ SˆI J .
Next we work out the equilibrium repayment probabilities and interest rates in
cases A and B respectively. Assume S ≥ SˆI J . In Case A, a successful borrower
can always afford to repay both loans, so both loans are repaid with probability
pi I JA ≡ 1− (1− p)2 = p(2− p). In Case B, both loans are repaid whenever both
10An example of an alternative, less intuitive rule that can sometimes achieve the same repayment
rate but cannot do better is where borrowers agree to repay their partner’s loan, and then repay their
own as well if they can afford to do so.
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are successful, and in states (Rh, 0), (0, Rh). In state (Rm, 0), borrower 1 cannot
afford to repay borrower 2’s loan, so she repays her own loan, while borrower 2
defaults and is replaced in the next period with a new partner. Therefore pi I JB ≡
p2 + 2ph(1 − p) + pm(1 − p) = p + ph(1 − p). Notice that both pi I JA and pi I JB are
greater than p.
The lender observes whether Case A or Case B applies, and the value of S in the
community, and offers an individual liability contract at the appropriate zero profit
interest rate. Equilibrium borrower welfare under individual liability is equal to:
V ILk (S) =

R¯−ρ
1−δp S < Sˆ
I J
k
R¯−ρ
1−δpi I Jk
S ≥ SˆI Jk
, k ∈ {A, B}.
It is straightforward to see that as S switches from less than SˆI Jk to greater than or
equal to it, V ILk (S) goes up as pi
I J
k > p.
3.1.2 Explicit Joint Liability
Now we analyze EJ contracts. Recall that under EJ, a pair of borrowers are offered a
contract such that unless both loans are repaid, both partners lose access to credit in
the future. The advantage of this contractual form is that it gives additional incen-
tives to the borrowers to guarantee one another’s loans. However, the disadvantage
is that when borrower i is successful and j is unsuccessful, there may be states in
which borrower i would repay were she under individual liability, but she will de-
fault under joint liability because she is either unwilling or unable to repay both
loans.
The borrowers will agree a repayment rule, just as under IJ. Since this will be
chosen to maximize joint welfare, it will only ever involve either both loans being
repaid or both defaulting, due to the joint liability clause that gives no incentive to
repay only one loan. Subject to this, because IC1 holds, joint welfare is maximized
by ensuring both loans are repaid as frequently as possible.
IC1 implies that when both borrowers are successful, they will both be willing
to repay their own loans. We therefore need to consider i’s incentive to repay both
loans when j is unsuccessful. Borrower i will be willing to make this loan guarantee
payment provided the threat of termination of her contract, plus the social sanction
for failing to do so, exceeds the cost of repaying two loans. Formally, this requires
2r ≤ δ(VEJ + S). We refer to this condition as EJ IC2. Rearranging, and substituting
for rˆ = ρ
piEJ
, we obtain:
ρ ≤ δpi
EJ [R¯ + (1− δpiEJ)S]
2− δpiEJ . (EJ IC2)
We can derive a threshold, SˆEJ , such that EJ IC2 is satisfied for S ≥ SˆEJ :
SˆEJk ≡ max
{
0,
ρ
δpiEJk
− δpi
EJ
k R¯− ρ
δpiEJk (1− δpiEJk )
}
, k ∈ {A, B}
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where as before, k denotes the relevant Case.
Note that SˆEJ can be equal to zero. This corresponds to the basic case in Besley
and Coate (1995) where borrowers can be induced to guarantee one another even
without any social capital. This relies on the lender’s use of joint liability to give
borrowers incentives to help one another, and is not possible under individual lia-
bility.
Provided S ≥ SˆEJ , borrowers are willing to guarantee one another’s repayments.
The repayment rule will then specify that i repays on j’s behalf whenever i can afford
to and j is unsuccessful. If S < SˆEJ , borrowers will not guarantee one another. They
will therefore only repay when both are successful.
We now derive the equilibrium repayment probability under each Case. Firstly,
if S < SˆEJ , borrowers repay only when both are successful, so piEJ = p2 in either
Case.
Now suppose S ≥ SˆEJ . In Case A, both loans can be repaid whenever at least
one borrower earns at least Rm. Thus the repayment probability is pi
EJ
A = p(2− p).
In Case B, Rm is not sufficient to repay both loans. Therefore both loans are repaid in
all states except (0, 0), (Rm, 0), (0, Rm). In these three states both borrowers default.
The repayment probability is therefore piEJB = p
2 + 2ph(1− p) = p +4(1− p).
Borrower welfare is:
VEJk (S) =

R¯−ρ
1−δp2 S < Sˆ
EJ
k
R¯−ρ
1−δpiEJk
S ≥ SˆEJk
, k ∈ {A, B}.
Note that SˆEJA ≤ SˆEJB . This is because the interest rate is lower in Case A, and V is
higher (due to the higher renewal probability), so the threat of termination is more
potent.
Now that we have derived the equilibrium contracts assuming either IL or EJ,
we turn to analyzing the lender’s choice of contractual form in equilibrium, which
will depend crucially on the borrowers’ ability to guarantee one another’s loans.
Let us define V(S) ≡ max{VEJ(S), V IL(S)} as the maximum borrower welfare
from access to credit. Observe that the repayment probability and borrower welfare
from access to credit, V(S), are stepwise increasing in S.
3.1.3 Comparing contracts
In this section we compare borrower welfare under each contractual form. We have
seen that EJ has the advantage that it may be able to induce borrowers to guarantee
one another even when they have no social capital. However, in Case B it has a
perverse effect: in some states of the world borrowers will default when they would
have repaid under IL.
This is most acute when pm > ph. Then pi
EJ
B = p +4(ph − pm) < p. Therefore
in Case B, EJ actually performs worse than IL for all levels of social capital - the
perverse effect dominates. Thus for Case B, EJ would never be offered.
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We have already derived thresholds for S, SˆI J and SˆEJ , above which borrowers
will guarantee one another’s loans under individual and joint liability respectively.
The lender’s choice of contract will depend on the borrowers ability to do so, so first
we derive a lemma that orders these thresholds in Case A and Case B.
Lemma 1
1. SˆI JA > Sˆ
EJ
A .
2. Suppose ph ≥ pm. Then SˆI JB > SˆEJB .
Proof. See appendix.
Lemma 1 shows that supporting a loan guarantee arrangement requires more
social capital under IL than under EJ. The reason for this is that the lender’s sanction
under EJ is a substitute for social capital in providing incentives to borrowers to
guarantee one another.11
The lender is a non-profit who offers the borrower welfare-maximizing contract.
Therefore he offers IL if VEJ(S) ≤ V IL(S) and EJ otherwise. This will depend on the
Case (A or B), the sign of 4, and S. We summarize the key result of this section as:
Proposition 11 The contracts offered in equilibrium are as follows:
Case A: IL is offered at rˆ = ρp for S < Sˆ
EJ
A , otherwise EJ is offered at r =
ρ
piEJA
.
Case B, 4 > 0: IL is offered at rˆ = ρp for S < SˆEJA , EJ is offered at rˆ = ρpiEJB for
S ∈ [SˆEJB , SˆI JB ), IL is offered at rˆ = ρpi I JB for S ≥ Sˆ
I J
B .
Case B, 4 ≤ 0: IL is offered at rˆ = ρp for S < SˆI JB , IL is offered at rˆ = ρpi I JB otherwise.
Whenever EJ is offered borrowers guarantee one another’s repayments. Whenever IL is
offered and S ≥ SˆI J borrowers guarantee one another’s repayments.
Proof. See appendix.
The result is summarized in Table 3.1, which gives the equilibrium contract and
repayment probability pi in alternate rows. Borrower welfare is not shown, but is
easily computed as V = pR−ρ1−δpi , is strictly increasing in pi.
This table shows that there are clear trade-offs in the contractual choice. In Case
A, IJ has no advantage over EJ because in both cases borrowers repay both loans
whenever successful. Therefore IL is offered for low S, and EJ for high S. In Case
B when 4 ≤ 0, we have already remarked that EJ is always dominated by IL.
11A slight complication arises in the proof because in Case B the repayment probability is higher
and therefore the interest payment is lower under IJ. As a result, the size of the guarantee payment
that must be incentive compatible is actually smaller under IJ, but the net effect is still that borrowers
are more willing to guarantee one another under EJ.
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Case A Case B, 4 > 0 Case B, 4 ≤ 0
S < SˆEJ
IL (no IJ) IL (no IJ)
p p IL (no IJ)
S ∈ [SˆEJ , SˆI J) EJ EJ pp(2− p) p +4(1− p)
S ≥ SˆI J EJ IL (with IJ) IL (with IJ)p(2− p) p + ph(1− p) p + ph(1− p)
Table 3.1: Equilibrium contracts and repayment probabilities
Therefore basic IL is offered for low S, and when S is high enough, borrowers will
begin to guarantee one another, leading to an increase in the repayment rate and a
fall in the equilibrium interest rate.
The most interesting case is Case B for 4 > 0. Here there is a clear progression
as S increases. For low S, borrowers cannot guarantee one another under either
contract, so basic IL is offered. For intermediate S, EJ can sustain a loan guarantee
arrangement but IL cannot, so EJ is offered. Finally for high S, borrowers are able
to guarantee one another under IL as well. Since this avoids the perverse effect of
EJ, the lender switches back to IL lending.
3.1.4 A remark on loan size
For simplicity, our core model assumes loans of a fixed size. However we can allow
for variable loan size as a simple extension. To keep things simple, we assume that
borrowers require a loan of size L. The relation between loan size and output is
linear, that is, with a loan of size L, output is LRh with probability ph, LRm with
probability pm, and 0 otherwise. Therefore we can simply scale R¯ and r by L, so
borrower welfare is now equal to LV. However, borrowers’ social capital is derived
from relationships external to the production function and therefore is assumed not
to depend on L. Thus for a given amount of social capital S, borrowers are less
willing to guarantee one another’s loans as the loan size increases.12 Thus we have
the following observation:
Observation 4 SˆEJ(L) and SˆI J(L) are increasing in loan size, L. For a given S borrowers
are less likely to guarantee one another’s repayments as loan sizes increase. The repayment
probability is thus decreasing in L.
Note that the region L(SˆI J − SˆEJ) is increasing in L. In particular, as L increases,
the region [0, SˆEJ) expands. Over this region, borrowers are receiving “basic” IL, and
not guaranteeing one another. Thus this result suggests a simple intuition for the
stylized fact that IL loans tend to be larger. When loan sizes are small, the borrowers’
social capital can be tapped to smooth out occasional small imbalances in income.
As loan sizes and incomes increase, this becomes less feasible. As borrowers become
12Formally, the IJ IC2 is Lr ≤ δS and the EJ IC2 is Lr ≤ δ(LV + S). Both are tighter as L increases.
Replacing R¯ with LR¯, we observe that SˆEJ(L) = LSˆEJ and SˆI J(L) = LSˆI J .
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unwilling to guarantee one another’s loans, EJ becomes unattractive as it induces
the borrowers to default unless both are successful.13
3.1.5 Discussion
Borrowers form partnerships that optimally leverage their social capital to maximize
their joint repayment probability. Thus when social capital is sufficiently high to
generate implicit joint liability, IL lending can dominate EJ: borrower i no longer
defaults in state (Rm, 0). This does not however mean there is no role for EJ. In
particular, for intermediate levels of social capital, EJ can dominate IL - social capital
is high enough for repayment guarantees under EJ but not under IL. We analyze
borrower welfare under EJ and IL/IJ quantitatively in the simulations.
The results of Giné and Karlan (2011) are consistent with our Case A. Here, IL
and EJ lending can achieve the same repayment probability, provided S is suffi-
ciently high. This does not imply that those same borrowers would repay as fre-
quently if they were not able to side-contract. Giné and Karlan (2011) additionally
find that borrowers with weak social ties are more likely to default after switching
to IL lending - this is consistent with these borrowers having SˆEJ ≤ S < SˆI J , so they
are unable to support implicit joint liability.
So far, we have ignored the use of groups for disbursal and repayment of loans.
However, it is frequently argued (see e.g. Armendáriz de Aghion and Morduch
(2010)) that group meetings generate costs that differ from those under individual
repayment. In the next section we show that this may induce the lender to prefer
one or the other. We then proceed to show that by interacting with the benefits
from social capital, group meetings may induce the creation of social capital. This
is consistent with the results of a field experiment by Feigenberg et al. (2011).
3.2 Meeting Costs
In this section we lay out a simple model of loan repayment meeting costs. This
immediately suggests a motivation for the use of groups. Holding group repayment
meetings shifts the burden of meeting costs from the lender to the borrowers. This
enables the lender to reduce the interest rate, which in turn makes it easier for
borrowers to guarantee one another. Then in the next section we explore how the
use of groups might create social capital, and thus generate implicit joint liability.
Since we want to focus on the interplay between meeting costs and social capital
under individual liability, we assume that Case B applies and 4 ≤ 0. Therefore we
can ignore EJ and drop the A, B notation.
A common justification for the use of group meetings by lenders is that it mini-
mizes transaction costs. Meeting with several borrowers simultaneously is less time-
13Baland et al. (2010) obtain a result that gives the same negative correlation between the use of IL
and loan size. Our above result is different in a nuanced way. In their model the poorest borrowers
need the largest loan. Hence, their model generates a positive correlation between loan size and
poverty.
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consuming than meeting with each individually. However, group meetings might
be costly for the borrowers, as they take longer and are less convenient than indi-
vidual meetings. We term IL lending to groups ILG and IL lending to individuals
ILI.
We assume that loan repayment meetings have two components, each of which
takes a fixed amount of time. For simplicity, we assume that the value of time is the
same for borrowers and loan officers14 Also, for simplicity, we assume that the cost
of borrower time is non-monetary so that borrowers are able to attend the meeting
even if they have no income. However, more time spent in meetings by the loan
officer increases monetary lending costs, for example because more staff must be
hired.
Each meeting incurs a fixed and variable cost. The fixed cost includes travel to
the meeting location (which we assume to be the same for borrower and loan officer
for simplicity), setting up the meeting, any discussions or advice sessions that take
place at the meeting, reminding borrowers of the MFI’s policies, and so on. This
costs each borrower and the loan officer an amount of time worth γ f irrespective
of the number of borrowers in the group. Secondly there is a variable cost that
depends on the number of borrowers at the meeting. This time cost is worth γv per
borrower in the meeting. This covers tasks that must be carried out once for each
borrower: collecting and recording repayments and attendance, reporting back on
productive activities, rounding up missing borrowers, and so on. As with the fixed
cost, each borrower and the loan officer incurs the variable cost. We assume that
for group loans, each borrower also has to incur the cost having to sit through the
one-to-one discussion between the loan officer and the other borrower, i.e., in a two
group setting, the total variable cost per borrower is 2γv whereas under individual
lending, it is γv.
Therefore, in a meeting with one borrower, the total cost incurred by the loan
officer is γ f + γv, and the total cost incurred by the borrower is the same, bringing
the aggregate total time cost of the meeting to 2γ f + 2γv. In a meeting with two
borrowers the loan officer incurs a cost of γ f + 2γv, and similarly for the borrowers.
Thus the aggregate cost in this case is 3γ f + 6γv. The lender’s cost of lending
per loan under ILI is ρ + γ f + γv. Under ILG it is ρ +
γ f
2 + γv. Therefore the
corresponding zero-profit interest rates are rˆILI ≡ ρ+γ f+γvpi and rˆILG ≡
ρ+
γ f
2 +γv
pi .
Accounting for these costs, per-period expected utility for borrowers under ILI
is R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv). Under ILG, the per-period utility is R¯− ρ− 32 (γ f + 2γv).15
Of course, the first thing to check is whether one lending method is less costly
than the other in the absence of any loan guarantee arrangement between borrowers.
This is covered by the following observation:
14This may not be too unrealistic. For example, the large Indian MFI, Bandhan, deliberately hires
loan officers from the communities that they lend to.
15We need to adapt Assumptions 5, 6 and 7 to reflect the additional costs. We assume Rm ≥
ρ+ 12 (γ f+2γv)
p2 , Rh ≥ 2
ρ+ 12 (γ f+2γv)
p2 , δp
2R¯−max
{
(1+ δp2)(γ f + γv),
(
1
2 + δp
2
)
(γ f + 2γv)
}
≥ ρ.
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Observation 5 Suppose S = 0. The lender uses ILG if and only if γv <
γ f
2 .
16
The intuition is straightforward. When γ fγv is large, i.e., fixed costs are important
relative variable costs (e.g., when a large part of repayment meetings is repetitious)
it is economical to hold group meetings. However, the more time is spent on indi-
vidual concerns, the more costly it is to the borrowers to have to attend repayment
meetings in groups because they have to sit through all the bilateral exchanges be-
tween another borrower and the loan officer. Microfinance loans are typically highly
standardized and so γ fγv will be relatively large, which is consistent with the common
usage of group lending methods in microfinance.
Now consider borrowers’ incentives to guarantee one another’s loans. First we
observe that for a given γv,γ f , half of the aggregate meeting cost per borrower
is borne by the lender under ILI, while only a third is borne by the lender under
ILG. The lender passes on all costs through the interest rate, so inspecting the value
functions suggests that it is innocuous upon whom the cost of meetings falls. In
fact this is not the case. Consider once again IJ IC2: r ≤ δS. The only benefit a
borrower receives from bailing out her partner is the avoidance of a social sanction,
while the cost depends on the interest payment she must make. Therefore a lending
arrangement in which the lender bears a greater share of the costs, and thus must
charge a higher interest rate, tightens IJ IC2. This gives us the next proposition,
which is straightforward:
Proposition 12 Borrowers are more likely to engage in IJ under group lending than indi-
vidual lending: SˆI JG < SˆI J I .17
The implication of this result is that there is a trade-off between minimizing total
meeting costs, and minimizing those costs borne by the lender. It may actually not
be optimal to minimize total costs as shown by the following corollary, the proof of
which is straightforward and given in the appendix. This arises from the fact that in
an environment where the borrowers’ participation constraints are not binding, the
lender does not put weight on the disutility costs of meetings (individual or group)
to the borrowers.
Corollary 1 Suppose S ∈ [SˆI JG, SˆI J I). Borrower welfare under ILG may be higher than
under ILI, even if γv >
γ f
2 .
We have now set the stage to analyze the interaction between meeting costs and
social capital.
16Proof: S = 0 implies IJ is not possible so pi = p under ILI and ILG. The result then follows from
comparison of per-period borrower welfare.
17Proof: Borrowers are willing to guarantee their partner’s repayments provided r ≤ δS. Plugging
in for the interest rates under ILG and ILI, we obtain SˆI JG = ρ+
1
2 (γ f+2γv)
δpi I J
<
ρ+γ f+γv
δpi I J
= SˆI J I .
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3.3 Social capital creation
In this section we show how group lending can actually generate social capital that
is then used to sustain IJ. This analysis is motivated by the findings of Feigenberg
et al. (2011). In their experiment, borrowers who were randomly assigned to higher
frequency repayment meetings went on to achieve higher repayment rates. The
authors attribute this to social capital being created by frequent meetings, social
capital which can then support mutual insurance.
We show two main results. Firstly, group lending may create social capital where
individual lending does not. The reason is simply that forcing the borrowers to
spend time together in group meetings gives them an added incentive to invest in
getting to know one another, as this makes the time spent in group meetings less
costly. The knock-on effect is then that individual liability in groups may outperform
individual liability with individual meetings because the groups are creating social
capital that is then being used to support IJ.
Secondly, we turn to a comparative static more closely related to the Feigenberg
et al. (2011) finding. Our simple framework does not easily allow us to model
varying meeting frequency, so instead we study the effect on social capital creation
of increasing the meeting costs (γ f or γv). We find that an increase in the amount
of time spent in group meetings can induce borrowers to switch to creating social
capital, and can in fact be welfare-increasing.
Suppose that initially borrowers do not have any social capital, because creating
social capital is too costly. For example, borrowers must invest time and effort
in getting to know and understand one another, extend trust that might not be
reciprocated, and so forth. Assume that social capital can take two values only, 0
and S > 0 and for a pair to generate social capital worth S in utility terms, each
must make a discrete non-monetary investment that costs them η. To make the
analysis interesting, we assume that in the absence of microfinance, they prefer not
to do so, namely, η > S.
Once we introduce group lending, social capital generates an indirect benefit,
by enabling the formation of a guarantee arrangement. This may or may not be
sufficient to induce them to make the investment - that would depend on how η− S
compares with the insurance gains from
.18
Suppose the lender offers ILI and S is sufficiently large to sustain IJ. If the bor-
rowers prefer to invest in social capital, each time their partner defaults they must
invest in social capital with their new partner. We obtain the following result:
Lemma 2 Borrowers will not invest in social capital under ILI if:
η − S > G1. (3.3)
18Note that each time a borrower’s partner defaults and is replaced, she must invest in social capital
with the new partner in order to continue with IJ.
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where
G1 ≡
ph(1− p)
[
δ
(
R¯− ρ
pi I J
)− 1+δpi I J
pi I J
(γ f + γv)
]
(1− δp)(1− δ(p +4(1− p))) .
The proof is given in the appendix. The greater the welfare gain from insurance,
the higher is G1 so the more likely the borrowers will invest in social capital. If (3.3)
holds, the only equilibrium under ILI is one in which the borrowers do not invest
in social capital, and therefore are not able to guarantee one another’s loans.
Now assume that under ILG, the per-meeting cost to borrowers is decreasing in
S. Attending group meetings is a chore unless the other group members are friends,
in which case it can be a social occasion. By forcing the borrowers to meet together,
the lender might give them an incentive to create social capital, benefiting them.
For simplicity, we assume that the cost to the borrowers of the time spent in
group meetings is (1− λ(S))(γ f + 2γv). In particular, λ(0) = 0 and λ(S) = λ > 0.
The larger is λ, the smaller the disutility of group meetings, and when λ > 1,
borrowers actually derive positive utility from group meetings that is increasing in
the length of the meeting. We can now check when social capital will be created in
groups.
Lemma 3 Borrowers invest in social capital under ILG if:
η − S ≤ G2. (3.4)
where
G2 ≡
ph(1− p)
[
δ
(
R¯− ρ
pi I J
)− 1+2δpi I J2pi I J (γ f + 2γv)]+ λ(1− δp)(γ f + 2γv)
(1− δp)(1− δ(p +4(1− p))) .
The proof is given in the appendix. The greater the welfare gain from insurance,
the higher is G2, but in addition, G2 is increasing in λ, which represents the reduc-
tion in the cost of attending group meetings when the borrowers have social capital.
The larger is G2, the more likely borrowers are to invest in social capital.
Lemmas 2 and 3 suggest that there may exist an interval, (G1, G2] for η − S over
which groups create social capital but individual borrowers do not. The condi-
tion for this to be the case is derived in the next proposition, which follows from
straightforward comparison of (3.3) and (3.4):
Proposition 13 If the following condition holds:
λ >
ph(1− p)(δpi I Jγv − γ f2 )
4pi I J(1− δp)(γ f + 2γv) (3.5)
then there exists a non-empty interval for η− S over which both (3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied.
If η − S lies in this interval, groups create social capital, and individual lending does not.
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This is a key result, as it shows that when creating social capital sufficiently
offsets the cost to borrowers of attending group meetings, borrowing groups may
create social capital and guarantee one another’s loans, while individual borrowers
may not do so. We can see that the threshold for λ in (3.5) is negative if γ f2 >
γv > δpi I Jγv and so the condition (3.5) is always satisfied if group lending has a
cost advantage to the lender. What can be checked is, even if this is not the case,
and δpi I Jγv − γ f2 > 0 the critical threshold for λ is always strictly less than 1 and
therefore, there always exists a λ high enough (but strictly less than 1) such that
the condition (3.5) would hold. However it does not yet establish that the use of
groups is necessarily welfare-improving. In other words, observing that groups are
bonding and creating social capital does not tell the observer that group lending is
the welfare-maximizing lending methodology. All it tells us is that investment is
preferred to no investment under ILG, and no investment is preferred to investment
under ILI. The welfare ranking of these two will depend on the meeting costs, η and
S. The following proposition addresses the welfare question.
Proposition 14 Suppose condition (3.5) is satisfied and η − S ∈ (G1, G2]. Borrower wel-
fare under ILG is higher than that under ILI if:
η − S ≤ G3 (3.6)
where
G3 ≡
δph(1− p) (R¯− ρ) + 2(1− δpi I J)(γ f + γv)− 12 (1− δp)(γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ)
(1− δp)(1− δ(p +4(1− p))) .
The proof is given in the appendix. G3 is higher the larger is the meeting cost
under ILI relative to under ILG. It is also increasing in λ, representing the reduction
in the cost of attending group meetings when the borrowers have social capital.
Note that (3.6) is always satisfied for sufficiently large λ.
The expressions G1, G2 and G3 are somewhat unwieldy. The following propo-
sition establishes a sufficient condition under which G1 < G2 < G3, i.e. there is
guaranteed to exist an interval for η − S over which groups invest in social capital
and individuals do not, and over which borrower welfare is higher under group
than individual lending:
Proposition 15 Suppose total meeting costs per borrower are weakly lower under ILG than
ILI, i.e. γv ≤ γ f2 . Then G1 < G2 < G3, i.e.:
1. There always exists an interval for η − S over which groups create social capital and
individuals do not.
2. Borrower welfare is weakly higher under ILG than ILI for all values of η − S.
The proof is given in the appendix. The condition γv ≤ γ f2 implies that ILG has
a (weak) cost advantage over ILI, as was discussed in Observation 5. In addition,
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when G1 < η− S ≤ G2, groups invest in social capital while individuals do not, and
this gives ILG a further advantage.
3.3.1 Meeting frequency and social capital creation
Now we take this basic framework and carry out one particular comparative-static
exercise, motivated by the findings of Feigenberg et al. (2011). They find that groups
that were randomly assigned to meet more frequently have better long-run repay-
ment performance, which they attribute to higher social capital and informal in-
surance within the group. It is not possible to model repayment frequency in our
simple setup, but nevertheless our model is able to capture some of this intuition.
We model an increase in meeting frequency as an increase in meeting costs, rep-
resented by an increase in either γ f or γv. The more time spent in group meetings,
the greater the benefit from social interaction within those meetings, captured by λ.
Intuitively, it may not be too costly to attend meetings once a month with a stranger,
but the more frequent those meetings are, the greater the incentive the borrowers
have to build social capital.
However, more frequent meetings require more of the loan officer’s time as well,
leading to higher lending costs and a higher interest rate. This reduces the bor-
rowers’ incentive to invest in S, since the higher meeting costs reduce the value of
maintaining access to credit.
The net effect on borrowers willingness to invest in S is positive if λ is sufficiently
large, as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 16 Increases in γ f or γv make borrowers under group lending more willing to
invest in social capital if and only if the following condition holds:
λ >
ph(1− p)(1+ 2δpi I J)
2pi I J(1− δp) . (3.7)
The proof is immediate from inspection of (3.4). This proposition implies an
interesting corollary: an increase in meeting costs can actually be welfare-improving,
by inducing borrowers to invest in social capital and thus engage in implicit joint
liability.
Corollary 2 Suppose (3.7) holds. Then there exists a threshold at which increases in the
costs γ f or γv cause group borrowers to switch to creating social capital, and this is welfare-
improving.
The proof is given in the appendix. The reason for this result is that in the neigh-
borhood of (3.4) binding, the no-investment equilibrium is inefficient. A marginal
increase in the meeting cost can be enough to give the borrowers sufficient incentive
to switch to the investment equilibrium, generating a strict welfare increase.
It is worth explaining here why it is that there may not be an investment equilib-
rium even when utility is strictly higher under the investment than the no-investment
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equilibrium. In fact the reasoning is straightforward: the welfare cost of switching
from investment to no-investment may be high. This is because of two things: the
repayment rate is lower in the no-investment equilibrium, and the interest rate is
higher. However, a borrower considering whether to deviate under the investment
equilibrium does not consider the effect on the interest rate, since this only changes
in equilibrium. Hence the cost of deviating from a hypothetical investment equilib-
rium is lower than the cost of switching from investment to no-investment.
Proposition 13 derives a condition on λ under which groups are better able to
create social capital than individual borrowers. Proposition 16 simply focuses on
group lending and asks when higher meeting costs actually lead to more social
capital creation. As meeting costs increase, two things occur. Firstly, the lender
must charge a higher interest rate, which reduces borrower welfare and tightens IJ
IC2. Secondly, the cost to borrowers of being in a group with a stranger increase:
by creating social capital the cost to borrowers of time spent in meetings decreases
by λ(γ f + 2γv). If λ is sufficiently large, the second effect dominates and higher
meeting costs increase the borrowers’ incentive to invest in S.
Feigenberg et al. (2011) show that the improvement in repayment performance
associated with higher meeting frequency approximately offset the increase in the
lender’s cost. This implies that among contracts with group meetings the total
surplus was increasing in meeting frequency in their experiment. In our model, all
surplus accrues to the borrower, so condition (3.7) is necessary for there to exist a
region over which total surplus is increasing in the meeting frequency.
If the lender holds the interest rate fixed, as in Feigenberg et al. (2011), borrowers
will be more willing to create social capital for a given increase in the meeting
frequency (the extra cost is not passed on through a higher interest rate). However,
a parallel condition must then hold for the increase in repayment frequency to offset
the lender’s costs.
3.4 Simulation
In this section, we simulate a simple extension of the model calibrated to empiri-
cally estimated parameters. This enables us to illustrate the costs and benefits of
explicit joint liability and explore under which environments it will be dominated
by individual liability lending that induces implicit joint liability.
We find that in low social capital environments, EJ does quite well compared
to IJ. For example, when the standard deviation of project returns of 0.5, for social
capital worth 10% of the loan size, the welfare attainable under IJ is 32.4% lower
compared to the welfare under EJ. However, with social capital worth 50% of the
loan size, the welfare attainable under EJ is 5% lower to the one attainable under IJ.
We find that for social capital worth around 25% of the loan size, EJ and IJ perform
approximately equally well in terms of borrower welfare. For lower values of S,
EJ dominates, and for higher values of S, IJ dominates. This analysis thus gives
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us insights into the extent of the perverse effect of JL. With high S under IJ, the
borrowers now have enough social capital to help one another when they can afford
to do so, but are not penalized in states of the world where only some of the group
can repay. We also find that the interest rate, repayment rate and borrower welfare
are highly insensitive to social capital under EJ, whereas IJ is highly sensitive to
social capital, since the only sanction available is coming through the social capital.
For example, when the standard deviation of project returns is 0.5, the EJ net interest
rate is 11.3%, while the IJ net interest rate ranges between 10.4% and 21.4% for levels
of S valued at 10% to 50% of the loan size respectively. The difference in the interest
rate translates correspondingly into borrower welfare. If borrowers share social
capital worth 10% of the loan size, the attainable IJ welfare is V I J = 2.29, which is
35.9% lower compared to the IJ welfare of V I J = 3.57 attained by borrowers who
share social capital worth 50% of the loan size. We also find that these welfare
and interest rate differentials between low and high levels of social capital S are
increasing in the variance of project returns.
From theory we know the basic trade off between EJ, Il and IJ and how that
changes with social capital. What this analysis adds is to give a quantitative magni-
tude to the relevant thresholds and also suggests some policy implications. In low
social capital environments, despite its well known costs (Besley and Coate (1995))
EJ is an effective device to induce repayment incentives and moreover, if the extent
of social capital is not known ex ante it is a robust instrument. It also suggests a high
payoff from encouraging investing in social capital given the welfare implications of
higher S on borrower welfare in IJ.
3.4.1 Approach
We approach the simulations in a very similar way to de Quidt et al. (2012). Firstly,
while it is theoretically convenient to model groups of size two, these require empir-
ically implausibly high returns to investment for the borrowers to be able to repay
on one another’s behalf, so instead we extend the model to groups of size 5, the
group size originally used by Grameen Bank and others. For simplicity, we carry
over our concept of social capital unaltered to the larger groups. Previously a bor-
rower who did not help her partner when the repayment rule stipulated she should
was sanctioned by her partner. Now we simply assume she is sanctioned by the
whole group, losing social capital worth S.
We express all units in multiples of the loan size and a loan term of 12 months.
For example, if S = 0.15 this means the borrowers have social capital worth 15%
of the loan size. We obtain our parameter values from the estimates in de Quidt
et al. (2012). R¯, the expected return to borrowers’ investments, is set to 1.6, i.e. a
60% annual return, based on De Mel et al. (2008)’s preferred estimates of the rate of
return to capital among microenterprises in Sri Lanka. The lender’s cost of capital,
ρ, is set to 1.098, which was estimated using lender cost data from the MixMarket
database of financial information from MFIs around the world. Lastly, we set δ
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equal to 0.864. This is the midpoint between the value implied by the return on US
treasury bills and a lower bound implied by the model in de Quidt et al. (2012).
The two key ingredients that drive the trade-off between explicit and implicit
joint liability are the level of social capital and the shape of the borrowers’ return
distribution function. We do not have data on social capital, so instead we estimate
the equilibrium interest rate, repayment rate and welfare for a range of values for S.
This enables us to say, for example, how much social capital is required for implicit
and joint liability to perform as well or better than explicit joint liability.
It is more difficult to explore how the shape of the returns distribution affects the
trade-off between EJ and IJ. In the theoretical analysis it was convenient to illustrate
the key intuition using a simple categorical distribution with three output values
and associated discrete probabilities. With larger groups, this distribution function
is less useful. It no longer gives a simple and intuitive set of states of the world
in which EJ does and does not perform well (with a group of size n, there are 3n
possible states of the world). More problematic is that the distribution has four
parameters (pm, Rm, ph, Rh), only one of which can be tied down by our calibrated
value of R¯. As a result, it is very difficult to perform meaningful comparative statics
- there are too many degrees of freedom.19
Therefore, for the main simulations we use the most obvious two-parameter
distribution function, the Normal distribution.20 Fixing the mean at R¯, we can vary
the shape of the distribution by changing the standard deviation. The range for
σ was chosen to obtain the highest and lowest possible repayment rates at which
the lender is able to break even. For the benchmark simulations, we assume the
borrowers’ returns are uncorrelated, but we also allow for positive and negative
correlations in an extension.
To simulate the model, for each contract we work out a welfare-maximizing re-
payment rule for the borrowing group, i.e. one that maximizes the repayment rate,
subject to the borrowers’ incentive constraints. Solving analytically for the equi-
librium repayment probability (which then gives us the interest rate and borrower
welfare) is complex, so instead we simulate a large number of hypothetical borrow-
ing groups and use these to compute the equilibrium repayment probability. We
describe the simulation approach in detail in appendix 3.B.
3.4.2 Results
The main results for uncorrelated borrower incomes are presented in Figure 3.1. The
standard deviation σ of individual borrower returns is varied on the horizontal axis
of each figure.
For the distribution and parameter values used, it turns out that individual lia-
19We perform one exercise in the appendix, where we vary ph− pm while holding p, Rh, Rm constant.
The confound here is that the mean return also varies as we vary ph and pm.
20One complication arises, namely the possibility of negative income realizations. For simplicity, we
allow these to occur, but we assume that only borrowers with positive incomes can assist others with
repayment.
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Figure 3.1: Simulation results for uncorrelated borrower returns. Explicit joint lia-
bility results are in the left column and implicit joint liability in the right column.
Each figure plots the relevant object (repayment rate, interest rate and borrower wel-
fare) for three levels of social capital, S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. The standard deviation of the
individual borrower’s income is varied on the horizontal axis of each figure.
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bility is in fact marginally loss-making for all σ, so we just present results for implicit
joint liability and explicit joint liability for values S ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}.
The figures show that increasing the variance of returns is bad for repayment
and thus welfare under both contracts. This is unsurprising: higher variance income
processes are more difficult to insure (the required transfers between members tend
to be larger), so states in which members cannot or will not help one another out
become more common. Increasing S partially mitigates this effect since it increases
the size of incentive-compatible transfers between borrowers.
Our simulated repayment rates vary between around 85% to close to 100% as
the variance of borrower income decreases. These high repayment rates follow from
the fact that the calibrated mean return R¯ is higher than the lender’s cost of funds,
ρ, so perfect repayment is attainable for sufficiently low variance. However, these
values are fairly typical for microfinance repayment rates. For example, in de Quidt
et al. (2012) we conservatively estimate a repayment rate in the MIX Market dataset
of around 0.92. Using the simulated repayment rate, we can obtain the zero-profit
interest rate and borrower welfare. The net interest rate varies between 10% and
30% per year (again, these are not unreasonable values for the microfinance context),
while borrower welfare varies between around 1.8 and 3.7 multiples of the loan size.
One of the most striking lessons we learn from the graphs is that the interest
rate, repayment rate and borrower welfare are highly insensitive to social capital
under explicit joint liability. The reason is that social capital is only shifting the
borrowers from default to repayment in states of the world where they can afford
to help one another and where the joint liability penalty is not already sufficient.
The probability that such a state occurs is lower, the bigger the sample of borrowers.
Meanwhile, implicit joint liability is highly sensitive to social capital, since the only
sanction available is coming through the social capital. For example, at σ = 0.5, the
IJ repayment rate is 91% for S = 0.1, 98% for S = 0.25, and close to 100% for S = 0.5,
while the EJ repayment rate is fixed at 98% throughout.21
In order to more easily compare EJ and IJ, in Figure 3.2 we overlay the welfare
curves for EJ and IJ. The simulation exercise emphasizes much of the core intuition
from the model. When S is low, explicit joint liability tends to dominate since the
joint liability clause gives the borrowers an additional incentive to help one another.
When S is high, implicit joint liability dominates, due to the perverse effect of JL -
the borrowers now have enough social capital to help one another when they can
afford to do so, but are not penalized in states of the world where only some of the
group can repay.
To give a numerical example of the magnitudes of the welfare gains from EJ and
IJ as a function of S, consider the case of a standard deviation of project returns
of 0.5. Here for social capital worth 10% of the loan size for example, the welfare
21Note that in de Quidt et al. (2012) we find that the interest rate and borrower welfare are sensitive
to social capital when the lender is a monopolist, since higher social capital relaxes IC2, and therefore
enables the lender to increase the interest rate. The non-profit lender, as modeled in this paper, does
not do this.
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attainable under IJ, V I J = 2.29 is 32.4% lower compared to the welfare under EJ
VEJ = 3.39. This highlights the clear welfare gains that are possible under EJ in
environments with low S. These gains disappear however for higher levels of S.
With social capital worth 50% of the loan size, the welfare attainable under EJ VEJ =
3.39 is in fact 5 % lower to the one attainable under EJ V I J = 3.56. The higher levels
of social capital make it incentive compatible to help each other out, when they are
able to, while not being punished when not the whole group is able to repay.
The graph also highlights that the EJ and IJ contracts are almost completely
overlapping for intermediate values of S = 0.3 of the loan size, suggesting that in
environments with intermediate levels of social capital both contracts can perform
equally well.
Figure 3.2: Simulation results for uncorrelated borrower returns. Explicit joint lia-
bility results are in red and implicit joint liability in blue. The figure plots borrower
welfare for three levels of social capital, S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. The standard deviation of
the individual borrower’s income is varied on the horizontal axis.
While these results illustrate the problems with strict EJ,22 we also interpret them
as showing why EJ should not be prematurely dismissed as an important contrac-
tual tool (as also recently argued by Banerjee (2012)). Many of the candidates for
alternative mechanisms discussed in the literature are complex and potentially dif-
ficult to implement, so we have focused on two extremely simple mechanisms that
we feel are empirically relevant. What we find is that implicit joint liability can
perform very well, provided borrowers have enough social capital: borrowers have
to be willing to impose sanctions on one another worth at least 25% of their loan
size. Meanwhile EJ functions well in our simulations even for low levels of social
capital. This illustrates how important the lending environment, and in particular
borrowers’ social ties are for determining the preferred contract in our framework.
22Problems that have also received attention in Besley and Coate (1995), Rai and Sjöström (2004),
Bhole and Ogden (2010), Rai and Sjöström (2010) and Allen (2012).
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3.4.3 Correlated returns
As an extension, we now present simulation results when borrowers’ returns are
correlated. A number of recent papers have analyzed how correlated returns af-
fect repayment behavior under joint liability lending.23. As a simple extension,
we consider how our EJ and IJ borrowers are affected by introducing positively
or negatively correlated returns into the model. We simulate the borrowing group’s
per-period income vector [Y1, ..., Yn] as a multivariate Normal distribution. We fix
the standard deviation at 0.5, the midpoint of the range considered in the previous
section, and vary the pairwise correlation between group members from −0.25 to
0.45.24 We graph the results in Figure 3.4.25
The main conclusion from this analysis is that for a given level of social capital,
EJ is sufficiently more sensitive to the strength of correlation between borrower in-
comes. EJ requires all loans to be repaid. When borrower incomes are only weakly
correlated, there will typically only be a small number of failures in a group, which
are relatively easy for the other members to assist with. With a strongly positive
correlation this is no longer the case, it becomes more common to have large num-
bers of failures. In this environment IJ is an advantage because the borrowers are
not penalized when their partners default. This becomes evident when comparing
the gradient of the IJ curves relative to the EJ curves as the correlation increases.
3.5 Conclusion
Anecdotal evidence suggests that there has been a move away from explicit joint
liability towards individual liability by some prominent institutions. Most of these
institutions have retained the use of groups to facilitate credit disbursal. The key
question now is whether groups do more than just facilitate the lender’s operations.
The interest in this question has been strengthened by two recent field experiments
by Giné and Karlan (2011) and Feigenberg et al. (2011).
The first of these, Giné and Karlan (2011), found that removing the joint liability
clause, but retaining the group meetings, of a random subset of borrowing groups
of Green Bank in the Philippines had no meaningful effect on repayment rates,
although borrowers with weak social ties to other borrowers were more likely to
drop out.
In this paper we have shown that this outcome may result when the newly
individually liable groups have sufficient social capital to continue to guarantee one
another’s repayments, as under EJ, which we call implicit joint liability (IJ). We show
23For example, Laffont (2003), Ahlin and Townsend (2007) and Allen (2012)
24For correlation smaller than −0.25 we essentially have 100% repayment everywhere, and for
greater than 0.45 there is typically no lending equilibrium.
25Note that the graphs are less smooth than those in Figure 3.1. This is because for the benchmark
simulations we are able to reuse the same underlying random draws for each set of output realizations,
simply by rescaling as the standard deviation changes. This is not possible when considering variously
correlated returns, so we need to generate a new sample of borrower output realizations for each value
of the correlation coefficient, and this naturally introduces some extra noise.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results for correlated borrower returns. Explicit joint liability
results are in red and implicit joint liability in blue. The figure plots borrower
welfare for three levels of social capital, S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. The correlation between
pairs of borrower’s returns is varied on the horizontal axis.
that this may even lead to higher repayment rates and borrower welfare. However
this first result does not depend upon the use of groups, provided borrowers are
able to side contract on loan repayments outside of repayment meetings.
We next show that when individual and group repayment meetings are costly,
mutual insurance or IJ are easier to sustain under group lending, because IJ depends
crucially on the interest rate, which in turn depends on the share of total meeting
costs borne by the lender. Group meeting reduces the lender’s share of meeting
costs, enhancing the advantages of IJ.
The second experimental paper highlighting the role of groups is Feigenberg
et al. (2011). They find that varying meeting frequency for a subset of individually
liable borrowing groups seemed to have persistent positive effects on repayment
rates. They suggest that this is due to improved informal insurance among these
groups due to higher social capital.
We analyze situations under which microcredit might induce borrowers to create
social capital, which in turn enables them to sustain IJ. We derive conditions under
which group lending is more likely than individual lending to create social capital,
and show when this is indeed welfare increasing. Finally, relating to one of the
key findings of Feigenberg et al. (2011), we derive conditions under which more
frequent meetings, modeled here as an increase in the amount of time borrowers and
loan officers must spend in loan repayment meetings, increases borrowers’ incentive
to invest in social capital. This provides a theoretical foundation for Feigenberg
et al. (2011)’s observation. We also carry out a simulation exercises to assess the
quantitative magnitudes of the effects of alternative forms of lending, as well as
some of the relevant thresholds of social capital.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results for uncorrelated borrower returns. Explicit joint liabil-
ity results are in the left column and implicit joint liability in the right column. Each
figure plots the relevant object (repayment rate, interest rate and borrower welfare)
for three levels of social capital, S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. The correlation between pairs of
borrower’s returns is varied on the horizontal axis of each figure.
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3.A Mathematical appendix
Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. Comparing the expressions for SˆEJA and Sˆ
I J
A , it is immediate that Sˆ
EJ
A < Sˆ
I J
A
since piEJA = pi
I J
A and δpi
EJ
A R¯− ρ > 0 by Assumption 7.
Now consider Case B. It is obvious that if SˆEJ = 0, SˆI J > SˆEJ , since SˆI J > 0.
Suppose therefore that SˆEJ > 0. It is straightforward to check that Assumptions 5,
6 and 7 imply that δp ≥ 12 . Given this, and ph ≥ pm, it follows that pi I J ≥ p ≥ 12 and
piEJ ≥ p ≥ 12 . Also using the fact that piEJB can be written as p2 + 2ph(1− p). We
have:
SˆI J − SˆEJ = δpi
EJ
B R¯− ρ
δpiEJB (1− δpiEJB )
+
ρ
δpi I JB
− ρ
δpiEJB
=
pi I JB (δpi
EJ
B R¯− ρ)− pm(1− p)(1− δpiEJB )ρ
δpi I JB pi
EJ
B (1− δpiEJB )
≥ (δpi
EJ
B R¯− ρ)− pm(1− p)ρ
2δpi I JB pi
EJ
B (1− δpiEJB )
=
δp2R¯− ρ+ ph(1− p)(2δR¯− ρ) + (ph − pm)(1− p)ρ
2δpi I JB pi
EJ
B (1− δpiEJB )
> 0
which follows from 2δR¯− ρ > 0 by Assumption 7.
Proof of Proposition 11
To compare IL and EJ, we consider first Case A, then Case B with ph > pm, and
lastly Case B with ph ≤ pm.
In Case A, borrower repayment guarantees under IL offer no advantage over EJ,
so provided S ≥ SˆEJA , EJ is the borrower welfare-maximizing contract (with indiffer-
ence for S ≥ SˆI J). For S < SˆEJA , borrower will not mutually guarantee under EJ and
also default unless their partner is successful, so IL is preferred to EJ:
VEJA (S)−V ILA (S) =

− δp(1−p)(R¯−ρ)
(1−δp)(1−δp2) S < Sˆ
EJ
A
δp(1−p)(R¯−ρ)
(1−δp)(1−δp(2−p)) S ∈ [SˆEJA , SˆI JA )
0 S ≥ SˆI JA
In Case B, with ph > pm, EJ dominates IL when borrowers guarantee one another
under EJ but not under IL, for S ∈ [SˆEJB , SˆI JB ), so EJ is preferred in this region.
However, once IJ is possible, for S ≥ SˆI JB , it dominates EJ. This is because borrower
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1 repays her own loan in state (Rm, 0), while she would default under EJ. We have:
VEJB (S)−V ILB (S) =

− δp(1−p)(R¯−ρ)
(1−δp)(1−δp2) S < Sˆ
EJ
B
δ4(1−p)(R¯−ρ)
(1−δp)(1−δ(p+4(1−p))) S ∈ [SˆEJB , SˆI JB )
− δpm(1−p)(R¯−ρ)
(1−δ(p+ph(1−p)))(1−δ(p+4(1−p))) S ≥ Sˆ
I J
B
Lastly, in Case B with ph ≤ pm, EJ is always dominated by IL. This is because un-
der EJ the highest possible repayment probability is p +4(1− p), which is weakly
smaller than p, the lowest possible repayment probability under IL. Therefore we
do not need to know the ordering of SˆEJB and Sˆ
I J
B for this case - EJ will never be used.
Proof of Corollary 1
Suppose total meeting costs are higher under ILG: 32 (γ f + 2γv) > 2(γ f + γv) or
2γv > γ f . Suppose also that S ∈ [SˆI JG, SˆI J I). Then group lending sustains IJ but
individual lending does not. Welfare is higher under group lending if:
R¯− ρ− 32 (γ f + 2γv)
1− δ(p + ph(1− p)) >
R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv)
1− δp
Taking the limit as γ f → 2γv, it is clear that this condition holds strictly, while
SˆI JG > SˆI J I continues to hold, thus the corollary follows for a non-trivial interval of
costs by a standard open set argument.
Proof of Lemma 2
First, note that ∂
2V
∂r∂pi < 0. Therefore, the benefit of increasing pi is higher when
interest rates are low.
We want to find conditions under which ILI borrowers will not invest in social
capital in equilibrium. To show this, we hypothesize a (low interest rate) equilibrium
in which ILI borrowers do invest, and show that there exists a profitable deviation.
Then, we know that in a (high interest rate) equilibrium in which borrowers do not
invest, they will not wish to deviate to investing; this follows from ∂
2V
∂r∂pi < 0 as noted
above.
Consider then a hypothetical equilibrium in which the borrowers do invest in
social capital and repay with probability pi I J ≡ p + ph(1− p). They are charged
rˆ = ρ+γ f+γv
pi I J
.
At the beginning of the first period, the borrower and her partner pay cost η and
create social capital. Then, each period with probability p +4(1− p), both loans
are repaid and both contracts renewed. With probability pm(1− p), only borrower
i’s loan is repaid. As a result, at the beginning of the next period, she must again
pay cost η to create social capital with her new partner.26
26Since no social capital is destroyed on the equilibrium path, the S created with the original partner
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Consider an ILI borrower in the first period, or one whose partner has just de-
faulted. We know that IC1 is satisfied, since by repaying her loan she can guarantee
herself at least δ(R¯ − (γ f + γv)) − ρ+γ f+γvpi I J if she agrees with the new partner to
simply take a loan and default immediately. This expression is positive by the mod-
ified Assumption 3 in footnote 15. Then we note that if it is an equilibrium for the
borrower to invest in social capital, it must be that she does even better than this,
and therefore IC1 must hold.
As we are considering an equilibrium in which she invests in social capital, we
use an “IJI” superscript to denote the fact that IJ is taking place. If she invests in
social capital with the new partner, she earns utility U, defined as follows:
U I J I1 = S− η +W I J I1
where
W I J I1 =
(
R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv)
)
+ δ(p +4(1− p))W I J I1 + δpm(1− p)U I J I1 .
The first term in W is the per-period utility under ILI. The second term represents
the continuation payoff when both borrowers repay and have their contracts re-
newed. This occurs with probability p +4(1− p). In this case she earns W I J I1 next
period. The third term represents the continuation payoff if she repays but her part-
ner defaults, which occurs with probability pm(1− p). In this case she matches with
a new partner and therefore earns U I J I1 next period.
Substituting for W, we can write U as:
U I J I1 = S− η +
(
R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv)
)
+ δpm(1− p)(S− η)
1− δpi I J
=
(
R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv)
)
+ (1− δ(p +4(1− p)))(S− η)
1− δpi I J .
Now we check for a one-shot deviation. In this context, a deviation is to defer
investing in social capital by one period, i.e. to undergo one period without social
capital (and therefore with repayment probability p), then invest in social capital
next period. She prefers to deviate if:
U I J I1 <
(
R¯− pρ+ γ f + γv
pi I J
− (γ f + γv)
)
+ δpU I J I1 . (3.8)
The first term on the right hand side represents the per-period utility of a borrower
under ILI without social capital, paying an interest rate of rˆ = ρ+γ f+γv
pi I J
(intuitively,
since the lender does not know she has deviated, the interest rate is not adjusted).
With probability p her loan is repaid, and in the next period she invests in S, thus
receiving continuation value U I J I1 . Substituting for U
I J I
1 and rearranging yields con-
dition (3.3).
is not lost but cannot be leveraged in the credit contract.
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Proof of Lemma 3
Hypothesize an equilibrium in which borrowers invest in social capital. We know
that IC1 is satisfied, since by repaying her loan she can guarantee herself at least
δ(R¯− (γ f + 2γv))− ρ+
1
2 (γ f+2γv)
pi I J
if she agrees with the new partner to simply take a
loan and default immediately. This expression is positive by the modified Assump-
tion 3 in footnote 15.
We need to check that no borrower prefers to deviate by deferring their invest-
ment by one period, exactly as in Lemma 2. We define the value functions analo-
gously to those in the proof of Lemma 2:
U I JG1 = S− η +W I JG1
W I JG1 =
(
R¯− ρ− 1
2
(γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ)
)
+ δ(p +4(1− p))W I JG1 + δpm(1− p)U I JG1 .
Where the possession of social capital reduces the borrowers’ cost of group meetings
by λ(γ f + 2γv). The appropriate substitutions yield:
U I JG1 =
R¯− ρ− 12 (γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ) + (1− δ(p +4(1− p)))(S− η)
1− δpi I J .
There will be no deviation if U I JG1 ≥
(
R¯− p ρ+ 12 (γ f+2γv)
pi I J
− (γ f + 2γv)
)
+ δpU I JG1 .
Simplifying yields condition (3.4).
Proof of Proposition 14
Total borrower welfare under ILI (where borrowers do not invest in social capital)
is:
V ILI = R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv) + δpV ILI
=
R¯− ρ− 2(γ f + γv)
1− δp
and when groups are used (and the borrowers do invest in social capital) it is:
U I JG1 =
R¯− ρ− 12 (γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ) + (1− δ(p +4(1− p)))(S− η)
1− δpi I J .
as was derived in the proof of Lemma 3. The result then follows from comparison
of these value functions.
Proof of Proposition 15
First, observe that if γv ≤ γ f2 , condition (3.5) is satisfied for all λ ≥ 0, hence G1 < G2.
From the proof of Lemma 3, η− S ≤ G2 if and only if U I JG1 ≥
R¯−p ρ+
1
2 (γ f +2γv)
pi I J
−(γ f+2γv)
1−δp .
Call the RHS of this condition B. From the proof of Proposition 14, η − S < G3 if
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and only if U I JG1 > V
ILI . Finally, note that B−V ILI = ph(1−p)(ρ+γ f )+p
( γ f
2 −γv
)
pi(1−δp) , which
is strictly positive if γv <
γ f
2 . Thus, η − S ≤ G2 implies η − S < G3, or G2 < G3.
Claim 1 follows immediately from G1 < G2 < G3. Claim 2, that borrower welfare
is always higher under ILG, can be broken into three parts. Firstly, if η − S ≤ G1,
both groups and individuals invest in social capital. Then, the cost advantage of
ILG (γv ≤ γ f2 ) implies that welfare is higher under ILG. Secondly, if η − S > G2,
neither groups nor individuals invest in S, and again the cost advantage leads to
ILG dominating. Lastly, if G1 < η − S ≤ G2, groups invest and individuals do not,
and thus ILG dominates by Proposition 14.
Proof of Corollary 2
Suppose condition (3.4) binds, such that a small decrease in γ f causes borrowers to
stop investing in social capital. We want to show that this leads to a discontinuous
decrease in welfare.
Before the change, welfare is:
U I JG1 =
R¯− ρ− 12 (γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ) + (1− δ(p +4(1− p)))(S− η)
1− δpi I J .
after the change (in the limit as the increase in γ f approaches zero), it is:
V ILG =
R¯− ρ− 32 (γ f + 2γv)
1− δp
since the borrowers can no longer sustain IJ, so the new equilibrium is one in which
they repay with probability p and the interest rate is ρ+
1
2 (γ f+2γv)
p . From condition
(3.4) binding we know that:
η − S =
ph(1− p)
[
δ
(
R¯− ρ
pi I J
)− 1+2δpi I J2pi I J (γ f + 2γv)]+ λ(1− δp)(γ f + 2γv)
(1− δp)(1− δ(p +4(1− p))) . (3.9)
For U I JG1 to be strictly larger than V
ILG we require:
R¯− ρ− 12 (γ f + 2γv)(3− 2λ) + (1− δ(p +4(1− p)))(S− η)
1− δpi I J >
R¯− ρ− 32 (γ f + 2γv)
1− δp
which reduces to
δph(1− p)
(
R¯− ρ− 32 (γ f + 2γv)
)
+ λ(1− δp)(γ f + 2γv)
(1− δp)(1− δ(p +4(1− p))) > η − S.
Substituting for η − S from (3.9) and simplifying, we obtain:
2δρ(1− pi I J) + (1− δpi I J)(γ f + 2γv) > 0
which is satisfied.
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More generally, this demonstrates that the no-investment equilibrium is ineffi-
cient in the neighborhood of η − S = G2. A marginal increase in the meeting cost
that gives the borrowers greater incentive to invest in social capital can lead to a
strict increase in borrower welfare.
3.B Simulation approach
This Appendix outlines the algorithm used to simulate the core model. The sim-
ulation was implemented in R. The intuition of the simulation procedure is very
straightforward. We use a random sample of N groups with n members each. A
group merely constitutes a vector of income realizations. These incomes are drawn
from some distribution function F. We assume that F is a Normal distribution with
µ = R¯ = 1.6, however we allow the standard deviation σ to vary.
Given these income realizations, we compute the repayment rate that would
arise under each contract for a given interest rate r. This process gives us a repay-
ment probability function pi(r) under either contract.
Given this repayment probability function, we can then compute the break-even
repayment rate and thus the break-even interest rate under each contract, along
with borrower welfare. This then allows us to make comparisons between the two
contractual forms.
We now describe in detail how the group-level repayment rate is computed, as
this is different under each contract type due to the different incentive constraints.
We denote an income realization of a group i with n borrowers is represented by
an n-vector, Yi = (y1, ..., yn), where yj is group member j’s income draw.
We want to find a repayment rule analogous to the one outlined in the theory
that allows for larger groups and the continuous output distribution. The most
obvious way to do this is to construct for each Yi a “group bailout fund” that can
be used for transfers between group members to assist with repayments. Since the
incentive constraints differ between EJ and IJ, the construction of the group fund
also differs and is described below.
Group Lending without Joint Liability
The relevant incentive constraint under group lending without joint liability implies
that the maximum amount a group member j is willing to contribute to the group
fund is cij = max(yij, δS). All the transfers are put into a common pool Cj. This
pool is then used to ensure the maximum possible number of repayments. The
borrowers are sorted in ascending order of the amount of transfer they require to
repay their own loan. and transfers made from the fund until it is exhausted.27. If m
27This in fact implies that in some cases the worse off borrowers will be bailing out the better off
borrowers. In particular, it may be that an unlucky borrower gives her whole income to a partner to
repay their loan, but defaults on her own loan. This is because the worse off borrowers require a larger
transfer, which is thus less likely to be incentive compatible. This mechanism achieves the maximum
possible repayment rate and therefore maximizes ex-ante expected utility.
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group members repay, then we obtain a group level repayment rate pii = mn . As this
procedure is repeated for a sample of N groups, we can then estimate the overall
repayment probability as the simple average.
The procedure in pseudo-code:
Group Lending without JL
1. Generate a N × n matrix of income realizations from F.
2. For each possible value of the interest rate r:
(a) For each Yi: compute the maximum level of contributions that each group
member is willing to make to the common pool as cij = max(yij, δS). This
pot amounts to Cij = ∑n cij
(b) Compute the redistributions required by members to ensure repayment
as tij = max(0, r− yij − cij).
(c) Order the required transfer in ascending order and redistribute the pot
Cij until it is exhausted.
(d) Compute the group level repayment rate pii(r).
3. Given all the pii, compute pi(r) = ∑i
pii
N .
Group Lending with Joint Liability
The simulation of this contract is more involved, since the relevant incentive con-
straint is cij ≤ δ(V + S). This implies that in order to construct the repayment rate
pi, a number for the continuation value V is needed. V however, is itself a function
of pi.
The method proceeds as follows, for each possible value of r. First, we construct
a set of possible candidates for pi(r), denoted p˜i 28, we calculate the associated V(p˜i).
Given these candidate V˜’s, the group fund Cij is computed as follows. Each member
is willing to contribute at most cij = max(yij, δ(V˜ + S)) toward repayment of the
group’s loan obligations. Explicit joint liability implies that the group will only
repay when Cj = ∑n cij ≥ nr. Thus a group’s repayment rate is pii = I [Cj ≥ nr] ∈
{0, 1}. Taking the average we obtain the simulated repayment rate given pˆi(V(p˜i)).
In other words, taking as given a value for V(p˜i), the implied repayment rate pˆi
is computed. Then, the true pi (and thus the true V) is found by solving for the
fixed point pi = pˆi(V(pˆi)). By iterating over r, we obtain the schedule pi(r) and the
associated V(pi(r)).
The procedure in pseudo code:
This does not imply that a borrower with yj > r would ever default (i.e. be forced to choose between
losing δV and δS. The reason is that all borrowers "above" her in the bail out chain also have y > r, so
are making net positive contributions to the fund, which therefore has a positive "balance" when her
turn comes
28These candidate pi’s exploit the monotonicity of the pi(r) schedule. The upper bound is given by
the previous iteration for a higher r, while the lower bound is globally defined as ρ
(δR¯)
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Group Lending with JL
1. Generate a N × n matrix of income realizations from F.
2. For each interest rate r:
(a) Construct a set of candidates for p˜i(r).
(b) For each p˜i(r):
• For each Yi: compute the maximum level of contributions that each
group member is willing to make to the common pool as cij =
max(yij, δ(S +V(p˜i))). This pot amounts to Cij = ∑n cij
• The group defaults if Cj = ∑n cij < nr
• Compute the group level repayment rate pˆii(p˜i).
3. Given all the pˆii(V( p˜)), compute pˆi(V(p˜i)) as the average and find the fixed
point pi such that pi = pˆi(V(pi)).
3.C Simulation Results for Piecewise Returns
As discussed in the main text, there is no straightforward approach to simulate the
model with the piecewise returns distribution. The problem is one of too many
degrees of freedom. A sensible approach would be to vary the difference between
the parameters ph and pm, as we saw in the main draft that for ph < pm, group
lending with joint liability performs particularly bad. We can vary this difference,
but still hold the sum ph + pm = p¯ fixed, where p¯ = 0.921, as in de Quidt et al.
(2012).29
We still have three parameters to tie down. Namely Rm, Rh and the mean return.
There is no straightforward approach to tie down either of these parameters when
varying the difference between ph and pm. This appendix will show the results from
one pragmatic way. First, we tie down Rm = ρ/p2. This condition is motivated by
assumption 5 for the two player model. It implies that the medium return is high
enough to repay a individual liability loan. Given this and the value of R¯ = 1.6,
we compute Rh imposing the constraint that ph = pm. This thus gives us the value
for Rh, when the difference between ph and pm is zero. Given these fixed values,
we then simply vary the difference between ph and pm, holding everything else
constant. This exercise thus maps somewhat into the table of the two-player model,
where the model suggest that there is only an IL equilibrium for low S and only IJ
equilibria for sufficiently high S. There is no EJ equilibrium in this case however.
For ∆ > 0, the simple model would predict EJ lending for some range of parameter
values. In the two-player model thus, the ∆ is key. For groups with larger size,
we would not expect this simple result to go through as now there are a lot more
29Please refer to this paper for details on how this value was estimated using cross-sectional data
from the MIX Market database
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states of the world. However, when plotting the simulation results as a function of
the difference between ph and pm in figure 3.5, we do see that EJ performs better
the larger ph − pm. However, this may simply be due to the fact that for higher ph
relative to pm, the mean return in this case is changing as well.
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results for piecewise borrower returns distribution. Curves
for explicit joint liability are drawn in red, and implicit joint liability in blue. Each
figure plots the relevant object (repayment rate, interest rate and borrower welfare)
for three levels of social capital, S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. The difference between ph and pm
of individual borrower returns is varied on the horizontal axis of each figure.
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